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ABSTRACT
A curriculum guide for teachers to the "Bread and

Butterflies" series of 15 television programs on career development
for 9-to-12-year-olds is given. For each program the goals and themes
are stated, and the content is summarized. Then activities are
suggested for students falling in level 1, beginners, or in level 2,
students already familiar with career development concepts. (NB)
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Bread is the staff of life. A breadwinner is a
family necessity. A bread and butter person is
somebody on whom you can depend.

Bread means security, practicality, stability . .. a
steady. reliable way of life.

A butterfly is one of the glories of nature. its
wings are covared with prism -tike scales that
catch the sunlight and create a majesty of color.
The beauty of the butterfly is the object of
collectors, and its flight an inspiration for poetry
and song.

Butterfly connotes frivolity, freedom, growth, and,
above all, change. The metamorphosis from egg
to caterpillar to chrysalis to butterfly is in some
ways like that of a human beingfrom embryo to
infancy to awareness to fulfillment.

The bread and butterflies series makes the point
that responsibility and beauty, stability and
change can be fused, and that each is a
necessary part of a rich, good, satisfying life.
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BEST COPY AVA,LAIIII

The need to make luthreents about using time and
assuming rotes recurs throughout life. Peswie formulate
careers by continuously evaluating both what they want
to do With their lives end the 'actions that will enable
them to achieve time penethei goats, Career deVelop-
ment occurs as educaeonst and vocatienal pursuits
interact with other life pursuits. It continues throughout
Ufa.

Prom Me Position Paper on COOSIOr
DoveloOMOOr of the American Vecitionat
Aseociatton and the National Volationat
Guidance Association

While extra planning and coordination are
required to meet students' career development
needs, much can be done in conjunction with what
is being taught. Career development like social and
physical development, should be natural, integral
part of the school process. It is ow Et subject added
to the curriculum; it is not merely a weekly televi-
tion program. It is a process of student-centered
learning, a development of student values and self-
concepts, a way of giving children a glimpse at the
adult world, a way of relating school to the needs of
the student and the outside world. The emphasis on
relevancy, successful experiences, student values,
and respect for the individual are parts of any posi-
tive learning experience.

The affective learning emphasized in breed
butterflies is a process of developing in the class-
room the spirit of the individualthe confidence
that he or she is somebody, that each has special
things that he or she can do well, and that all can
have a say in what happens to them in the years
ahead. bread & butterflies is based on the convic-
tion that classrooms can be made into happy places
where children can discover themselves and their
world and can begin to move toward their own
personal goals.

To think of "careers" simply as the jobs one hold*
during a lifetime is to ignore the human aspect. The
AVA-NVGA Commission on Career Guidance and Voca-
tional Education defined "career" as "n time-extended
working out of a purposeful life pattern through work
L.nriertaken by the individual." Career c'welopment,
according to the Commission. "refers to the total con-
stellation of psychological. sociological, educational.
physical, economic, and chance factors that combine to
shape the career of any given individual." Work, as
defined by the Commission, is any "expenditure of effort
designed to effect some change, however slight, in some
province of civilisation. it is not simply an arbitrary or
gratuitous action. but something which, from some
viewpoint within Society. ought to be done." By this
definition, volunteer community efforts, nonpaid work
Wei (such as that of the homemaker). and leisure time
activities that benefit society or contribute toward the
individual's sense of purpose can be considered as work
and as part of a career.



CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND

THE GOALS OF

The goals of bread & butterflies are those of
career development for ages nine-to-twelve. Specifi-
cally, the full implementation of bread & butterflies
(with its accompanying classroom materials and
activities) will help students to:

1 Develop a clearer, more positive
understanding of selftheir interests,
abilities, values, and interpretations of
the events in their lives.

2. Exert greater control over their lives
through decision-making and planning.

3. Develop personal and interpersonal
skills and attitudes essential to
success in school and work.

4. Develop greater respect for other
people and the work they do.

5. Develop a clearer concept of
successful work behaviorthe
attitudes, skills, and responsibilities
demonstrated by successful people at
school and at work.

6. Develop skills necessary to gather,
process, and act upon information
about self in relation to a constantly
changing work environment.

7. Relate their immediate experiences
and decisions to their evolving career
development.

8. See the connection between school
and the real world; understand the
relationship between what thy learn in
school and the problems and activities
outside the schcui.

These broad goals are reflected with varying
emphasis throughout the fifteen lessons, but certain
concepts within the goals are highlighted in each
lesson. The programs offer brief dramatized ver-
sions of the key concepts (i.e., planning, decision-
making, self-clarification, etc.), while the guide
shows how the concept can be translated into
classroom activities and related to curriculum
areas.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND THE NINE-TO-

TWELVE-YEAR-OLD

As any teact3r, parent, or youth worker knows
well, nine-to-twelve-year-olds possess boundless
energy. They have also, speaking generally. a
number of other characteristics in common.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

They have the widest range of interests of any age
group.

They are fascinated by realism and facts Achievement
is very important Success is elating. failure a disaster.

They have begun to questsoi the right of adults to
dominate

They want to make their own decisions, assume
responsibility, initiative. and independence regarding
things they see as important.

They are beginning to be aware of other people's
feelings. beliefs. end ideas. They can understand the
concept of fair play.

They find a certain amount of satisfaction in working
alone. but they realty enjoy group enterprises.

They seek prestige. ft is important to be somebody. to do

something great. to achieve recognition

Physically. they are developing body control. strength,

and endurance.

Such characteristics form a base for understanding
the career developmental needs at any given age
level. For nine-to-twelve-year-olds, these consist of
the need to develop:

a positive self-concept;
interpersonal and basic skills;

the discipline of work:
increased knowledge about workers;

increased understanding of the
influence and control people can
exercise over their lives;

a respect for others and for the work
they do.

bread & butterflies translates these needs into
goals and objectives and then into content and
learning activities for the programs and Curriculum
Guide, While other age groups may find the pro-
grams quite useful, the developmental concepts
address the level of readiness most commonly
ascribe° to nine-to-twelve-year-olds. Older boys and
girls whose experiences have been deficient in
some areas of career development may also be
interested in the programs that focus on adults at
work (e.g., Choosing Changes, School and Jobs,
The Way We Live, Success Story, People Need
Peo,)1e, I Agree,...You're Wrongl. Our Own Two
Hands, Work Means . .).



HOW TO USE

The goals of breed & butterflies depend upon
classroom processes that involve students in their
own learning. In many respects, bread & butterflies
is a discovery approach to career development. In
addition to discussing feelings and ideas about the
programs, students should investigate and imple-
ment ideas about themselves and the world they
live in. In short, they should begin to understand
what they can do with what they know.

Many of the classroom strategies given in the
Curriculum Guide do require teacher planning and
coordination. The following suggestions ehould
prove useful.

ADULTCCMMUNITY CONTACTS

Why?

Adults ia the community setting should be seen
as an extension of the school's staff, an enrichment
of the learning experience. The suggested tech-
niques (adult interviews, on-the-job observations,
panels of workers, workars as resource persons for
classroom activities) involve a coordinated effort by
the school. However, only by association with a
variety of people in a cross-section of occupations
will students develop an appreciation for the dignity
of all individuals and the work they do. Identifica-
tion with a variety of adult work models also will
help children clarify their values and give them a
better understanding of what and whom they might
become.

How?

Teachers might work through parent organiza-
tions or civic groups that may have committees
eager to bring school and community together
even, perhaps, by supplying a panel of "experts"
who would come to school to help students
organize p:vjects. Have students develop and take
home a parent questionnaire to see who would be
willing to help the class learn about work. (To dis-
cover hidden expertise, include a section on avoca-
tions in the questionnaire.) Poll the school staff for
skills and previous experiences and for suggestions
of people who would be willing to work with stu-
dents, in school or at their places of work. Build a
community resource file (see suggested letter and
questionnaire) and bring together teachers, librari-
ans. and administrative and guidance staff to map
out strategies for organizing community liaison.
Have the students themselves help in establishing
adult contacts, and do not overlook high school
teachers and students in the search for assistance.
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SAMPLE LETTER

Dear

Our school is preparing a community resource file of
names and addresses of individuate and companies
willing to provide kerning experiences for our students
in the community, or willing to come to the classroom to
discuss tneir vocational and avocational skills and
intermits. Our objectives are to:

1. Provide teachers with information about
learning resources available in the
community.

2. Firovide students with the opportunity to
develop an apprecisition of the skills,
responsibilities. and values of vvorldng
people and the role of wort in our
economic system and in the development of
the inevidual.

3. Bring school and community ciassr
together, thus making our educational
program more relevant to the outside world
and taming to develop a better
understanding of that program within the
community.

We would greatly appreciate your occasional Pertio-
Potion in our career development program for Ming
People The information you submit in the enclosed
questionnaire will become part of our community
resource file. Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours.

SAMPLE OUISTIONNAIRE

Simple ourationnewts IMO this one weld he tittclossa with
the lottt NOM warn 000101$114 envelope. Ass-
pontes shook, be aohnowtodgeti Ismosoistsly, wrs? rooftop.
Voss when the Mersa ssrviou *OS be *shod upon. Almost
nothing Is worse for schost-oossounity rotations than an
unused volunteer.

(Please fill out and return this questionnaire.)

Name

Address

Title

Phone

Work r,le

Name of Company

Community service activities

Hobbies. special interests

Would you be willing to:

1. Come to school to work with
small groups of intermediate
students on a project?

2. Have one student accompany
you on the job to see the kind
of work you do?

3. Take a small group of 8.8
students on a tour of the
place where you work?

4. Spend time with an individual
student who needs positive
adult contacts?

Yes No

Yes No

vas No

Yes No



HOME-SCHOOL-COMMUNITY PROJECTS

Why?
Suggested here are a number of home, school

and community projects through which students can
undertake responsibilities that affect the welfare of
others. Projects for the sake of projects have lim-
ited value. But there are tasks in the community
that are not undertaken because no one seems to
have the time, interest, or moneybeautification
efforts, attention to dependent persons, attempts to
alleviate neighborhood pollution or erosion prob-
lems. Whatever project is appropriate in your neigh-
borhood. it should stem from community needs
identified by students. It is important that children
see the worth and dignity of their own contribution
to others. Through these experiences they begin to
define their own worth and dignity as individuals.

How?
Planning is required if the students are to have

the necessary materials for their projects. Many of
these seeded materials will be willingly donated by
persons in the community. Students should receive
both school credit and public recognition for their
project efforts. School and community newspapers
should be kept informed of their activities.

In addition, a student or group of students
might also design a project that would establish a
"mini" business or industry. Students would first
search out a service or goods that persons in their
community need and would purchase; then they
would form a c-..npany and provide the service or
goods. Such projects enable students to experience
the process by which one generates an income.
This adds to their confidence and their ability to
cope with our complex economic system.

APPLIED LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Why?
Applied learning is really thisa chance for

children to take what they know and put it to use, a
chance for the school to meet the children's needs
for actual and concrete experiences. The concept
of applied learning asks that teachers set up activi-
ties like those of workers in career roles so that the
children can practice work tasks and apply their
knowledge and skills to the kinds of problems
found in the outside world. In addition to offering
alternative strategies for teaching basic skills. these
activities introduce the child to technology. Tech-
nological tools and toys can help children begin to
adjust to a technological environment. Teachers are
not expected to be technicians themselves: they are
expected to know where to look to find the experi-
ences and expertise necessary to accomplish a
specific purpose with students.
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How?
The following steps are suggested for selecting

and creating concrete activities for the class.

1. Go through one week's lesson plane in one or
more content areas and list the concepts covered.

2. List the work roles that use these concepts to
solve daily problems on tfie job.

3. Note which of the listed career areas are most
appropriate for your students andlor most
accessible within the community. (Although this
latter consideration should not restrict career
reference, it is easier to begin with the familiar
and accessible and then move into other work
roles.)

4. Determine how you can best translate these
community resources into learning experiences
for your students by individual student
interview assignments, by bringing resource
persons into the classroom, by field trips, or by
exploratory days on the job with a worker for
individual students.

5. rransiate the concepts into action in the
classroom by planning a project or activity that
will enable students, individually or in groups, to
use subject area skills to solve practical
problems in the career areas they researched.
Resource persons and learning experiences,
whether "real" or vicarious, tend to be forgotten
unless the student can put his newly acquired
information to use.

INTERRELATED LEARNING
Why?

The idea of the core curriculum is that all learn-
ing is related. bread & butterflies helps the teacher
interrelate subject areas around real projects and
problems. Most intermediate students need to see
that all learning can be useful, relevant to their
lives, and related to other kinds of learning. It Is
important for them to look at fifth-year science, for
example, not simply as a prerequisite for sixth-year
science but as a tool to be used along with lan-
guage arts, mathematics, and other skills to solve
problems in the real world.

How?
Tying subject-area concepts into a central

theme or activity requires joint teacher planning.
The applied learning and community projects sug-
gested in the Curriculum Guide will often promote
student motivation and enthusiasm that teachers
can use to stimulate learning in the various subject
areas. The Guide offers specific suggestions, but
these should be seen primarily as examples. The
best ideas will come from teachers' drawing on
their current lesson plans and the needs of their
students. Any subiect-area teacher should find
bread & butterflies useful, not only in meeting the
career development needs of students but also in
enhancing the skills taught in class.



ROLE-PLAYING

Why?

Getting children to step outside themselves for a
while, to think through other people's problems and
decisions, and to identify with many different situa-
tions leads them to a unique understanding and
appreciation of others. Role-playing also gives stu-
dents a chance to practice interpersonal skills when
the stakes are not quite so high. bread & butterflies
offers great potential for role-playing in the class-
room. The dilemmas faced by children in the script
can easily be translated to dilemmas faced by stu-
dents in the class. The Curriculum Guide provides
specific suggestions for role- playing activities as
well as techniques for classroom implementation.

How?

Teacher preparation for role-playing takes only
a little time. but it generally results in an activity
that is productive and orderly. The following are
suggestions. Think about the interpersonal or social
concept you wish to illustrate (i.e.. decision-making.
plan.-.ing, getting along with others). Decide on a
situation and invent the characters. Briefly describe
each character on a a x 5 card and give it to the
actor who will portray that character. Set the stage
for students. Describe for them how, why, and
where the action is taking place and give them a
few opening lines to get them started. Explain that
they are to react as though they were these people
being faced with this situation. Afterwards. see that
classroom discussion centers around the concept or
problem you wanted to emphasize. but also encour-
age spin-off ideas from the experience. After a few
tries. students will be able to develop their own
structures for role-playing.
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GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Why?

Children need to share their experiences and
feelings with others, to reflect upon those experi-
ences, and to develop a vocabulary for relating self
to others and to the world. Small group discussions
can offer a comfortable, secure setting for sharing
and learning. In almost every lesson the Curriculum
Guide suggests small groups for project work and
lesson summary. These strategies are key elements
in enhancing career development at any level. They
are part of the student-centered approach to learn-
ing, for they move the student into a position of
personal responsibility for learning.

How?

The Curriculum Guide goes into detail on strate-
gies and planning for successful group discussions.
The sessions usually get quite lively when the talk
centers around student experiences and contacts
with adults in the world of work, but having a few
key questions ready will insure that the discussion
is productive. Examples of summary group discus-
sion topics are listed at the end of most lessons. It
is important to set aside regular times and r-.aces
for group discussions. Guidance and counseling
specialists can offer assistance in organizing the
discussions and may even want to help by serving
as group leaders until the students become com-
fortable in leadership roles.
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Each lesson begins with two facing pages that contain an
overview of the entire lesson. These pages consist of the
following:

LESSON THEME. BEST COPY AVAILABLE
LESSON GOAL
BEFORE THE PROGRAM. This provides "readiness
questions" or activities to prepare the students for the
concepts presented in the program. Teachers should
consult this section well in advance, then give the
questions or activities to the students immediately before
the viewing.
THE PROGRAM. This gives a brief summary of what the
students will see on the screen.

PUP POSES (Lorca One and Level Two). This states the
purposes underlying the two levels of the lesson (see

below).
KEY QUESTIONS (Level One and Level Two). This
focuses on the most important concepts to be derived
from the program. The questions here are drawn from the
Things to Consider sections of Levels One and Two.

The remaining pages of the lesson are divided into the
two levels. Level One is for beginners, students who have had
little experience* with career development and who need to
reach an awareness of the concepts involved by discussing
them and then participating in related activities. Level Two is
for students who already understand the concepts, but need
to practice using them and to develop an understanding of
the consequences. Teachers should select the level that best
meets the needs of their students. Readiness, not age level, is

the criterion.
Each level of each lesson in the guide consists of these

four sections:
THINGS TO CONSIDER. This includes questions about
both the program itself and the broader concepts
underlying the program. This section should be the
springboard for class discussion immediately following
the program.
SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES. These are suggestions for
activities that can usually be carried out in fifteen to
thirty minutes. They are to be given to the students after
the class discussion. The activities emphasize the key
concepts of the lesson.
LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES. These are individual or group
projects for periods of time ranging from a few days to
several weeks. Extending beyond the immediate
classroom. these activities relate to a wide variety of
concepts and subject areas and can be made part of the
on-going curriculum. They are intended to encourage
students to transfer the key concepts into their everyday
problem-solving experiences.
SUBJECT ACTIVITIES. This section offers teachers
specific ways of applying career development concepts
to their own teaching specialties. The Subject Activities
usually relate to the Long-Term Activities for that level.

in some cases there is additional information to be found
at the end of a lesson (grey page). These ideas are generally
applicable to the complete Curriculum Guide, but are
included with the most appropriate lesson.
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LESSON THEME:

SELF-INDEPENDENCE AND
THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM
LESSON GOAL:

To help students explore the process of producing income
and to help them discover ways in which they can achieve
economic independence by participating in the economic
system now and in the future.

4bk,

PaQ

BEFORE THE PROGRAM
This program is basically about making money. List on the board students' responses
to questions like

1. When have you ever wished for something and needed a few dollars to bay it?
& How do yea get the mow you need now?
3. How could you get =Ore money?
4. How important is getting money now?
A. Have you ever thought shout the need toearn money as you get °kW
& Whet do you need money for new?
7. What will you need it for in the future?

The program is also about three cliffs-nit kinds of people who try to earn money. As
you watch the show, think about what they did to make the money and what you might
do differently if you had they problem.

THE PROGRAM
The carnival is in town, the music is exciting, the lights are bright, and the rides are

bigger and wilder than everand more expensive.
Ernie, Monica, and Bill face the age-old problem of big dreams and empty pockets.

With encouragement from Ernie, the three friends part to earn eight dollars in two
days. Enda is enthusittetically confident, Monica is willing but uncertain, and Bill is
pessimistic. Nevertheless, all three begin the search for a way to make money.

In interwoven Andes, the children meet with the tasks, frustrations, and satisfac-
tions of earning money. Ess.:!t gets an idea fronseeing others work, but they quickly
discover that doing it yourself is not always as easy as it looks. Ernie's dog - washing
service is hampered by difficulties in finding the right dog owners and by the Ian than
eager cooperation of their frisky pets. Monica discovers that selling greeting cards as
her sister does MOMS purchasing materialswhich means moneywhich means a loan
(with interest) before she can even get started. And Bill's errand service is thwarted by
a lack of salesmanship, self-confidence, and customers. But, to some extent, hard work
pays off. Ernie's customer is pleased with his dog's appearance, and Monica's cards be-
gin to attract buyers; Bill, however, seems to have met with failure.

When they reconvene at the carnival, all three have money. Monica and Ernie en-
thusiastically share their morwpinaldng experiences, but Bill is surly and closed-
mouthed about the source of his fonds. There is no way of knowing how Bill made his
money or why he seems to be so ill-tempered and unhappy. "Come on! Let's gel," Bill
insists, as the three disappear into the lights of the carnival.



PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of the lesson, students should:

feel that they can earn matey;

uminstand personal and economic factors
that influence malting money; and

see that making money involves some risks,
respopeibilities, and dkot.

Level Two

As a result of the lesson, students shout

desaibe the decisions and plans consitbnd
by the children in the program who sought
to make money;

describe risks involved in their own ability
to make money;

express tiut conikkoce and desire to earn
mental

list ways in which they can personally earn
suneY; and

relate social responsibility to earning money.
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KEY QUESTIONS
Level One
1. Which of the threechild= is most MN you

in his at her smooch to a problem? Which
is most dif6rent? Why?

2. How does Bill's fear of Mum make it
difficult for him to succeed?

a Is feeling good about yourself and the things
you do important in mains money?

4. Did the children have to take any risks to
earn maw? What were they? What were
the consequalces?

L What services or products can you think of
that people might pay you to provide? What
are the risks?

6. How many ways can you think of to earn
money that you could do in the immediate
future? (Bee page 14)

Level Two
1. How did B, Ernie, and Monica get their

ideas fa making money? What personal risks
did each take to make money?

2. In the WWI= Bill says that it doesft
matter how he got the money. How much
does it matter in real life?

a Have you ever been in a situation in which
you were not sure of yourself? How did it
feel? Did you discover new things about
younierl

4. How can your feelings aboutyourself increase
your dumces for success at a given task?

& What talents do you have that would be most
valuable to you or to a group in making
money?

6. How would you find a way to make money
in your neighborhood?

7. How does the phrase "it takes money to make
money' apply to this program? Where could
you get money to make money? (See page 17)



LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

How did the three children feel about having the
money they needed? Why do you suppose Bill felt dif-
ferent from Monica and Ernie? Why do you think that
Monica and Ernie made money sooner than Hill?

If you were Bill's friend, what would you have
said to him at the supermarket that might have helped
him?

Which of the three children is most like you in
their approach to a problem? Which is the most dif-
ferent? Why?

Did the children have to take any chances or risks
to earn money? What were they? What were the con-
sequences? What else might have happened? Can you
see yourself taking that kind of risk?

What service that people need did the children
provide? Whet service or products can you think of that
people might pay you to provide?

if 3W many other ways can you think of to earn
money? Do you now think that you can earn money?

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

In many ways. Bill's fear of failure keeps him from
succeeding. Have students suggest a different money-
making situation so that they can role-play the customer
and the salesperson, trying out roles guaranteed not to
sell as well as the more persuasive approaches. Let the
class as a whole criticize the various techniques. Discuss
how feeling good about yourself and the things you can
do plays a big role in making money and in making
friends.

How confident was Monica of her ability to earn
money? Have students role-play the scene between
Monica and her sister, demonstrating how the sister's
response could have been more helpful or less helpful.
Discuss and role-play experiences in which students
think that their behavior toward a friend helped that
friend gain confidence or, conversely, lose confidence.

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

PURPOSES: The long-term activities should:

provide students with the opportunity to
experience the various methods in which
adults make money in their community;

involve students in the process of making
money;

relate school experiences to making money;

enable students to identify various talents
that are financially rewarding in the work
world, in addition to the talents rewarded
in school.

INTERVIEW PARENTS AND OTHER WORKERS

Have the students:

1. Determine information to be gathered and
the sample to be interviewed.

2. Develop and practice interview techniques.
3. Contact subjects and arrange appointments.
4. Conduct interviews and record findings.
5. Report individual findings to the group.
6. Graph salary differences and various ways

of earning money.
7. Compare local sample with sample of

workers in another community.
8. Discuss personal characteristics that en-

hanced the interviewee's ability to earn
money.

9. Summarize their experiences in class
meeting.

10. Develop a permanent classroom display
depicting the variety of workers observed.

CONSIDER WAYS TO MAKE MONEY

Students may consider ways that they could make
money on their own (paper sales, recycling bottles. en.
tertainment, crafts. house and garden chores) and de-
termine a step-by-step plan to carry out the on tiet



Avt

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES tei t'*

All subieet areas in this unit prvide an excellent
opportunity to look at how skills in ei'rtuin subjects can
be used to prduve incorm..

SOCIAL STUDIES

SAMPIING TECHNIQUES. The' purpose of these' inter-
views is to help students obtain first-hand informatio:i
about how adults in their community earn money. Have
students suggest topics to be covered in the' interviews.
Include such things as:

Work perftirmed
Skills required
Average starting pay for the job
Payment method (salaried or hourly wages)
Goods or services produced
Raw materials, products, or processes used
Risks and investments
Social responsibilities

Then determine which workers will give' the class a
fair sample of the working community. and determine'
the' possible variables in the sample. The sample should

include' different sub-populations (women, minority
groups, varying age groups) as we'll as a variety of oc-
cupational groups and levels. The class might develop a
matrix like the one suggested to help them determine
representation. Of course, the matrix will mean more' if
students suggest the categories themselves.

LANGUAGE ARTS

INTERVIEWS, OBTAINING AND
RECORDING INFORMATION. Have students work in

groups. Devise a simple questionnaire for students to

use when interviewing adults about their work. Role.

play interview technique's. I'raetie't' in class va, ious ways
that information can be' recorded anti re'porte'd, using
brief notes as "memory clue's," cassette tape recorders,
instant:die e'anwrees, and checklists. (Ask ptlire officers
or reporters how they record and report information.)
Students may bring tt Hits, gear, products, and catalogs
to illustrate the work they observed.

USING THE TELEPHONE FOR
BUSINESS. With mock telephone equipment, have stu-
dents role-play the initial telephone c4mtact with a
worker, giving the following information:

Identify the caller
Purpose of the call
I'urpose' of the' interview
Time length and place of the interview

CONDUCT INTERVIEW AND RECORD
FINDINGS: Bring phone books to class to get the neces-
sary information. Have students place their phone calls
to their interviewees after school hours and report on
their experiences during the next class period.

REPORTING INDIVIDUAL
FINDINGS. Help students prepare their presentations
to the' class by offering suggestions on:

how to organize a five-minute presentation;

how to use artwork to illustrate the work setting
of the worker they interviewed;

how to prepare, a slide' show and or cassette' record-
ing of sights and sounds on the job;

how to prepare panel presentations of two or more
students; and

how to prepare' simulated TV news interviews with
students who visited interesting work sites.
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Matrix
(See "Social
Studies")
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MATHEMATIC HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PERCENTAGES AND GRAPHS. 6C51 tk°
COMPARING INCOMES.

Discuss and compare sample starting salaries
for the jobs observed by students. Compute
the difference between straight salaries and
commissions.

Explain contracted services and compute
possible profit loss resulting from errors in
estimated projected costs.

Compute how overtime pay and tips may
affect hourly wage earners.

Discuss the reasons why some workers inter-
viewed were paid more than others, relating
skill level and responsibility to income level.
Also consider work roles thatare well paid
because of demand, unattractive working
conditions, or society's values (e.g., sports
and entertainment).

Make a graph illustrating the number of workers ob-
served according to the way they are paid. Graphs may
also be drawn to show the relationship between respon-
sibility and sample incomes, education or skill level and
income, or other variables the class might suggest.

1O

9
8

7

6
5

4

a
2

SALARY COMMISSION HOURLY HOURLY TIPS
WAGE WAGE

PLUS TIPS

CONTRACTED
SERVICES

Sample Graph (See "Mathematics")

COMPARE LOCAL SAMPLE WITH SAMPLE OF
WORKERS IN ANOTHER COMMUNITY. Send for or
obtain from the local library, a newspaper from a town
or city quite unlike yours in size, climate, and location.
Have students compare those want ads with the local
want ads to see the differences in salary and in what
people do to make money. In what ways can the dif-
ferences be attributed to natural resources, climate,
location, and population density? What are the similar-
ities between the two towns? What needs, products
and services sold seem to be the same in both towns?
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF PERSONAL HEALTH HABITS. If one of those in-
terviewed was a company nurse, personnel director, or
owner of a small business, invite him or her to class to
talk about how mental and physical health can affect
one's ability to earn money.

Discuss one's responsibility to one's own health and
well-being. What specific health habits should the in-
dividual develop to increase the ability to participate in
the economic system?

Be sure that students see clearly what being healthy
has to do with making money. Have each student out-
line a personal health and physical fitness plan for the
year and help them keep tabs on their own progress.

ART

DEVELOPING CLASSROOM DISPLAY. Make a col-
lage, mobile, mural, or town model to depict all the
ways that children observed adults making money in
the community. Invite other classes to see the finished
product and have students explain the significant as-
pects. Find a spot in the school or classroom for the
project to be displayed.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

CLASS MEETING. The group session should focus on
what the students learned about themselves as well as
what they learned about their community through the
interview experience. Leading questions might be:

How did you feel about contacting someone for a
business appointment? Could you do it with less
help next time?

What did you learn about talking to adults? What
pleased you most about the interview? What was
the hardest part?

What responsibilities did you carry out in the in-
terview? Were there any risks for you? How did
you get ready to handle the risks? How can this
experience be useful to you in planning for other
experiences?

How do you think you will feel about talking to
adults about their work in the future? What new
thing did you learn about yourself from the
interview?



LEVEL TWO

00
THINGS TO CONSIDER ,NticS1

How did Bill, Ernie. and Monica get their ideas
for making money? In what. other ways could they have

found money-making ideas? How would you find a way
to make money in your neighborhood? List the steps
that each child went through to make money. What
ideas would you suggest to them if they wanted to con-
tinue their project?

Suppose that Bill was your best friend and came
to you for help after his errand service failed at the
supermarket. What would you say to him? Why do you
think Bill seemed so annoyed with Monica's and Ernie's
questions? What does money have to do with the way
you feel?

Compare Moaica's mood at the end of the program
with her feelings at the beginning of the program. What
do you think she learned about herself from her experi-
ence? Have you ever been in a situation in which you
were not sure of yourself? How did it feel to try some-
thing new? How can trying new things help you dis-
cover new things about yourself?

What personal risks did each child take to make
money? Suppose all three had failed. Which of the
children do you think would be most likely to try again?
Why? What are the personal factors that help people
succeed?

How does the phrase "it taxes money to make
money" apply to this program? How did Monica and
Ernie get the needed capital? Where could you get
money to make money?

We all approach different tasks with different feel-
ings about ourselves, depending on the skill and under-

standing we bring to the task. How can you increase
your chances for success at a given task?

What traits or talents do you have that would be
most valuable to you or to a group in making money?

SHORTTERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1. Divide students into small groups of five
to eight. Give each group the same written description
of a money-making project. Have the group decide by
consensus what will be needed to complete the project.
The best project description will be one drawn from the
students' own experiences. For example:
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The class wants to take a trip to the state capitol and
picnic at a nearby state' park. They have devided to raise
the money by selling homemade baked goods. They need
to raise at least $4.50 per person.

Will your group be willing to help?

What jobs will have to be done?

What materials will be needed?

Plan the first three steps your group will undertake'.

ACTIVITY 2. In the program Bill says that it doesn't
matter how he got the money. How much does it matter
in real life? What obligations do we have to others in

how we earn money? Divide the class into four groups
and give them the following four cases or ask them to
make up similar instanc,,s drawn from their own experi-
ences. Have the groups rank the individuals in the four

cases according to how well they fulfilled their responsi-
bilities to others. Compare and discuss reasons for the
order chosen.

CASE A. Charles, a high school senior. is selling drugs to
junior high students to make enough money to buy a car
and good clothes so he can apply for a job as a salesman.
He wants a job because his kid brother is living with an
aunt out-of-state. If he and his mother had a little more
money, they could bring him back home.

CASE R. Susan babysits to make money. She thinks it
is a good way to make spending money because she can
still have a good timeshe has her friends meet her at
the clients' houses. Once a baby hurt himself when Susan
left him unattended, but he stopped crying before his
mother returned, so the mother never knew the difference.

CASE C. The school has asked that all students who
wish to participate in field trips bring money to purchase
school insurance. Reba does not want to admit to the
teacher that she can't ask her mother for the money. A
woman has left her wallet on the store counter. Reba
slips the wallet bit° her purse and calmly walks out the
door.

CASE D. The grocer in a nonEnglishspeaking neighbor
hood picks up extra money by diluting the' milk, selling
older meat that should be discarded, and overcharging on
sales tax. He says that this is necessary. His costs are
soaring because of robberies, and the people simply can't
pay higher prices. If he loses money and has to go out of
business. there will be no food store in the neighborhood,
and the people need his services.

Having ranked the four cases. the groups might
answer these questions.

How would you have handled the four
problems?
What would you do if you had their
problems?
Pretend that you are the injured party in all
four cases. Explain your feelings to your
best friend.
What does your ranking tell you about your
feelings toward earning money?



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

PI TRPOSES: The lung -term activities slowid:

involve' the students in establishing and
(gyrating an I en.g 'jag class business:

make' students aware. of how work in the
class business resembles work done by adults
in the community;

help students see the relationship between
money and iife style:

offer students an opportunity to participate
in a task(mienteei group and to evaluate
their roles as members of a group.

OPERATE A CLASS BUSINESS

Students should:

. Identify a need for goods or se'rvic'es that
the class might provide.
Observe' how adults work together in
groups.

3. Plan and organize the company.
4. Set up a bookkeeping system.
;*. Secure materials and resources needed.

Develop an advertising campaign.
7. Evaluate the enterprise in (gyration and

adjust plans to make needed changes.
S. Issue a company report and pay dividends

(if any).
9. Rotate jobs and responsibilities within the

company and discuss individual feelings
about different work roles.

1. At the end of the' quarter tor other period
of time chosen. dissolve the company.

OTHER SUGGESTED LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

Study tax structure anti figure taxes on the profits
of the class corporation. or a sai.iple individual income'.

Encourage students to engav in individual money
making ventures and report their progress to the class.

Ask one or two students to compile a history of the
development of the' company by making photos or slicks
of the various steps and activities of the class. have stu
dents use the presentation at a parents' meeting. faculty
meeting, or in another class to summarize the group's
experiences.
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SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

In all subject areas this unit provides an exvellent
opportunity to look at how skills in certain subjects can
be used tee produce. income.

SOCIAL STUDIES

POILING AND PUBLIC OPINION.
MAPS AND GRAPHS. Plan and carry out a community
survey to determine what goods or services the com-
munity would purchase if they were' provided. (School
or community newspapers, home and community ser-
vices, recycling and reselling discarded items, as well as
the manufacturing of toys and unusual crafts have all
been successful businesses for intermediate students.)

Devise a simple survey form to determine consumer
reaction to certain services or products. Bring retailers
into the classroom to discuss how they read the con-
sumer market. In larger cities, market analysis firms
may be able to share sample survey forms and other
polling techniques. Maps, charts, and graphs should be
used in planning and in recording and analyzing data.

GROUP ORGANIZATIONAL
PATTERNS. In teams of twos or threes have students
observe and interview work groups in the community
(business groups, civic organizations. volunteer vont-
Mitteeti. units within tame vorporations). Note and dis-
cuss in class how groups identify needs. plan, reach
agreement. assign tasks, solve problems, and share re-
wards. Also, note what community and social needs are
being met by these' groups working together.

MANNING. Invite' to self-employed person from the
community to discuss considerations and decisions to
be made when starting a business. The class should
determine:

what steps to take to aceomplish the task:

what work role's need to be established:

who is going to perform specific individual and
group tasks; and

what rules and management structure the i.ompany
will need to gwritt.

Planning charts such as the' one shown may be drawn
by students to help them keep track of their plans and
progress.

Depending on the nature of the business. consider
such options as assembly line pi-messes, selling stock in
the company tO acquire needed tools and raw materials.
marketing and advertising. customer relations. sales,
packaging, and distribution.



flMMIECTIVE TASKS
rasmn. DATE

1, Obtain Needed Capital 1, Determine costs Math/ Accounting Unit

2. Draw up stook
certificates Art 8 Display Unit

3. Determine how
many SNOW MO
be sold at what
cost

Matt/Accounting Unit

4. Sell stock at
given price Sales Unit

Acquire Raw Materials 5. Conduct com-
parative cost
study for needed
hems

Accounting Unit

Purchase needed
items and bring
to class

Production
Management Unit

LANGUAGE Alas

Sample Planning Chart (See "Social Studies")

DESCRIPTIVE PERSUASIVE
COMMUNICATIONS. Devise an advertising campaign
with posters, letters, and any other forms of communi.
cation available to sell the company product or service.
Discuss persuasive versus descriptive and informative
language styles and techniques. Explore the' use of pie-
tures in communication and persuasion. Discuss how
certain persuasion techniques appeal to a specific audi-
ence depending upon age, interests, etc.

LANGUAGE ARTS AND MATHEMATICS

PERIODIC AND SUMMARY
REPORTS. Issue periodic reports to stockholders and
interested members of the public reporting tasks ac-
complished, projected activities, and the current balance
sheet of the company. Dividends should he calculated
and paid to stockholders on a predetermined schedule.

MATHEMATICS

RECORD KEEPING. Set up accounting and bookkeep-
ing procedures for the business. Invite a hanker to talk
to the class about the services banks offer to small busi-
nesses like' the class corporation. Set up a corporation
account and or individual savin :... accounts in the class -
rexim or with a bank and talk about how money can
make money. Compute interest ratem. checkbooks, and
bank statements. Consider the' potential costs to the cor-
poration or to the individual of simple errors in com-
putation.

CONSUMER AWARENESS, COST ACCOtTNTING. As
students list items needed to carry out their money-
making group project, suggest that various students take
the list to different suppliers and record the prices for
each item. Bring the price lists back to class and de
iirmine how much the least expensive supplier will sari'
the group. Discuss what this means to students as con-
sumers,
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Groups can write up the real math problems they
encounter in their project and present them to the class
as a 'vhole' to he solved. The class could compile their
own -math hook" throughout the year, drawn from
group and individual money-making projects and
problems.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

CLASS MEETING. Divide the class weekly into their
work groups. Have students check the planning charts
to compare expectations with accomplishments, and
evaluate the work done.

Discuss the roles played by group members to ac-
complish the tasks. How is the group's organization and
work similar to adult organizations? How are decisions
being reached within the group (by decree, by vote, by
consensus)? How is that process similar to decision-
making in adult organizations?

NOTE: For additional information on helping she
dents look at their own roles within a group setting, see
the Instructional Resource Package for bread & tier-

lies.
Students should have the' opportunity to try out dif-

ferent roles within the company and to compare their
performances at the various tasks. On a regularly sched-
uled basis, students should be responsible for training
other students for their jobs, while they in turn learn
new work roles. The purpose of this is to help students
identify the differences between tasks. to express their
feelings about themselves in various work roles, and to
begin to identify their own interests, strengths, and
weaknesses as they relate to a variety of work functions.

GOING OUT OF' BUSINESS

I. Convert everything on hand into cash, in
dueling raw materials, inventory, and tools.

2. Pay all loans, debts, and outstanding
bills.

. :;. Compute' dividends to stockholders.. Repay snyckholders original investment
plus dividends.

ii. Prepare and distribute final report.



WORKING IN GROUPS

WHY?

WORKING IN GROUPS HELPS STUDENT&

understand and pregtice interpersonal skilla andgroup dynamics;

develop confidence in sharing ideas and Wings among friencb;

learn to appreciate the contributions ofothers; and

cooperate in planning and carrying out a joint effort.

GROUP ORGANIZATION

Select members randomly

Include five to eight members per grog

Sasedule regular meeting times and places

Sped 'redetermined length of time for group sessions

Strive for a stable group membership

MAKING IT WORK

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. Teacher explaius purpose of group work.
2. Class discloses group experimces (ebbs, sports, gangs).
a 'Teacher explains the task fir the groups.
4. Groups carry out tasks.
5. Teocher should encourage students to ittlegeet that,own name.

ialldng about what makes one unconsibrtable sem*
against ridicule and judgment, or admitting the
encourages the group to give each member a chance to be

6. Teacher should allow at least five minuteeper sesaion Ow eta*
to summarise his own experience within thegroup. .

7. thews should not be graded by teacher, drone ahetakiiiseetti
performance aaxeding to whatever goals they have oet *fr

STRUMMING GROUPS

To get the etudents working together quickly. set up add**
first. Outline steps in the decision.maldng process, setting s Ihstit *ea*
When time is up, proceed to the next step. Have thirty seconds of Wm* 'Wore 414witstep is began to glee each member a chance 'to think of a reopens., This *Wen &it
em* member will contribute to the group. Soggested stemc

1. Each member states the problem as be sees it. (Two and a halfunntge)
2. Each member Wens a suggested solution with no resperme thms others.

(One minute per member)
& Group weighs) options offered, proJecting malt* of sattilTen nah3401i)
4. Group makes four choices and projects results. (Five natant*
5. Group ranks selected options. (Five minutee)
0. Group reports ranking to the class and explains choice. Mare mitmtes)

Par more information on groups in the clasaroons, suggested. ore" ,adirilies
games, norm and goal setting, see the hueructional Resource de
butterflies.
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LESSON THEME:

WHY PEOPLE WORK

LESSON GOAL:
051 COO

000-

To help students understand a variety of attitudes (including
their own) toward work, and to explore the significance that
work has for the development of individuals and society.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

Select a previewing activity commanding to the background experiesee of the dam and
thelfahlifty to understand people at work. For example:

1. Ask each student what work meana to him or her allowing fbr both positive
and negidive reepanses. List all responses on the board. Ask sweats to watch
Ow new Wm to add to the list after the program.

2. Interview a panel of salmi workers to find cut what work means to them. List
their responme on the board and ask students to look it contrasts and
comparisons.

& Have *Wastes:on local newspapers and national weekly news magazines to
Went* medal needs and problems oanikonting the sontrounify and the nation.
Discuss how work can help meat society's needs as well as the =Woof the
individual. Ask students to watch Rai ticaurples in the Ingram of individuals
who are benefiting society, as well as mask/ins their own nee&

THE PROGRAM

What does "work'. mean? in Wow it means "brae or sway passing fisms ass thing
to another." But it's not so easy to define when it ammo to inside. In Work Mean .
Marcie, a junkr high student writing a /apart, asks the *motion, "What does work mean
to your if sr Everyone she asks gives a difibrent answer. 3b. a Slathiall. work is a way to
fiat his identity, a means of seifespression. and requires dedication. An elderly man who
now is a school arm guard sees all work as aariehhrg. A recreation director seas work
as a chance to snake a &Arenas, however slight, in the masks= tufts the asnmunity. A
cab driver interprets yak as everything you do that gives your 10 meaning. The
maths of work seems to be a my personal thingPft's whoever you put yoursalfinto."

Work Means . . . is about people; why they work and how their work benefits others
as well as themselves. But the program also emphasises two other concepts. First, work
can be fizz In hot, much adult work is similar to the phsy activities and interests of
children, and we we a number of examples in the wows. Second, all work fits to her
in society to solve iwoblems and to get things done.
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um ONE
THINGS TO CONSIDER

What did work mean to the people you saw in the
program? What were their reasons for working? What new
ideas did the program give you about reasons people
work? LAiok at the list you put on the board earlier. What
new ideas could you add now? What different kinds of
work have you done---at school, at home, in your neigh.
horhood? Which one of the people in the film made you
think about how you've felt about the work you've done?
Have you ever built or made something? How did you feel
once you had finished? Have you ever done something that
you felt really helped someone? What satisfactions did
that give you? What is the difference between that feeling
and the feeling you get when you finish a projert or
homework assignment?

The crossing guard says that all your work becomes
a part of you. What does he mean by that? How does the
work '.ou do in school and at home influence the kind of
person you are? How does it influence what others think
about you? How does your work as a student become a
part ofyou? How long will it remain a pan of you? Why?

Do you think the cab driver and the musician would
have exchanged places even if they had the same talents
and abilities? Why? In what ways were they different?
The teacher might reflect on student descriptions of these

differences to show how driving a taxi might suit the
needs of the cab driver and not of the other people inter-
viewed. The same discussion can relate to how two cab
drivers might get entirely different satisfactions from the
same work. +

How did the taxi driver define work? ("Your work is
everything you do that gives your life meaning."} What
work did he do other than driving a cab? What other
kinds of non-paying work can you think of that adults do?
What are some non-paying adult careers? (Housewife,
Scout leader. church worker, civic worker. + What kinds of
non-paying work do you do?

Have you ever wanted to help and not been allowed
to? How did you feel when you were told "no' ? How do
you suppose people who can't find work feel when they are
told "no"? What do you think are the most important
reasons. other than money, that people want to work?
What do you enjoy most about the work you do? What did
you see children doing in the program that was similar to
the work of adults? What activities or play do you do now
that is like some adults` work? How could your activities
lead to a career role?

Look at Marcie's closing paragraph: "Work has got
to have meaning. Its a way to grow. to discover myself. to
help build a better community. It gives life meaning. And
work is whatever you put yourself into." Now does her
definition fit your work as a student, a family member. a
community member? What other reasons would you add if
you were summarizing Marcie's paper? How have school
or community roles helped you to grow and discover more
about yourself?
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Have the class draw up a list of rewards or satisfac-
tions to be gained from working. (See Sample Question
naire below.) During the week, they should ask at least
three working adults to rank the list. At the end of the
week. students might: compile their results to see what
rewards are most generally valued; compare the results to
see the broad range of worker satisfactions; and analyze
the results for any trends or characteristics of workers of
a certain age. career field, sex, etc. Students might also
rank the items themselves to see how their kelings com-
pare with the adult responses. (There are .o right or
wrong, good or bad answers when it comes to personal
feelings.) Of particular interest would be the rankings of
any students who have worked outside the home. Those
students might be asked to comment on how their feelings
about work changed after they had worked for a while. If
there are no such students in the class, perhaps someone
could be invited as a resource person from another class.
Satisfactions of working outside the home could also be
compared with satisfactions gained from working in the
home,

Sample Questionnaire

(Our class is studying the many reasons why people work. Please
rank these items in order of their importance to you. The columns on

(1,2,3
Etc.)

r
v. I III

A chance for promotion. opportunity to
accomplish something

Staying busy, having something to do with
my time

Being in charge. being my own boss

Chance to use my abilities; recognition;
status

Variety of tasks. something different all the
time

I

Chance to help others
-

.

Security

Fay

Good working conditions
...... ..

Good people to work with. responsibility,
making decisions

4 .

Working alone

Learning new things

NOTE: Be sure to encourage litUdiftte to include volunteer
workers In their poll to Olustrate why fowle work even when they
receive no pay.



LONG -TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to involve students in
experiences that provide a variety of satisfactions and
rewards.

THE SCHOOL AS A WORK SETTING

Select a variety of work settings or projects around the
school and arrange for each student, or pairs of students.
to spend a week or longer in that particular work role for
at least an hour of class time each day. Arrange for a
resource person to meet with the student for job orient*.
tion and instructions prior to the experience. As much as
possible, students should have the opportunity to select
the kind of job they would like to have. Think not only in
terms of assistant-type jobs, but also those jobs that are
not done because of lack of time or staff. Even the small-
est schools could supply work stations like:

clerical assistants to office and teachers;

one - to-one reading tutors for primary grades:

grounds maintenance and improvement;

construction and installation of playground
equipment te.g.. brightly painted old tires
buried in the ground side by side at different
levels fascinate small children as something
to run on):
interior decorating (paintings, bulletin boards.
wall murals, curtains to brighten some spot in
the building):
learning games, tools, blocks, art aprons for
smaller children (check libraries, teaching
magazines. and primary teachers for ideas
and instructions :

building maintenance:
physical education assistants for primary
grades:
repair shop for primary classroom toys,
games, equipment. and furniture.

Students should keep brief daily logs of their experiences.
tasks, and feelings and report back to the group at the
summary class meeting on the project.
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SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

Subject areas should focus on the particular skills used by
individual students in their work. Course credit and claw-
ram recognition for reporting the use of subject area
skills could reinforce the students' understanding of the
importance of course content on the job. Subject area
specialists could also discuss how certain careers tend to
provide specific satisfactions. (Music and artexpressing
ideas; social studies---service to others; etc.

MATHEMATICS

FRINGE BENEFITS. Classes could explore financial
rewards and security by studying policies and procedures
for computing fringe benefits for workers in the school.

SOCIAL STUDIES

WORKERS' RIGHTS. Look at legal guarantees for mini-
mum wage, job security, and financial security for retire-
ment. Social security and minimum wage laws, tenure
policies, union negotiations, due process decisions regard-
ing termination of employees, and seniority policies could
he surveyed to illustrate how the social structure deals
with workers' needs for personal security. Guaranteed job
security could also be looker! It as one of the reasons why
people can comfortably seek other satisfactions from work
and demand personal rewards for their efforts.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. Have students discuss in class their work
experiences in the school in terms of

the tasks involved;
the skills used to accomplish the tasks:

the nature of the work (working with people.
working out-of-doors. creating things, solving
problems, helping others. etc.);
the satisfactions gained from their work;

mt. different kinds of satisfactions experienced
by the Inv? 4hers of the class.



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Looking at the list of reasons fist working that were
discussed before the program. what would you add now?
How did the people in the program influence the lives of
others? Who had the greatest impact on society? Why?
What social problems were being solved through work?

What activities did you see people in the program
doing that some people do in their leisure time for fun?
Why did the basketball players say that a lot of work can
hi. fun? What other examples can you think of where some
people do for fun what others do for pay? Why do you
think they do those things? What satisfactions do they
derive from those activities? What do you do now that is
play or a hobby that could become a career for you? After
listening to the people in the program. how would you
define work or a career? How is yeur work as a student
contributing to your career? How can knowing what
rewards are important to you help you think about the
careers that might suit you?

What reasons do you think people have for changing
jobs? How do some people get into the wrong jobs? Why
are some jobs right for some people and wrung for others?
What did the people in the program consider to be the
important rewards of their work? What did their answers
let you know about them as people? How are people's
values reflected by their work? Why is it important to find
a work role that is personally satisfying? Can work be
satisfying all the tint;.s? Think about some of the people
you saw in the program. What do you think their -bad
days- are like? What are some of the things that can go
wrong at work? What are some ways people can be sure
that their work he ,iore positive than negative aspeets?
Do you think that all people are us satisfied with their
work as the people in the program? Why? What causes
some people to be unhappy with their work?

What did the diffelent people in the program feel
that they were doing with their lives? How did their work
give !hem a chance to do what they wanted? How did
-pork give them a chance to grow? How does your career
34 a student give you a chance to grow. and to express
your own interests. ideas. and abilities? What career do
you think would most let you be yourself? Why?

List the reasons that Marcie put in her paper for
why people work. Can you add any reasons? Next to each
reason. list the career role you saw in the program that
gave' the worker a chance to receive that reward. Now see
if you can think of adults in your community who experi-
ence similar satisfactions. Now think of work done by
students that provide the same rewards. Discuss similari-
ties and differences between student work and adult work.
Rank the five reasons you think would be must important
to you.

SHORT11MM ACTIVITIES
Give a short test to the class on something they have

recently studied. Take up papers and quickly grade and
return half of them. Explain to the others that their
papers may be graded next week or next month, but it is
doubtful that they will know the results soon. Explain
that for them the value of the test should have been
simply what they learned from taking it. From their reac-
tions (probably their protests( begin to discuss workers
who seldom get a chance to see concrete results of their
efforts (teachers. counselors, social workers. clergymen,
etc. o. Contrast the satisfactions derived by these workers
with the satisfactions of workers whose work results in a
tangible. finished product. Have students consider how
important concrete evidence of achievement is to them.
Discuss the difference between extrinsic (material, out -
sider and intrinsic (personal. inner) satisfactions. Stu-
dents might look at a list of possible work rewards to
distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, and
recall examples from the program as well as from their
own experience.

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES
The purpose of this activity is to increase student interest
in work as a vehicle for social change.
ANALY7ING SOCIETY'S PROBLEMS

As a class. make a list of social problems confronting
society today. The list could be expanded by consulting
magazines and newspapers. libraries, and television and
radio broadcasts. In small groups students could rank the
problems listed in order of their importance. Each student
in the group might then select one of the areas of concern,
and prepare a report for the class. The report might deal
with:

nature and r ont of the problem;
effect of the 1. r4 alem on the local community;
trends and outlook for the problem:
different people who are trying to alleviate
the problem through their work;
number of jobs dealing directly with the problem;
skills needed to affect the problem;
what students can do to affect the problem.

The reports could be in the form of: photographic
essays: sketch books; taped or written interviews with
workers in the field: charts: maps; poetry: short stories;
oral presentations: speeches designed to pernuade; newspa-
per stories; or any other medium that the students wish to
use. Students might also be permitted to choose their
sources of information te.g.. library research, community
resources, mass media, observation in school and commti-
nits- I.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES
Subject area emphasis could be given to solutions to these
problems using skills acquired in the various content
areas. In looking at jobs that deal with social problems.
students could investigate the information and experience
needed and the course of study that one would most likely
pursue to acquire the necessary information.



LESSON THEME:

SELF-CLARIFICATION

LESSON GOAL:

To help students increase clarification and acceptance of
themseli es, of their uniqueness and behavior, and of their
evolving values and aspirations within the larger society.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM
To develop a framework to examine themselves, students need a basic understanding of
the meaning of such terms as abilities, interests, and values.

AbilitiesList several specific things that students could be expected to do,
such as math Falcons, physical activities, or musical skills. Have students
indicate the activities that they ihel they can do and review questions like thew

What are some things you can do that are not on this list?
What is something you can do now that you could not do a year ago? A
month ago?
Do you think you will be able in the future to do some things that now
seem very difficult?

hsterest, Wallah an understanding of this concept through carnations like thew
If you were given free time today to read or watch TV, what kind of
book, magazine, story, or IV program would you pick?
With one hour of free time to spend outdoors, what would you do? What
is your fievorite weekend activity?
Tf your teacher said you could study any sullied you wanted, which
subject would you choose?

ValuesWhile interests indicate what one might prefer to do, values serve as
standards by which one may judge the "rightness" or "wrongness," the
desirability or worth of objects, actions, or decisions. Ask students to Judge a
situation drawn from their own esperiencee according to what seems
important to them. Than help them define values in light of their responses
(e.g., honesty, loyalty to friends, dependability). For example: What if the
teacher gave a homework assignment to be worked independently, and your
best friend calls you and asks for the answers?

THE PROGRAM
Ann is frustrated. Sze wants very much to be a part of the pantomime game that the

class enjoys, but sconething inside her prevents her from participating. Elbe can't bring
herself to volunteer.

Then Aunt Cathy comes to town in search of a new career, a new apartment, and new
things to do. At first Ann is reserved and unsure of herself, but she quickly warms to
Cathy's confidence and enthusiasm. When Cathy discovers that Ann might be interested
in art, she buys her niece a macrand kit: the bundles of little strings and beads begin to
take shape. New ideas are also taking shap "Lota of things are possible if you go ahead
and take a chance and "You only figure out what you can do by trying things."

Nventually the "I want to" side of Ann conquers her "I'm afraid to" side, and her
pantomime performance and ma necklace win appro., al

Presenting her aunt the masterpiece she had made, originally far herself Ann smiles
with obvious pride. "I can make another," she says.

"I'm sure you can," Cathy responds.



PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of this lessen, students should:

see how exploring values, interests, and
abilities can lead to a better undemanding
of melt

increase their understanding of a variety of
personal characteristics in themselves and
others;

be able to identify new abilities or Interests
that they *Ott develop to expand their
awareness of what they can do and of what
interests them.

Level Two

As a result of this lemon, students should:

be able to state ways in which they might
find out more about themeelves;

see how du& own hasps of themselves are
affedsd by the reactions of others to !Um;

see bow their reactions to other people may
influence how those people see themselves;

understand that individuals have gmbstantial
mitred dim* the be they project and
how others view them;

undertdand that dimming new Wage
about themselves involves a certain amount
of risk.

KEY QUESTIONS
Level One
I. Ann changed from thinking she could not make a

necklace or be in the pantomime to 'baling that she
could. How can discovering new things to tk, change
the picture you have of yourself?

2. Where did Ann get the clues that led her to discover
new things about herself? How would you unccwer
clues to new ideas about yourself? What do you
think you might be good at?

3. How do you hal about yourselfwhen you discover a
new thing you do well?

4. What talents or interests did Ann have that made
her special? What about you? How do your
interests, abilities, and values make you a special
personclot esactly like anyone else in the world?

3. Which of your abilitbm or interestscould you
develop Into new skills? In wind ways would you be

creating a new you? Mee Page 30)

Level Two
I. How would you describe Ann in the beginning of

the program? At the end of the program? How has
she changed? Is Ann unusual, or do we all have
times when we have doubts about trying something
new?

2. How accurate was Ann's original picture of herself?
Do most people have an accurate sense oftheir
abilities and interests? How can you find out new
things about yourself?

3. Can you name one activity you could try to test a
new intoned or idea? How could that infinmation
help you make a decision within the neatyear?

4. Why do you think Cathy was successild in getting
Ann to try new things? What does the way you
treat others have to do with the way they feel about
themselves?

5. How much does your hnage ofyourself depend on
how other people act toward you? Can you change
the way people react to you?

6. How would you decide whether bike( something
new was worth taking the risk of being wrong? Do
you think it is worth taking a risk to by some
things radiur than others? (Bee page 31)
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Ann vhanged from thinking she couldn't make a
necklaee or be in the ?Attie to feeling that she could. What
made her change her mind? How did Ann's picture of
herself change? Aunt Cathy said. "You are what you do
and what you like." What do you think she meant by
that? How can discovering new things to do change the
picture you have of yoursel f?

Do you think Ann's earlier feelings about herself
were aerurate? Did Ann really know very much about
herself? What were some' ways suggested in the program
lint people' to learn more about themselves?

Remember when Aunt Cathy asked Ann if there
were an actreee. a writer, or it disc jockey hidden inside?
What did Ann do to find out? What did being in the
nantomime game tell her about the actress hidden inside?

Where did Ann get the clues that led her to discover
new things about herself'? How would you uncover clues to
new ideas about yourself? What do you think you might
be good at? What really interests you? Which of these
abilities or interests could you develop into new skills? In
what ways would you be creating a new you? How could
knowing what you're good at help you in the future?

What feelings were important to Ann as she strug-
gled to get herself to try new things? Why did she have

. trouble finding the courage to try? What was she risking?
What was the result of the risks she took? How were her
feelings like those of others when they try new things?
How do you feel about yourself when you discover a new
thing you do well?

What talents-and interests did Ann have that made
her special? What about Aunt Cathy? What about you?
List on a piece of paper the things about you that make
you an interesting person to know. If everyone in the class
listed one thing that interested him or her. how many
different answers would you get? How many people would
give the same answer? How do your interests. abilities.
and values make you a special personnot exactly like
anyone else in the world?

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Help students look at the characteristics that make up
one's self-concept by asking the question: "What do you
have to know about someone hefore he or she can be your
best friend?" List the responses on the board. Students
might write a brief description of themselves based on the
characteristics listed on the bard. The list of characteris-
tics could then be used as a check list for students to
examine the qualities of a good student. a good employer.
a leader, or a valuable community trinber.
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LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this project is to help students become
aware of how everyday activities and experiences can con-
tribute to self-understanding.

THE ME I AM DISCOVERING

Each morning give students ten or fifteen minutes to
answer a few questions about the previous day's experi-
ences. For example:

What did you learn about yourself yesterday?

What did you try that was new for you?

What was the nicest thing that happened to you?

What was the nicest thing you did for someone
else?

What new skill did you try?

What was the prettiest thing you saw?

They might keep their daily record in a notebook just
for themselves and. at the end of two weeks, summarize
their responses in a poem, a play, or a story titled "The
Me I Am Discovering." Some students may want to share
their creations with the class. A collage, mobile, or draw-
ing that illustrates new insights students have developed
about themselves is another way of sharing discoveries.
On the basis of these discoveries, students might write
letters recommending themselves for jobs that are interest-
ing to them. The letter of recommendation could be writ-
ten from the viewpoint of someone chosen by the student
who knows the student well. The letter could refer to the
student's interests, abilities, personal characteristics, and
previous experiences.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

Teachers might begin class each day during the two-
week project by asking students to relate their responses
to different areas of interest. "Who discovered something
new by exploring the world , rtdoors?" might relate to
science, while "Who tried a new skill?" could relate to
mathematics, English. physical education, etc. The stu-
dents' focus on the development of new skills and apti-
tudes within subjects could be sharpened by using these
questions as a summary during the last five minutes of
each class.



LEITIM TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

How accurate was Ann's original picture of herself?

Do most people have a titirly accurate sense of all their

abilities and interests? How can you find out new things
about yourself? Does discovering new things about your-
self go on for the rest of your life? Can you name one
activity you might try to test some new interest or idea
about yourself'? How could that information help you

make a decision within the next year?

Why do you think Cathy was successful in getting
Ann to try new things? In what ways does Cathy treat
Ann as you would like a friend to treat you? How do you

think °Cathy felt about Ann? What if Cathy had ignored
Ann? What does the way you treat others have to do with
the way they feel about themselves?

Has someone ever been very encouraging to you?
Have you ever had anyone severely criticize you? How
would you have described yourself after each of these
experiences? How much does your image of yourself
depend on how others act toward you? Can you change the
way people react to you?

How would you describe Ann in the beginning? How
would you describe her at the end? In what ways has she
changed? Aunt Cathy told Ann. "You've got to give your-
self a chance." What if Ann had said. "I'm too shy to try.

I can't neap it. I'm just like that." What would you have

said to Ann then?

Ann seemed to be very hesitant to try anything new.
She seemed to he convinced that she would fail. Is Ann
particularly unusut or do we all have times when we
have doubts whether or not we should try something?
Have you ever decided to try something you wanted to do

in spite of the fact that you were afraid you would not be
able to do it? How did it turn out? How did you feel about
it? What if you volunizerecl an answer in class and then
found out you were wrong? How would you overcome the
tendency not to try anymore? What would you gain by
trying again? Do you think it is worth taking a risk to
try sonic things rather than others?
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

A list of descriptive phrases might be used to help
students look at the image that they have of themselves,
and to help them understand how others see them. Have
students devise their own list. Here are a few starters:

Are you a person who:

1. Sticks up for friends?

2. Enjoys being in charge?

3. Likes to have teachers praise you?

4. Sticks with a task until it's finished?

5. Likes to be out-of-doors?

8. Enjoys playing team sports?

7. Is good at several different things?

8. Will try something new just for the challenge?

9. Waits until the last minute to do things?

10. Prefers to be alone a lot?

After the list is complete divide the students into
groups of three. Have them write "yes," "no." or "some-
times" next to each phrase. Then ask them to fold back
their papers so that their answers don't show and
exchange papers. Have each student in the group guess
how the other two responded to each of the phrases. Then
compare notes, discussing the messages we send and how
they are received. (Based on an activity included in
"Value Clarification." by Sidney Simon and Sara Massey,
in Educational Leadership. May, 1973, pp. 738-739.



LONG-TERM AND
SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to encourage students to
look at their own abilities, interests, and values and to
select learning experiences in school or in the community
that would help them test their abilities, interests, and
assumptions.

GETTING TO KNOW
MYSELF AND OTHERS

Set up interest groups like the following, or use others
recommended by your students:

a. Sports. physical activities, and outdoor games
b. Work roles in the home and community
c. Arts and crafts, music and drama, photography
d. Pets, wildlife, nature study
e. Social skills (making friends. organizing people.

entertaining
f. School subject skills (language arts, mathematics,

etc.)

Each group should make a list of abilities that are im-
portant for people to have in each area of interest. A second
list could show possible activities fbr each topic. After the
committees have reported, expand the lists by asking the
class as a whole to contribute. The finished lists for each
area could be written on posters for display around the
room. Students could then use "temperature charts" to
discover their own interests. These charts will help them
rate their own interest level, present ability, and desired
ability. With the help of the teachers whose subject areas
relate to the skills involved, students could work out a
plan of action (a prescription) to make desired changes in
their ratings. They might "contract" to learn one new
thing about whatever new activity or goal they select.
Contracts could include: learning new skills from people
in the community as well as from people at school; being
involved in new group activities (which may or may not
be connected with the school); or participating in activities
Involving family and home. Students should be encour-
aged to think of as many options as possible. Students
might also set standards to help judge their progress.

SAMPLE "TEMPERATURE CRAW"

Interest area

Plan of action

Kw interested Ho* important What*. my What %auk! I like
am 1? = is this to MO amity paw? my ability to be?
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LESSON THEME:

DECISION-MAKING N10\"°\'

LESSON GOAL:

To help students apply the
decision-making process by selecting and explaining
a number of hypothetical options; and to help them
discover factors that influence decisions and possible
present and future consequences of given decisions.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

Discuss with students auch questions sic

What are choices? Do we always have a choice in what we would like to do or have?
What do you do when you have to make a choices? (List rospatees on the board
for comparison in post-viewing discrumian.)

Have you ever been told to make up your mind about something? How does it
feel to have to make a decision? What do you do if you have to choose between
two things that you want very much?

People have goals that they would like to reach, like maldng new friends,
learning to play a musical instnunent, or makbog good grades at school. What
goals have you thamht about for yourseW? Rave you ever had to make a
decision based on that goal?

This program is about a boy who has several goals, or things he wants to do. But when
his goals conflict, he must decide what is most important to him. He must make a de-
cision. As you watch this program, try to figure out what steps he took in znaldng up
his mind, what influenced his decision, and what you might have done differently. Think
about how this process can be used to make choices relating to school and work.

THE PROGRAM
Everyone faces decisions end the more important they are, the tougher they are to

make.
Like any newcomer, 'Tommy is eager to make friemls. Joey not only befriends him,

but also invites him to help with chores on his grandmother's farm for the glorious pay
of twenty dollar.. Twenty dollars will go a long way toward the horse Tommy hopes to
buy, and a weekend in the country sound* like fan. It all seems like a great beginning
in Spring City, until .

Tommy slowly begins to realize that his friend is a misfit whose every move encour-
ages refection. Gradually it dawns on Tommy that the choice boils down to loyalty to
Joey or group acceptance. The chcision point becomes the weekend trip. After delay-
ing, hoping for a reprieve, and agonizing for hours over the consequences, Tommy is
forced to take action, one way or the other.



PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of the Wm, students should:

recognize that usually you have choices to
make about what to do;

understand that making decisions is a
blamed skill, a step-by etap process;

be Obi to identity a process for making
decisionog

see how feelings. friends, family, informa-
tion, values, and other factors influence
one's choices.

Level Two

As a result of the lesson, students should:

be aware of the various ways that people
make decisimeg

be able to project the possible consequences
of various options that affect a decision;

be aware that all decisions involve some
risks;

and see how making decisions gives them
more control over what happens to then.
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KEY QUESTIONS
Level One
I. How would you feel if you were a®d with

Teumes situation? What would you do?
What would you be willing to give up?

2 Have you ever had to maks a choice between
several things that wee impontant to you?
What did you do?

a How can the choice you mate indicatewhat
is important to you?

4. Bow can knowing what is haportant to you
hip you make decisions?

5. Hew could Tommy% steps Wirral:ins a dad.
siren be well to you? ( nent* problem, list
chokes, consider pros and ems, make
decision.)

6- Leek at the ways to makedeclaims that were
written on the board barn the program.
What would you change now? (See page 36)

Level Two
1. How does Tommy's decision tell you what is

most important to him? Whatother choices
did Tommy have that be did not consider?

2. How can trying to see the reasons behind the
behavior of others help you decide how to
respond to then?

& How can predicting the outccsnes of problems
help you when you are suddenly forced to
make a decision?

4. Think of as many ways as you can to approach
a decision (let someone else dedde, put it off,
avoid it, guess, play a hunch, take the easiest
way cut, give up, plan and weigh all the facts,
sem about it, etc.).

5. What does it mean to take a risk? Do deci-
aio®s usually involve risks of some port? Can
risks be "calculated" or controlled?

& What are some of your goals? How can the
decisions you make help you reach your
Vale (See Page 39)



LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER
What is Tommy going to do? What do you think

his reasons are for doing that? How do these reasons tell
you what is important to Tommy? Did he think about
the advantages and disadvantages of his choices? What
were they? Did he consider his own feelings and the
feelings of others? How did he get help in making his
decision?

Tommy's values might include these:
being liked by others having fun
being fair helping others
doing well in school learning new things
being happy at home earning money

How would you feel if you were faced with the same
situation? What would you do? Why? What values would
be most important to you? What would you be willing
to give up?

What could make you change your mind about
Tommy's decision? On a sheet of paper, write what you
would do if

Joey had said $40 instead of $20?

Mom had said it was up to you, but she wished
that you would go with Joey?

Father had said you ought to stay in town, but
left the final decision to you?

You really had fun with Joey and liked him a lot?

One of the guys had a bad temper and threat-
ened to beat you up if you went with Joey?

Joey's grandmother was unable to get any other
help and really needed you?

Joey's grandmother promised that you would be
in charge of other kids that she would hire to
help you?

Look at your answers. How can your choices tell you
something about what is important to you? How can
you find out more about your values?

How could the following steps to making a decision
be useful?

A. Identify problem.
B. List possible choices.
C. Consider pros and cons of each, thinking

about what is most important to you.
D. Make decision.

Do you ever use these steps in school or at home?
How could you use these steps to 'make choices?

Tommy's problem was that he had to choose be-
tween several things that were important to him. Have
you ever had to make a choice like that? What did
you do? What do you think about that decision now?
Look at the list written on the board before the program.
What would you change now?
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How can this decision making process help you
make choices about school and work?

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1LOOKING AT CHOICES. Make a time
chart showing everything you did yesterdayfrom the
time you left school until bedtime. Beside each entry list
all the activities you could have done instead. One stu-
dent's time chart might look like this:
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How much of the time were you free to choose what
you wanted to do? Will your choices increase or de-
crease as you get older? Why?

Other kinds of choices are also interesting. Think
about the last dollar you spent. How many other ways
could you have spent it? In the last argument you had
with a friend or family member, what other ways could
you have reacted? What were your choices?

ACTIVITY 2LOOKING AT VALUES. Think about the
values that were important to Tommybeing fair to his
friend, being liked by others, earning money, etc. What
did Tommy value most? Now write your definition of a
value. Under it list ten things that you consider impor-
tant (that you value). You might break your list into
three categories: most important, fairly important, and
least important. Put the list in a safe place. A week from
now, look at your list. What changes would you like to
make? Why do you think that a person's values change?



ACTIVITY 3LOOKING AT FRIENDSHIPS. Like
Tommy, most people have to make decisions about how
they will act toward their friends. What responsibilities
do you have toward your best friend? What does being
a friend mean to you? How would you rate Tommy as
a friend?

Pretend that you are Tommy and one of your class-
mates is Joey. Suppose that Tommy tells Joey "no" in
front of the guys and Joey runs awayhurt, and almost
in tears. He doesn't come into the building that morning,
and at noon Tommy finds Joey sitting up against a wall
throwing rocks at a tree. Tommy wants to help Joey.
What can he say or do?

A suggestion for openers:

Tommy: "Hey, Joey, I want to talk to you about
what happened this morning."

Joey: "Go away. I don't have any friends
now!"

Tommy: "Hut Joey, I'm still your friend."
Joey: "You mean you're going to go after

all?"

The rest is up to you!
After playing the roles of Tommy and Joey, you may

want to get together in small groups to plan and act out
your own play about someone whose decision involves
the feeling of a friend.

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

PURPOSM3:

to let students practice making decisions:

to help students produce something useful to
themselves and others;

to show how classroom subjects use decision-
making skills in solving problems;

to help students consider their own values as
they plan and carry out decisions:

to recognize that most plans and decisions must
be flexible enough to cope with change.

HOME PROJECT

Help students plan and carry out a project to be
worked on at home (for classroom credit), using a step-
by-step procedure for making decisions like the one that
follows:

STEP I. Recognize that many problems, challenges,
and needs exist, and can be the basis for individual
home projects. (For example, unsightly property, abund-
ance of discarded and damaged items, neglected com-
munity members, personal goals or problems, and
wasted resources.)
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STEP 2. List all available choices of individual home
projects.
Suggestions for starters:

Plant a vegetable garden.

Landscape a yard.

Clean up and landscape an abandoned lot.

Create a play area for smaller children.

Build a box for toys or a house for a pet.

Make holiday gifts and deliver them to elderly
people in the community.

Redecorate a room.

Organize a fix-it campaign at home to repair
(or throw away) all damaged toys, clothes, etc.

Hold a neighborhood garage sale to sell or swap
all unwanted items around the house.

Set a savings goal and keep records for four
weeks to check progress.

Draw up and carry out an energy conservation
plan for your home or school. Chart progress.

Teach a new game or skill to younger children.

Develop a campaign to correct or compensate
for a neighborhood health or safety nuisance.

STEP 3. Gather information about each choice, in-
eluding what resources wil! be needed, what resources
can be acquired, what skills are involved, the students'
own interests and talents, and where students can get
the help they need. Information might be gathered by
interviewing and observing adults doing similar work,
by collecting pictures, and by watching films and TV, as
well as by the usual method of library research. Stu-
dents might suggest other possibilities and choose their
own means of finding out what they need to know.

STEP 4. List the advantages and disadvantages of
the choices. By considering why they list certain things
as advantages or disadvantages, students can begin to
see how their values influence the choices they make.
Getting a chance to talk about their values encourages
students to learn more about themselves and to under-
stand their own behavior.

STEP 5. Make a decision and draw up a plan for
accomplishing it. Based on the results of the three pre-
vious steps, each student should select the individual
project that he believes is best for him. This step in-
volves setting a goal and making tentative project plans.

STEP 6. Review and revise the decisions. Inevitably
as projects move from goals to plans to action, there
will be snags. Help students revise their plans to meet
the unexpected. Some plans may have to be scrapped
%Itogether, and new projects worked out. Being flexible
enough to cope with changes is a valuable trait, All
plans should be regarded as tentative ideas that are
being tested in the real world, and should be adjusted
when necessary to meet the goal.



SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

LANGUAGE ARTS

ORGANIZING IDEAS AND WRITING
INSTRUCTIONS. Have students keep records of their
project; what they did, how they did it, where they ac-
quired the necessary resources and help. When the pro-
ject is finished, students could use their records to write
a "how to" paper, reporting each step in enough detail
so that the process could be duplicated by another stu.
dent. Samples of written instructions (cookbooks, as-
sembly kits, repair manuals. home decorating magazines,
scout manuals, etc.) might serve as models. The reports
could then be compiled and duplicated for distribution
to other classes and schools.

A REMINDER: Characters in literature face value
conflicts and important decisions. The same kinds of
questions suggested under Things to Consider can be
used to discuss values and decisions in reading classes.

MATHEMATICS

ESTIMATES, Tau Dons,
BOOKKEEPING. Have students estimate the cost of
materials and supplies needed for the project. Estimates
might reflect research done by checking through news-
paper ads, catalogs, and school price lists. Project bud-
gets should be based on estimates. A system for record-
ing actual costs and comparing them to estimates
could be devised by the students to help them see
where they stand financially. If costs are exceeding the
budget in one category, discuss with students how the
budget might be balanced by adjusting other expendi-
tures. When the project is complete, students should be
able to report the exact cost of the project, how much it
cost in relation to the budgeted amounts, and how much
it would coot someone else to duplicate the effort. If
the project materials were donated, a cost accounting
procedure could be done by finding out the original cost.

Projects that involve no costs, like the energy con-
servation plan, can also be used to teach mathematics
by having students determine the costs and percentage
of wasted energy in their homes. A fix-it campaigner
might report on the replacement costs of damaged items,
as well as on the budget for repair materials
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

UNDERSTANDING DEVELOPMENTAL
STAGES. For students whose projects involve working
with younger children (making toys, building a play
area, teaching a skill), explain how children's muscles
and physical skills develop. Help them see how younger
children differ from than in abilities and interests
Take into account the varying stages of physical de-
velopment when selecting toys, games, activities, and
equipment for younger children. Discuss why people
who work with children need to understand the physical
and emotional characteristics of the age group they
work with. From a retail sales catalog, collect pictures
of toys, games, and equipment. Have students classify
the pictures according to appropriate age groups and
explain their reasons.

SCIENCE

USING SCIENCE TO SOLVE EVERYDAY
PROBLEMS. Meet with students and help them see how
almost every project relates to science. Provide science
texts and materials for information needed in their pro-
jects. After the projects are completed, have students
report on how science was used in their project and
what they learned from the task.

SOCIAL STUDIES

COMMUNITY NEEDS. Using city directories, telephone
books, or newspaper ads, students could find out how
many workers (paid and unpaid) perform tasks like the
ones they performed in their projects. Consider society's
need for such tasks and the talents and training re-
quired. Encourage students to think about the long-range
and daily decisions made by both voluntary and paid
workers during a work day. How are these decisions
like the decisions made by students during their own
projects?

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

GROUP MEETINGS. Small groups of students might
discuss their projects and the decisions they had to
make. Some questions might be: "What made you decide
to choose your project?" "Why was completing the pro-
ject important to you?" "What decisions did you have
to make?" "How did you make those decisions?" "What
did you learn from doing your project?" "How do you
feel about your ability to make decisions now?"



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What will Tommy do? Why? How does Tommy's
decision tell you what is most important to him? What
are his choices? What could happen as a result of each?
Why do you think so?

When did Joey first try to get an answer from
Tommy? Why didn't Tommy answer Joey then? What
do you think Tommy was hoping would happen? Had
Tommy thought about what he would do if this hap-
pened to him? How can predicting the outcomes of
problems help you when you are suddenly forced to
make a decision?

Think of as many ways as you can to approach
a decision. Add your own ideas to these suggestions:
a) letting someone else decide for you; b) putting it
off; c) avoiding the decision; d) guessing; e) playing a
hunch; f) taking the first and easiest way out; g) giving
up completely; h) planning and weighing all facts and
feelings to make a rational decision; i) worrying; j) be.
ing overwhelmed by the facts. Which of these strategies
did Tommy try first? How did it work out for him? How
did putting off the decision affect Tommy's control of
the situation? Which strategy would have given Tommy
the most control over the problem? Which strategy did
Tommy's mother suggest to Tommy? What other choices
could you suggest to Tommy that he did not consider?

What kept Tommy from making the decision
earlier? What vra3 he afraid of? What did he think
might happen as a result of his decision? Could he
really be certain of the consequences? Can you ever be
sure of what will happen when you make a decision?
What does it mean to take a risk? Do decisions usually
involve risks of some sort? Can risks be "calculated"
or controlled?

Tommy told his mother that Joey did not want to
make friends. What evidence did he have for thinking
that? Why do you think Tommy wanted to believe that?
What might have been some of the reasons that Joey
was unable to make airplanes, could not pass a football,
had poor table manners, and just did not fit in? Was
Tommy basing his decision on the opinion of others or
on his own understanding of Joey's situation? How can
trying to see the reasons behind the behavior of others
help you decide how to respond to them?

Tommy had some definite goals for himself. What
were his goals? How did those goals influence Tommy's
decision? What are some of your goals? How do they
influence the decisions you make? How do the decisions
you make help you reach your goals?
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1LOOKING AT OPTIONS. What will
Tommy say to Joey? Several class members might re-
create the last scene, looking at all the ways to finish
the story. Have the actors and actresses, as well as the
audience, describe how Joey and Tommy might feel
in each situation. How many different endings can the
students dramatize? Your classroom can be rearranged
to duplicate the setting. The opening lines are:

Joey: "Tommy, can you go with me to my
grandma's to paint her coop?"

Group: "You gotta be kidding, Chapman!
You're going with him, Tommy?

Tommy: ?

ACTIVITY 2 LOOKING AT DECISIONS. Tommy's
mother said that moving to Spring City was a big de-
cision. What major decisions have your parents made?
What decisions will they have to make in the future?
Ask your parents about one important decision they
have made; what choices they had, how they got the
information they needed, and what feelings they con-
sidered when making the decision. Find out what deci-
sions they have to make every day. How do their de-
cisions affect you? How are the decisions adults make
like yours? How are they different?

List some of the decisions you have alread.v made or
will make this year. Which of those decisions will af-
fect you for the next few years? On your list jot down
how you think this year's decisions might affect you in
the long-run. What things will you consider when mak-
ing these decisions?

ACTIVITY 3LOOK1NG AT GOALS Think about
Tommy's goals (to buy a horse, to make a friend). Write
down your definition of a goal. Under it write a goal
you might achieve this week, one you might achieve this
summer, and one you might achieve over several years.
How can you make decisions that will help you achieve
that goal? Practice by making plans to achieve your
one-week goal. At the end of the week, look again at
your paper to see how well you carried out your plans.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

PURPOSES: to involve students in

identifying future decision points related to
their careers;

gathering information and predicting possible'
outcomes of those decieions:

examining values reflected by choices;

considering the control they can exert over their
own lives by making decisions.

WHAT'S AHEAD?
CHARTING FUTURE DECISIONS

Have students develop their own -Personal Options
Package" of choices available to them as either junior
or senior high school students. Students should consider
not only the decisions they have to make about schedul-
ing their required courses (geography or botany?), but
also those' other options that are a matter of individual
choice (part-time jobs, volunteer community work, youth
clubs, extracurricular school activities, special projects
for developing certain interests and talents). Materials
such as course listings, brochures of school and com-
munity programs, and hobby guides might help students
get started, but using direct sources may be more fun
for them. The class might invite older students to visit
the classroom for a first hand report. or they might visit
various school programs already in operation. High
school personnel, counselors, work study coordinators,
and youth leaders are among the many adults who could
provide pertinent int'ormation. Family members and
friends might also he polled for their opinions. You
might suggest certain resources and help the students
practice making contacts if necessary, but basically
this should be a scavenger hunt for facts about the
future, giving students a chance to search for informa-
tion about decisions on their own.
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A Personal Options Package could adopt one of a
variety of formats, from time charts to catalogs. As basic
instructions to students, you might suggest five steps:

I. Identify all the choices you have about school,
community, and leisure activities between now
and midway through high school.

2. List all possible options for each decision.

3. kind out as much information eis you can about
each option.

4. Consider the effect your current values and
interests, and your family and friends, will have
upon your choices. Remember that values do
change.

5. Try to imagine what might happen as a result
of carrying out some of your choices.

You might emphasize that you are not
asking student. to make any decisdon,
only to explore the choices ahead and to
practice the steps that will help them
make that decision when the time
comes.



SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

MATHEMATICS

CONSUMER
ECONOMICS. Have students predict their major finan-
cial needs through junior and senior high school, pro-
jecting expected expenditures and identifying future de-
cisions that will need to be made about money. Explore
decisions for earning income, saving money. and decid-
ing how income can he spent to the best advantage.
Discuss how planning and making decisions about money
can increase one's control ever wl:at happens. Have
students develop a personal budget to meet a short -term
goal. Some groups may want to consider the effects of
increasing costs and inflation on planning for long-term
goals.

SOCIAL STUDIES

MAP READING. Look at the effects that such environ-
mental influences as community size, climate, and loca-
tion have on options and decisions, Discuss how learning
about different places can increase one's choices. Using
maps of the city, county, or state, have students describe
the areas that are familiar to them, and identify the
places they have never been. Have them find out
either first hand or through correspondence with a pen
palsomething about the choice of activities and work
available in the unfamiliar areas. Have them identify
at least one choice available to them that is not avail-
able in the area being studied, as well as one choice
the new area offers that their own does not.

LANGUAGE ARTS

USING AND COMPILING
REFERENCES. Reference materials will be needed
during the search for basic information about decisions.
Help students become familiar with how information
cataloged, what abbreviations are used, and how items
are cross-referenced. In-coming information will also
nerd to be compiled and organized. The final product,
composed of reports by individual students, might be
called "The Choices Ahead: A Source Book for Decision-
Makers." It would include: summaries of educational,
extracurricular, and community programs; reports of in-
terviews and observations; and first hand sources of
additional information. The book could be revised an-
nually by intermediate students exploring the decisions
ahead.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

ASSESSING
PHYSICAL FITNESS. Have students assess their own
levels of fitness, health, and physical skills. Help them
identify a relatively short-term individual goal of fitness,
health, or skill, and then help them develop a personal
plan to achieve it. Suggest activities, exercises, Practice
drills, or any other information needed. Meet individ-
ually with students to chart progress and discuss prob-
lems.

Some health and physical education classes may want
to use Decisions, Decisions as an opportunity* to con-
sider such decision-making areas as smoking, using
drugs, and other habits that affect their health and well-
being. Students might gather as much information as
possible on a variety of health hazards (including fatigue,
malnutrition, obesity), and consider the facts versus the
pressures.

SCIENCE

SCIENTIFIC METHOD. Compare the scientific method
with the procedures described in this lesson for making
personal career decisions. Explain how workers involved
in scientific inquiry must accurately identify the prob-
lem, formulate hypotheses, gather information, consider
and test the effects and results of each hypothesis,
and draw conclusionsmuch in the same way that a stu-
dent tries to determine which part-time job to take. You
may also want to point out the major differences between
personal and scientific problems. For example, personal
value considerations, and the probability factors involved
when trying to predict how people might act as opposed
to how objects wilt act.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. In small groups, have students share
answers to such questions as:

What can learning to make decisions do for me?

How dopes what I feel affect my chokes?

How do w choices affect me?

How can choices change?

How do I find out the best choice for me?



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

DECISEMMAKING IN THE CLASSROOM

A curriculms can be structured to affix students choices in what they study and how
and when they study it. Only when students are invsAved In decisions that actually
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A TEACHER'S GUIDE 10 GROUP ACTIVIIIES

1. Provide initial structure (make the task specific), but then withdraw to an inactive
Mkt ("1 think you can decide that.")

2. Allow students to be responsible irr the consequences of their decisions May may be

3. Provide time Waite so that one group canna slow up another. ("You'll have 40
minutes to . .")

4. When leading discussions, use questions that cannot be answered with "yes" or "no."

5. Allow silence within a group; S seconds may Gael like 6 alma... (Students may be
thinking)

ARO



LESSON THEME:

RELATIONSHIP-
SCHOOL, WORK, AND SOCIETY
LESSON GOAL:

To help students investigate the similarities and differences
between school learning and work activities, and to relate
formal learning at school to present and future environmental
and societal demands.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM
Ask students to list skills that they can do at their present level of devektpment. For
men& math, language arts, social midi's, personal organisation, work habits, eta. Save
students identify which of these skills are dill used by their par is or other adults.
Discuss with students the reasons why day should learn these or similar skills.
Review and &mos the fidlowthg work- related tem=

repetitasn responsibility
variety working with people
thee clock work load
supervisor skill
schedaie attitude

Use astunples iketn the classroom and the general school settbsg AO Misstate those tams.
Write the words on the bond and ask the stmlents to aide': Sr examples of thesethitge
in the program.
Ask sweats to think of as ma shnithrities as they can between heapitsle, stn et
factories, etc., and the school environment. Discuss the list. While watching &heal &Job;
students should look tbr idea; to add to their Wt.

THE PROGRAM

"Why do we have so many &yid inks? Why is it such a hig deal to be a die anintttee
late? Why do I have to take math?" For many Mucks* school has no connection with the
"real world." &hod & Jobs leaks at tasks, rolea, activities, and penman** in three
adult work situationsa hospital,* ihetoy, and a worst storeend compares dont to a
Wool. In all hur settings, pimple depend on each other and enjoy each other's esavany.
They have assigned tasks, appopriate rules to Mow, and skills they must leant to as
the lob done. The adult workers, as well as the students, take instruction than ethers and
use school subject skills routinely.

In the work environmod as in school, plans are node Sr the day's work sad certain
tasks mutt be completed each day. It le important that workers get &keg with each other
and carry their share of the imponsibilities on the job, just as similar traits are
important mom students in school School is viewed as a =kraus of the world ewe*
a reflection rather than a contradiction. As a teacher in &heel & Jobs sem °Whet
echoed is really about is learning how to learn."
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Review the list of words that you discussed before
the program. What examples of these ideas did you see in
the program? Thinking about these words, compare the
general environment of the four settings. The hospital,
the factory, the store, and the school. )

The teacher in the program says that the purpose of
school is to learn how to learn. Why is it important to
learn how to learn? Which workers did you see learning
new things? How was being a new worker at the hospital
like being a new worker in the store or in the factory? In
what ways are a new worker's feelings like the feelings of
a student who is new at a school? Besides learning new
tasks, what other things must a new student or a new
worker learn?

Who makes the decisions in the operating room? In
the factory? At the store? At the school? How much do
workers and students have to say about the decisions that
are made? Why do you think that one person has to make
the final decisions in all four places?

Which of the four places has the most rules? Which
has the least? Why? Who makes the rules in each place?
What reasons were given for having written rules in the
hospital? In the school? Although the store and the fac-
tory don't have many written rules, what kinds of
unwritten rules are there? (For example, some unwritten
rules are being honest, friendly, and responsible.) Who do
you suppose decides on the unwritten rules? Who do you
think enforces them? What unwritten rules exist in your
classroom? Among your friends?

When do students in school work together as a
team? When did the workers in the factory. the hospital.
and the store have to cooperate? Of the four places, which
required the greatest degree of cooperation and teamwork?
Why? Which required the least? Why? Suppose that you
knew someone who .nost outstanding talent was his or
her ability to w t ith others. In which of the four
places would he c. happiest? Unhappiest? Why?
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List on the board some of the workers you saw in
the program. (Nurse, teacher, welder, store employer, store
employee. etc.) Now list some good work habits you saw in
the program. (Being present, being on time, working as a
team, doing a fair share of the work, being pleasant,
following instructions.) What do you thinit would happen
if these workerso.had poor work habits? How would their
lack of responsibility affect the other workers? How would
it affect the public they serve? Now make a list of charac-
teristics and work habits that seem to be typical of suc-
cessful students. In what ways are good student habits
like good worker habits? How are they different?

If you could talk with the workers in the program
about how school helped them, what do you think they
would say? What do you think would be the response if
you asked:

the store employee if she ever needs to know math?
the nurse how science helps her?
the doctor why he must know how to communicate
dearly?
the welder what art has to do with an airplane
factory?
the teacher what school has to do with the world of
work?

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Invite a representative of a public employment office or
a personnel worker from a large company to visit the class
and discuss:

basic skills required for almost all employment;
varying degrees of specialization required;

the effect of school records on applications for
employment;

the effect of personal references on employment
opportunities;

the problems typical of the "hard-core
unemployed";

the relationship between school and employment
opportunities;
what happe m to unskilled people:

what schools could do to help prevent the
problems of the unemployed;

how school habits can become work habits;

what he or she learned in school that helps with his
of her present work.



Record the discussion. using note-taking, tape recorder, or
videotape. After the speaker leaves. have students review
the interview and notice the key points that divide people
who are successful at work from those who are unsuccess-
ful. List the positive traits in one column with the corre-
sponding negative traits in a second column. In a third
column note whether or not the same positive characteris-
tics are typical of successful students by marking the item
"yes" if it applies to students. or "no" if it does not apply.
Next to each item marked "yea" have students list an
example of a time when they might have an opportunity
to practice that behavior.

ewe

Gets along
well with
others

Follows
through on
responsibility

Constantly
argues with
fellow
workers

Yes Convitittee
work on art
proillotti.
volleyball
team,
lunchroom

Independent
assignment*,
homework

Always has Yes
an excuse for
net getting
the job done

Can reed and Unable to Yes
follow understand
directions written

Metro atione

Word
problems in
math,
tangy/Go sill

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to give students an oppor-
tunity to:

set up their own organizational structure:

apply subject skills to work activities.

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

Have the class select a school improvement project. Some
examples of good projects are an anti-litter campaign, a
landscaping project, or organizing a student arts and
crafts show. The project should be one that involves both
individual and group effort and can be organized into
different work roles and committee functions.
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Have the students:
1. Brainstorm about all the things that have to

be done to carry out the project

2. Sequence tasks.
3. Develop an organizational plan and dawn.

Select committees and people for each task
and for each level of responsibility. The school
principal could be called in as a "consultant"
on organizational design and management
Include a variety of roles and work tasks that
allow students to experience responsibility,
clerical work, production work, accounting,
etc.

4. Develop a time line to show when each of the
major stages of the project should becompleted.

5. Write a summary report of the project and
submit it to the school or local newspaper.

Develop a "knowledge and skill use" chart. Students
should note each time they use knowledge or a skill
learned in school. Project activities that use subject skills
might be emphasized by giving appropriate course credit
after that phase of the project has been completed. For
more specific subject relationships, see Subject Activities,
Levet Two, of Treasure Hunt.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

SUMMARY. The final class discussion should center on:

how the project organization was like the
organization of other work settings (stores,
factories, hospitals):

how interpersonal skills affected the success
of the project;

how subject skills were used to accomplish
project goals;

what decisions, rules, and procedures were
necessary for the success of the project;

how being a worker in the project compared
with being a student in the usual classroom
setting.



LEVEL TWO,

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What did the workers in the program have to learn
so they could do their jobs? (Rules, procedures. how to get
along with others, how everything fits together, etc.) Row
did they go about learning these things? What hints
would you give to a new worker? How is facing a new job
like facing a new situation at school or in the community?
How would you find out what you needed to know? How
could you be helpful to a new student or a new worker?

How did the workers in each of the four settings---
the hospital. the factory, the store, and the schoolknow
what was expected of them? What agreements existed
between the workers that weren't written down anywhere?
Why did the workers think these unwritten rules were
important? What unwritten rules exist in your school?
How would you learn the unwritten rules if you moved to
a new school? What unwritten rules seem to apply any-
where people are working together?

In what ways were the workers on their own? In
what ways were the same workers also part of a team?
How is that like being a student in a classroom? Of all
the workers in the program (welder, surgeon, nurse, store
employer, store employee, student, teacher). which was
most often judged on the basis of individual performance?
Which situation required the most teamwork? How would
you describe a good team worker? When do you have a
chance to practice these characteristics in school? What
other opportunities do you have to practice teamwork?
How is teamwork at school and in the community like
teamwork on the job?

What rewards did the workers receive? What
rewards do students receive? How are workers' rewards
similar to students' rewards? How are they different? Do
workers compete against each other for pay? What kind of
competition exists in schools?

What examples did you see of workers planning
schedules? Why are schedules important? How is your life
as a student scheduled? How does your school schedule
affect your personal plans? How must you plan your
schedule so you can keep up with your school work? What
happens when you don't plan? What do you think would
happen if workers had no idea what they would do on a
given day? How can you learn to plan better? How could
school help you practice planning skills?
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How does your school day go if you are late? Forget-
ful? In a bad mood? What other things affect your produc-
tion in the classroom? How do these same things affect
the production of workers? If you owned a factory where
production was very low because of poor worker habits,
what would you do? What would you do if you were a
teacher and your students had similar problems? How can
poor work habits affect mbre than grades? How can poor
work habits affect a worker's personal life? What evidence
did you see of friendships and fun in all bur situations?
How can you develop friendships and social skills at
school? If the workers in the film had the chance to stay
home and do nothing, do you think they would do it?
Why? What are some of the reasons that you might go to
school even if you didn't have to go?

In the program you saw the workers using science,
math, and other school subjects. How do you think they
developed these skills? What skills are you developing
now that you think you might use in future work roles?
List on a piece of paper four careers you might choose.
What school subjects would be most useful for each one?
How could you develop further skills in these areas?

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Ask nine students to volunteer as panelists and moder-
ator for a mock TV quiz show. Prepare slips of paper for
students to draw from to select the following roles:
Panelists:

(Moderator)

Surgeon

Nurse

Welder

Foreman

Teacher

Student (Safety Patrol Captain)
Store Employee
Head Nurse

Do not announce the work roles to the class. By asking
"yes or no" questions about the nature of the work, how
much they take orders from others. the subject area skills
they use, and the rules and structure of the organizations
in which they work, students in the class can figure out

which panelist is the "real" captain of the safety patrol.

Questioners are called on by the moderator. After each
student's work role has been discovered. the game pro-
ceeds until the work roles of all the panelists have been
determined. The questions and answers might be used to
draw further comparisons between school and work. and
to demonstrate interview questioning techniques.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to give students an oppor-
tunity to:

identify career roles that would he satisfying
to them;
participate in a career setting in order to
experience the similarities between school and
work;

reconstruct work activities for others in the
class;
suggest ways in which school could be
modified to reflect the work environment to a
greater degree.

VISIT A WORK SETTING

Have students identify four or five careers that they think
would be satisfying to them. Ask students to identify
those careers that can be found in their own community.
Then help them arrange an individual visit to that work
setting so that they might "shadow" a worker in that
career for a full day. (See the hints in Arranging Visits to
Individual Work Settings, p.5I a The Short-Term Activities
suggested in this lesson should help student. ask the
appropriate questions related to the work role. Additional
organization could be provided by a Work Site Observa-
tion Form. Students could help develop such a form, and
include a checklist of such topics as:

Weskit* Conctitioao

Jab iisqtglements

Miracle Wigs

inside Outskie
Neirg Guist
Cam-- Dirty

Very boas
Net Cold

Working with Oda, MP*
Moe $ responsibalttes
Repetition Variety
Autonomous. Other dreeted
Individual oiled Gregg walk
Produces goods Praise*
serviette
Odors decisions COMO* out sit
tsetse

Gionend level of education
Speollio trainhm
Apthudes
Interads
Temperament
Piggies' demands
RUMS of the work witting
ihnwitten rides among workers

Life egio
Pam? 4 Msks
SW*
Experience, of einsemi
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SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

In each subject area, teachers could help students
develop an observation form relating the work role
observed to course content. Two levels might be deviled to
reflect both how the worker uses the skill on the job and
how the worker uses the skill away from the job. Students
might bring to class sample forms, instructions, tasks, and
problems found at the work site. Each student could work
on these during the time allotted to the appropriate sub-
ject area. Ask students to suggest other ways that subject
area problems could be structured to reflect the problems
and situations that might occur in the jobs they observed.
Course credit might be given for their reports.

SUMMARY. Ask students to respond anonymously on a
piece of paper to the question: How could school be
changed to be more like the "real world"? Read the res-
ponses and discuss them with the class. Then have the
small groups or the class as a whole discuss individual
student work experiences and what they learned from
their contacts with adults in the "real world." Discussion
might include such questions as these:

How did I feel about myself while I was
involved in the work role?

What other jobs in our society might provide
similar satisfactions?

What decisions would one have to make to
enter this field of work?

How is school preparing me for jobs like
these?



TeibtieWbIgSleiliAtipa4lisouseiost queollosa
about do work Was as it relates to dillarut
agnate otos:ear devakipmet.

EXPLORATION AND KNOWLEDGE OF SELF

Would you like to do this job? Why?

What things have you already learned that make
you think you could learn this job?

Are there similar skills we could perform at
school?

Are you learning some things in school that
would help you do this job?

Do you learn them easily? Do you like them?
Do you think you would be good at this job?

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL VALUE OF WORK

What item does this job help produce that other
people need? That people want? That people will
buy?

How does this work contribute to the welfare of
others?

What is the life style of the worker in this job?

EXPLORATION OF THE BROAD OCCUPATION AREA

What did you see the worker do? What "tasks"
did he perform?

What did he need to know? What skills did he
use?

What rules, customs, or requirements apply to
the work?

What organizations might the worker join?
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PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL MEANING 01
WORK

What does he like about his work? What
satisfaction does he gain from his work?

Why did he choose his work?

Who controls what he does on his job? Does he
direct others?

What are the pressures in his kind of work?

KNOWLEDGE OF EDUCATIONAL AVENUES

Where and when did he learn to do his job?
Was his job dependent on his education?

Would more training enable him to get a
promotion? A raise in pay? A more responsible
job?

PROCESS OF DECISION-MAKING

What do you know about this job that would help
you decide whether to choose it as your job?
How did you feel about what you did on the job?
Are there other jobs you would like to try?

What plans would you have to make to enter this
type of work?



BEST COPY AVAlt MAE

ARRANGING VISITS TO INDIVIDUAL WORK =Trims

WHY?

to increase the sense of independence
to provide personal contact with adult models other than parents or teachers

to discuss work values with adults
to experience work and responsibility in an adult setting
to relate personal characteristic; to job requirements
to increase interpr onal skills

WHERE TO START
After students have identified areas of interest, check school resources first:

counselors
high school vocational teachers
faculty spouses and friends
centred office workers

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES IN THE COMMUNITY

employment office
chamber of commerce
labor organizations
civic groups
volunteer agencies
state or federal agencies
local directory of businesses

PRE-VISITATION CONTACT

A call or letter explaining:

purpose
nature of visit (students want to work, if possible)
time and duration of visit
emergency phone number
how student will be brought o the site and picked up
what kind of information student is looking for

TRANSPORTATION
regular school facilities
public transportation
parents
volunteer agenda;
company delivery trucks or other vehicles
civic organizations
churches and other community groups

MAKING IT WORK
one student per work setting
more than one student at same place if they can be in dkfferent departments or

sent out on different assignments
review observation firms, ineiructions
have cassette retarders and instamatic cameras available for 0114110.80010 reporting

tallow-up or "reccennundation" farm to employer regarding student peribrnuince

FOLLOW -VP IN THE CLASSROOM
group discussion
individual presentations with pictures, samples, etc.

letter of appreciation from student to employer after the visit describing new

things learned from visit
form letter or certificate ofappreciation from school with principal's signature

duplication of observed work activity in the classroom
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LESSON THEME:

THE RESPONSIBLE SELF S
-1/4

c:4
LESSON GOAL: 440

To help students begin to acquire the skills essential to the
effective control of themselves and their environment.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

Regandbility is something that is learned, and usually adults Manta tbn among at
reeponsildlity young people have until they learn to regulate themselves. P'oeue stadano
attention on the two types of personal control (external and internal) by having them
con** the /allowing "Who Is Responsible?" check list. Zumnarage discussion by =Ids*
the bllowing questions:

Why did you mark that item as you did?
Dom mrybody have the same experiems?
New sin people get to be respasibla?
What responeildlities do you have now?
What responsibilities will you tin the Aiwa?

WHO 111111ESPINIIMILIIR
Air

For getting me up in the morning?
For Mein my breakfast?

For picking the clothes I wear?
For getting me to school on time?

For my not disturbing other *Went, in class/
For doing my homewswir?

For settling arguments thid I get into?
For my

gating
the right foods?

For being home on thm
For cleaning my town?

?
For taking care of my brothers and slaters?

A

THE PROGRAM
David, who is the oldest child in a fenny of insr &Siren, has wend household tesks

because both /bather and Dad are busy running the finsdly real estate business. Davits
tasks include taking care of the manger children after school, doing the yard work and
helping to prepare badly meals. But David accepts his sties eheerililly, and be
likes to do a good job.

When his father buys him a new lawn mower to make his yard work easier, David
begins to neglect his chormhe has discovered that be can make extra mow by mowing
lawns gar the neighbors. To make matters worse, his best friend Andy is moving ant of
tows and has offered to he David take over his papa route. David would really like to
have the paper route, but when he talks to his father about it, his father Wake 64
David should fhlfill his zesponalbilitias to the fintily first. This open-ended program
explores the problems of learning to tempt responsibilityand developing sefficontrel.
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What were some of the responsibilities that David
had in the program? Which of them were tasks that his
parents asked him to do? Which ones were things that he
wanted to do without having been asked to do them? How
do you think David felt about his tasks? Why? Name
some tasks that you have. How do you feel about them?
Would you rather have more responsibility or less? Which
of your tasks are things that an adult asked you to do?
Which ones did you choose yourself? How do you feel
about the ones you chose yourself? The ones that adults
asked you to do? Why?

How do you think David felt about doing the yard
work? How do you think he felt when he took theyounger
children to the office? Do you think that David was able
to handle his responsibilities? How were the tasks divided
up in David's family? (Joint effort, rotation, assigned
tasks, etc., How do you feel about the assigned tasks that
you have? Du you think you are qble to handle them?
What are the tasks of the other mz:-.bers of your family?
How are responsibilities divided up in your fbmily? How
are they divided up at school? Why do some people have
more responsibility than others at school? Would you like
to have more responsibility?

Why did David want to have the paper route? Why
was his father doubtfkil that he could handle it? Do family
responsibilities come before other responsibilities? What
do you think would have happened if David's father
decided to let him take the paper route. Do you think
David would have been able to handle all his tasks? Why?
Are there some new responsibilities that you would like to
have? What are they? Are there some responsibilities that
you have that you wish you didn't have? Do you think
you would be able to handle more responsibility if you
could have it?

Do you think it was a good idea for David to take
the paper route? Why? Suppose his father had allowed
him to make up his own mind. Would David have been
able to make the right decision? What is the difference
between scenebody telling you what to do and you making
up your own mind? If you accept a task and you aren't
able to complete it, who is to blame? How do adults expect
you to act when you accept responsibility? Why? Do adults
have a lot of responsibilities? Do you think you want to
have a lot of responsibilities when you are an adult? Are
there some responsibilities that all adults have? What are
they? How can you practice taking responsibility now?
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COPY

MORTTERM ACTIVITIES

Adults often feel that certain behaviors must be pre-
sent before responsibilities can be given. Young people
sometimes view this as unfair. Role-playing the following
situation should help bring these feelings to the surface
and provide a basis for discussion. Give role-players a
brief description of the person they are to portray, and a
general description of the situation. You may want to
write each role on a 3"x 5" card so that the role-players
Can refer to it.

THE PLAYERS
Dad: A rather gruff person but very loving. He uses few

words but usually wants action when he speaks.
Nets strict and demanding. Dad is away from
home a great deal and often unaware of many
things that go on. He gets angry when things go
wrong and is happy when people do what is
expected of them.

Mother: A very sweet and kind person. Mother uses a lot
of words to carefully explain what can and can't
be done. But the children know that they can
usually get what they want from Mother. Mother
is cheerful and happy most of the time. She gets
angry when the children argue.

Seise: The older of two children. She does very well in
the sixth grade. She enjoys horseback riding.
She has two close girt friends but does not like
boys. She takes care of her room, sets the table,
and usually avoids practicing her violin.

Mike: One and a half years younger than Susan. He
does not do very well In the fifth grade. He does
not like animals. He has many scouiintancea.
both boys and girls, and is usually pi tying with
other people. He does not like sports. He prac-
tices his trombone regularly. His chores include
clearing the dishes from thetable and keepinghis
own room cleaned up.

THE SITUATION: The family lives a mile and a half from
school. With the coming of nice weather both children
want to ride their Dikes to school rather than take the
school bus. There is a crossing guard at the most
dangerous intersection and a traffic light at another.
Mike has a friend who rides his bike to school. Susan
does not. Mike goes from school to music lessons one
day a week after school. Susan goes to Girl Scouts
another day. Dad does not think riding bikesto school is
a good idea. The town provides bus service, and there is
plenty of time atter school to ride bikes. Mother is willing
to pick up the children after school on special days.

Have four students role-ptay a family discussion about
this situation. When they are finished, have four other
students act out the situation. 'Then discuss the fallowing
questions:

How can these differences be resolved?

When will Susan be able to ride her bike to
school?

When will Mike be able to ride his bike to
school?

Would you be satisfied with the situation ifyou
were Susan? If you were Mike?

What could you do to change the situation ifyou
were Mike? If you were Susan?



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

Throughout the bread & butterflies Curriculum Guide
there are suggestions for resource people who might have
visited the class or volunteered information in some other
way. Make a wall chart that identifies these people by

work role or job title. Then identify one or two responsibil-
ities that might be required by that job. In the third
column, list students' ideas about how the person acquired
the responsibility. This chart could be kept for several
weeks and additions could be made each time a resource
person was contacted.

Pelson Responsibility
Mow 1W611* Got That
Moapansiblhl

Teacher

Father Earning money

Custodian

Helping students
learn

Sweeping the floors,
repairing machinery

Going to school

Learning a skill

Working well in a
school setting

SUBJECT AcirrvmEs

SOCIAL STUDIES

GOVERNMENT
RESPONSIBILITIES. Have students identify at least one
worker in each level (local, state, federal ), and ftinction
(legislative, judicial, executive) of government and the
responsibilities of the people who occupy the positions they
have identified. Make a chart of the information. Each
student could develop his or her own chart or students
could work in groups, with each member having respon-
sibility" for a portion of the task. Following the comple-
tion of the chart, ask students to identify common etc-

merits of responsibility. Then discuss the following ques-

tions:
What common responsibilities are there on the
charts?
How do people become responsible enough to hold
these jobs?

What responsibilities mentioned in your charts
are you now able to handle?

LANGUAGE ARTS

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES. Ask students to write autobiog-
raphies in which they identify skills and abilities that they
have now and the responsibilities these abilities permit
them to assume. (Examples: A person can cook without
being able to read. A person can go on an errand even
though he or she can't ride a bicycle.) Each autobiography
should include at least ten abilities and ten responsibili-
ties.
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MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
ECOLOGICAL
RESPONSIBILITY. Students at this age level are gener-
ally interested in ecology and pollution probleine What
kinds of pollution occur in the school building or in the
immediate area? Are these a natural consequence of peo-

ple's behavior? Give your custodian a forty-eight hour
holiday from taking care of your classroom. Have students
note the effect of his absence on the floors, wastebaskets,
etc. Ask students to assume the responsibility for taking
care of the classroom for the time the custodian is absent.

Students might:
I. Save all the trash.

2. Separate the trash by types (garbage, waste
paper, dirt, glass, metal, etc. ).

3. Measure the trash (how many Pounds- cubic
feet, gallons, ounces, etc. ).

4. Determine how much of the trash can be
recycled, and how that would be
accomplished.

5. Determine the rate of trash accumulation in
the classroom. (Divide the volumeby the
number of people, multiplied by the time, to
determine how much trash is collected over
the course of the year. )

The students may also want to determine the cost of
handling trash in your community. Have students Identify
as many people as they can who work with trash. (Gar-

bage, sewage treatment, street sweeping, etc.) Determine
the cost of wages, fringe benefits, equipment operating
costs, and capital expenditures. Add all of the costs and
divide by the number of people served to determine indi-
vidual trash costs.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
RESPONSIBILITY
IN SPORTS. Playing games and sports requires each
member of the team to assume a certain responsibility.
Introduce the students to a new game, but give them only
the rules and the equipment necessary to play. Do not tell
them what the responsibilities of each of the players
should be. Have them try to play the game for a limited
time. Then introduce the responsibilities of the various
positions, and let the students try again. Ask the students
to compare the two ways of playing. Discuss the responsi-
bilities of the players in such games as baseball, football,
and basketball. What happens when a player does not
fulfill his responsibility? How did these responsibilities
come into being? Why does the shortstop back up the
second baseman? What happens if he doesn't? Why do we
have officials? Can people play games without officials?
Why are umpires needed in professional games but not in
games played for fun?

MUSIC
REST 1NSIBILITY
IN MUSIC. How does responsibility affect a band or
orchestra? Have a musical group of students play a com-
position, with each person taking the responsibility for his
own part and performing to the best of his or her ability.
Then have the students exchange instruments. Have them
try again, playing to the best of their ability on the new
instruments. What is the affect? What are the responsibili-
ties when people play in a musical group? What happens
when one member plays the wrong notes or does not show
up for a performance?



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Why did David begin to mow lawns for the neigh-
bors when his father gave him a new lawn mower? What
happened to his other jobs when he began to mow lawns?
Why do you think David began to neglect his other jobs?
What do you think would have happened if he had taken
the paper route? How did his neglect affect the other
members of his family? What responsibilities did he have
to his family? What tasks do you have in your family? At
school? Did an adult assign you those tasks? Do you have
some tasks that you essumed yourself? What would
happen if you began to neglect your tasks? How would it
affect the other members of your family? How would it
affect your classmates? How do you think you should act
if you decide on your own tasks? Do you have a responsi-
bility to other people to accept your tasks and carry them
out? Why?

What were some of the tasks that David was respon-
sible for in his family? What were some of the tasks of the
other members of his family? Did some of the people in
his family have mare responsibility than others? Why?
Why were the younger children dependent on the adults
and older children in the family? Do people have more
responsibility as they grow older? What tasks do you have
in your (amity? What tasks do the other members of your
family have? Do some people in your family have more
responsibility than others? Why? Are there some people in
your fainiiy who depend on others to take care of them?
Are there times when you are dependent on others and
other times when you take the responsibility for yourself'?
Do you think it would be the same if you were an adult?
Why?

Why did David have to take care of the younger
children in the afternoon? Why did he have to mow the
lawn? Do you think David liked taking responsibility? Do
you think he would have preferred to have his afternoons
free? Did everyone in David's family share the work? Do
you think that David's father was right when he ques-
tioned David's ability to handle the paper route? Why? Do
you think that tasks are distributed properly in your
home? At school? Why are they distributed that way?
What would you change? Would you like to have more
freedom and more responsibility? How could you learn to
be more responsible? How could you show adults that you
have earned more responsibility?

What responsibilities do you have now that you
didn't have a year ago? What responsibilities would you
like to have in the future? What responsibilities will you
have in school next year that you don't have this year'
Why? How does responsibility relate to work? Can you e
a good worker without being responsible? Why is it imr r-
tant to be able to accept responsibility and. at the sa- e
time, know how much you can handle? What wou.--1
happen at work if you tried to do too many jobs at once:
Why? How would you avoid doing that? Who would be
responsible for your behavior if you had a job? Who is
responsible for your behavior now?
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Responsibility can ofte.' be related to the expectations
that we have for other people, and the expectations they have
for us. To help students thin:,: about these expectations.
ask them to make a list simile, to the one below and fill
in at least three items after each topic of it applies ).

Mother is responsible for:

Father is responsible for:

I am responsible for:

My younger brother or sister is responsible for:

My older brother or sister is responsible for:
My teacher is responsible for:

My best friend is responsible for:

Then list five headings on the board: Parents, Teachers,
Self, Older Sibling, and Younger Sibling. Ask students to
give examples of responsibilities for each heading from
their lists. Do expectations seem to be related to age and
work roles? Why do people expect others to accept certain
responsibilities?

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

"Careers," a game by Parker Brothers, is probably in the
homes of many of your students. Ask several students to
bring their "Careers" games to class. It would be best to
have one game for every four or five students, Have
dents play at least one round of the game (about
hour). Emphasize that this game requires perse441coal
setting, and the ability to take the responsl'gy for the
steps necessary to reach those goals. Afte-jrn game, have
the students discuss:

What responsibiliti,.. d you have to take to reach
your goals?

Were yeas ,..essfiil? Why? Why not?

.A your goals affect the way you played the
..ae?

Following this session, ask students to set one goal for
themselves that they will try to achieve during the next
week. Have them write their goals on 3"x 5" cards. They
may prefer to keep their cards to themselves and not share
them. At the end of the week, ask students to evaluate the
strategies that they used to achieve their goals. What
responsibilities did they have to assume? How did achiev-
ing the goal make them feel? Did they enjoy having the
personal responsibility for the goal? What other personal
responsibilities could they assume that would allow them
to reach a goal?



SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

LANGUAGE AWN

ASSUMING
RESPONSIBILITY. To give students an opportunity to
organize their thoughts on respontibilities, have the stu-
dents prepare a five minute talk or a short essay about
why they should be allowed to assume a responsibility
they would like to have The topics might be realistic or
humorous. and suggestions from the students would be

best. The talks or essays should emphasize why the stu-
dents feel :hey are ready to assume the responsibility. and
how they would behave once they have been granted the
responsibility. Some examples of topics are:

Why I Should Be Allowed to Eat Peanut Butter
Every Day
Why I Should Be Allowed to Ride My Bike to

School

Why I Should Be Allowed to Wear My Pajamas

to School
Why I Should Have an Allowance of $20.00 a

Week

Why I Should Be Allowed to Decorate My

Bedroom
Why I Should Be Allowed to Have a Pet

Why I Should Be the First Child Astronaut

Following the presentations, students might discuss the
problems of taking responsibility that were common to
most of the topics. It also might be interesting to discuss

the reasons why some of the humorous proposals are not

likely to be accepted.

SCIENCE

SCIENTIFIC
METHOD. The scientific method is a good way to work

toward a goal. Have students describe a responsibility that
they wish to assume, and use the scientific method to set
up a plan to achieve that goal (State problem. formulate
hypothesis, observe and/or experiment, interpret data. and
draw conclusions.) Have the students attempt to follow

their plans and report the results to the class. By using a
systematic plan to solve problems or acquire a skill. stu-
dents acquire greater freedom and greater responsibility.
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HEALTH EDUCATION

RESPONSIBILITY
FOR HEALTH. When children are young, their parents
generally assume the responsibility fir their health. As
people grow older and more independent, they become
increasingly responsible for their own health and body
care. In small groups, have students discuss those aspects
of health care that they feel they can handle responsibly.
Invite a resource person (school nurse, health teacher, etc, )

to share ideas with the class about what each student can
do to protect his or her own health, and how to develop
good health habits.

AU. SUBJECT AREAS

CLASS COUNCIL. Responsibility can be given to the
students by establishing a classroom council. Students
would than have a voice in planning their own learning
experiences and much of the daily activity that occurs in
the classroom. If students are directly involved in the
decisions that affect them, they will have a sense of own -
ership and an increased awareness of their own responsi-
bilities. Some ground rules to follow in setting up a class
council are:

Everyone has an equal voice.

The chairmanship of the council rotates.

There is a regular time for the meetings.

Purposes of the meeting should be clearly
established.

A record of the meeting should be kept.

The decisions made are also binding on those
absent.

Nobody is required to participate.

Only those things that are strictly the business of
the classroom are topics for discussion.



LESSON THEME:

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

LESSON GOAL:

To help students identify and begin to develop the social skills
that form the basis for present and future social interaction,
work satisfaction, self-respect, and achievement.

MORN THE PROGRAM
This program is about a group sd potpie who worktes together to produce a film. Whoawend people are working ea any leo**, the way thet they act Omni one another will
make the job easier or more Moult. The way we act toward ether people and the wayOber people sot toward us is Called inksperional How we AA about
ourselves is affected hy the mom dear intsupersotial nave students thinkabout throe

What do Your Mends say o do that may. Woad?
What do your Mesa toy or &thateenustimes snake you espy?

Make two cohnnns on the board labeled "Good" and "Awe Have students list several
items snider each word, ingesting things that make them *edged in their reladonships
and *isle that make then feal angry.
Sometimes we like to do Wage alonevand mentiftees we hUar to do thins with other
people. There are some As that ten be done alone and Mbar jobs that require people
woritind *Ohm Ro* otudoPti! list On a Owe o. some jobs that require worldng
topther, elitism at school, at Ws" oar at ply. .
What are some of the things that. do that make you want to be WOO What are
scone things that Ohms do that make you *el like you deal want to be helpful? Make two
columns on the board labeled "flelpisl" and 'Not ifekpid." 4th students to describe
situations width they holPfiti, and then describe tftem when they don't want to be
1;444 List the response; =sky the appropriate odiumand discuss the answers.

111E ritOGRAM
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Aglow their runaway eat into an eerie sthanthmed building. Then someone yells, "Cut1"-.--the Orli &manly part eta f error *Arising ea location.
But the real lilt problems of the Alin en& are alma as with* as the web; they are

procbuive. Mattie, an intense, etikient directer, and Mime, a very capable but frustrated
comeremaN using trouble soft te ea about how tbh; scene should be flinvel.
Neither will listen to the other. Communiestism WOO down arKi Pothiction gtoPg.

Dewey, the sound man, tries so lolut the ptobleulimay. the two girls are confieled by
the teneico. firth* who is in dump of lighting. bolo the girla see that they are net toMame in. thee***

The next day it appear* that Mattie and Vbute have worked out their disagreements
and have reatabliehed their friendship. that as the do* of wears on, they seen to
be idling bath into the same patterns. and attitudes about onennother. Theprogram ends
on a dramatic note, denonstenting the importance of good inimPersonal skills, both $
worlthig wftb others and. fbr costs own selfeateeni.



PURPOSES
Level One

As a result of the lesson, smdento Amid:

identit personal characteristics that
increase cooperation with classmate*,
parents, and teachers;

be able to describe individual
characteristics that help a group get a job
done and those characteristics that hinder
getting a job done;

identifY feelings that people might have
when they work together;

identify ways that they can helpother
people and ways that other people help
them.

Level Two

As a result of the lesson, students should:

be able to describe personal changes they
can accomplish that will help in getting a
job done and that will make people feel

good;
sugpst ways that they can change that
will bring about more satisfying
interpersonal relatimehips;

understand ways that interpersonal skills
can be used to affect the behavior of
others.

KEY QUESTIONS

Level One
1. Would you like to have been one of the girls working in

the movie? Why? How did the girls feel when Mettle and
Vince argued? How do you *el when adults, frieuds, or
detonates argue when you'rearound?

2. What did the girls meanwhen they said the afternoon
wasn't gam to be any fisn? What causes conflict when

people work together?
3. Why was the peopl in the promo dependent upon each

other? What dote it nsean tocooprate? What happened
when the people in the program cooperated?

4. Discuss the ways that your school is like the movie set.

Are interpersonal relate in school?

6. Discuss hew you might behave if you wanted somebody to

do something for you. What kind of behavior increases
the likelihood of getting theother person to cooperate?

(See page 60)

Level Two
1. Why do you think that Vince acted tint way he did? Why

do you think that Mattis acted** way she did?

2. Do you think Brian will OM want to work with
Matde and Vines again? De you think the two girls will
ow "yes" if Mattis asks them to do another movie? How

do their feelis s compare with Wings that sometimes
arise in the eleassoom or at home?

3. What are mune conflicts that you have experienced at
home, with a friend. or at school? How did you resolve

your &Sienese?
4. Who are' some people in your community whosejob it is

to try to range the behavior of others? (Minister, priesty
teeeher, emnseler, thaspist, pliceman.) How do they
interact with others?

5. What do you do when you want mouthing from one of
your parents? A friend? At school? Are there times when

you could th) soothing different to make a situation
more pleasant? (flee page 62)
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THINGS TO CONSIDER

Would you like to have been the girls working in
the movie? Why? Would you like to be Mettle? What was
Mattie like? How did the girls feel about Mattie? How
would you describe Vince? Brian? Dewey? How did the
girls feel when Mattie and Vince argued? How do you feel
when adults, friends, or classmates argue when you're
around? How do you think others feel when you argue?
How do your parents feel when you argue with your
brothers or sisters? What do you suppose causes these
feelings?

What did the girls mean when they said the after-
noon wasn't going to be any fun? What causes conflict
when people work together? How can it be prevented? In
the program, whose responsibility was it to restore har-
mony? When people work together, whose job is it to keep
the peace? How do feelings about others help make work
fun? How important are your feelings about the people
you work with when you're trying to get a job done?

Why were the people in the program dependent upon
each other in order to complete their film? Could the
actors get along without the cameraman? Could the cam-
eraman get his job done without the sound man? What
does it mean to cooperate? Who cooperated in the pro-
gram? What happened when the people in the program
cooperated? Could anyone do a job without the cooperation
of others?

Discuss the ways that your school is like the movie
set. Who is dependent in school? In what ways are inter-
personal relationships important in school? Does the class-
room ever resemble the movie set? Encourage students to
talk about hypothetical situations where one or two people
could block class progress. Discuss the reasons for this
kind of behavior. How could the other members of the
class respond to help these people fit in so the class can
achieve its goals?

Discuss how you might behave if you wanted some-
body to do something for you. (For example; you want a
friend to play with you, you want permission to go to the
movie with a groups of friends, you want Dad to buy you
an ice cream cone. ) What kind of behavior increases the
likelihood of getting the other person to cooperate?
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Interpersonal relationships are built around the feel-
ings of people who live and work together. To help stu-
dents develop the interpersonal skills necessary for effec-
tive group membership and personal esteem, use open-
ended examples of interpersonal conflict in the "work"
settings of classroom or home. Have students suggest pos-
sible causes and ways of resolving these conflicts. Have
students discuss several ways the characters could respond
to the conflict situation and have them predict how certain
behavior would produce a different outcome. Case exam-
ples might be modeled on the following:

a. Eric has come to class, taken out paper, and begun to
draw cartoons. He obviously is not listening to the
teacher's assignment, and Miss S. obviously is getting
annoyed. She has asked him to put his cartoons aside,
but he has ignored her. Now she tells him again to
stop drawing and pay attention. Reluctantly, he puts
his paper into his desk, and begins to whistle softly.
At this point, Miss S. orders Eric out of the room and
to the principal's office.

b. Julie's mother has told her to clean her room. In
haste, Julie has tInown all out-of-place objects into her
closet and shut the door. She is just putting on her
jacket to go out and play with friends when her
Mother discovers the cluttered closet. She orders Julie
back into her room to complete her task. Julie,
bursting into tears, runs to her room, slams and
locks the door, loudly wailing that nobody understands
her.

LONG-TERM ACfninnEs

PURPOSES:

to enable students to assess their own
behavior and that of others in working toward
a common goal;

to help students discover ways of resolving
conflict situations;

to help students become aware of
interpersonal skills being used in their
groups;

to help students acquire useful skills in
working with others.



FUND RAISING CARNIVAL

Interpersonal relationships become important when
people are dependent on one another to reach a common
goal. To provide a way for students to assess and improve
their interpersonal relationships, have the class plan a
Friday afternoon fund raising carnival. (Proceeds might
be designated for a trip to a zoo or museum in a nearby
city, or for an all-day picnic and "ecology day" on a
willing parent's rural property. The class also might
donate carnival earnings to an agency specializing in
improving interpersonal relationships, such as the county
mental health association.

Divide the class into groups of two or three to work on
booths for the carnival. These might include: a balloon
and dart game: a cakewalk; a gypsy fortune teller; a
make-up booth; a magic show: a penny toss (plastic cups
are good targets, with inexpensive goldfish as prizes): wet

sponge throw (a brave student can stand inside a card-
board carton decorated with a comic figure, having his
face as the target )1 or a baseball throw at piled blocks.
Don't make too many suggestions; groups will come up
with their own creative ideas.
Committees should be appointed to:

Draw a map of appropriate booth locations on
the school grounds, and make assignments;

Prepare posters for distribution to other grade
levels, inviting them to the carnivalperhaps
at staggered times throughout the afternoon,
to avoid excessive crowds;

Design, print, and distribute an invitation to
parents;
Begin preliminary planning of how earnings
are to be spent.

Each team of students should take charge of its own
publicity signs, booth decorations, and cleanup. Don't
forget to call the press for coverage of the presentation.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

MATHEMATICS

COMPUTING PROFITS. Have students keep careful rec-
ords of all expenditures for the fund raising carnival.
After the event, ask students to count and record the gross
profits from their own booths, and compute the net profit
in each case. Discuss the terms gross and net. Profits from
individual booths might be compared and analyzed. Are
there wide variations in earnings? If so, how can these be

accounted for? Finally, have the class compute the total
net profit for the carnival.

LANGUAGE ARTS

ADVERTISING
TECHNIQUES. Discusn propaganda devices used by
advertisers (bandwagon, transfer, testimonial, card-stack-
ing). showing examples of each taken from current maga-
zines. Ask each student to design an advertisement for the
fund raising carnival, using at least one propaganda
device. These advertisements can be placed in ()tiler class-

rooms. and in general school areas such as the office,

cafeteria, and gymnasium.
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PRESS RELEASES. Discuss journalistic style (particu-
larly the placement of important "who-what-when-where-
why- facts early in a news story. and the need for concise
and objective writing), using examples from the local
newspaper. Ask each student to write a news story
announcing the fund raising carnival (and another fol-
low-up story after the event ). Let the class decide which
story to submit to the local press for possible publication.

SCIENCE

A SCIENCE
BOOTH, Have students plan a "spectacular experiments"
booth for the fund raising carnival, with shows presented
by rotating shifts of science students. For example, use
dry ice to freeze and break flowers. Consult basic science
texts, experiment books, or your high school physics
teacher for ideas.

ART

CARNIVAL
DECORATIONS. The fund raising carnival is a natural
outlet for artistic interests and talents. Each student
should be responsible for his or her booth display, decora-
tions, publicity posters, and costumes.

MUSIC

MOOD MUSIC. Have students listen to recordings from
the school library or from personal collections, and select
music appropriate fur setting the carnival mood. Tape-re-
cord selections for playing during the event.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. After the carnival, discuss the following
questions:

How do I get along with other people when I

work?

What do I do when other people do not agree
with me?
How do I get other people to do thirgs my
way?

Am I always right?
What do I do when I don't get my way?

What can I do to help other people feel less

discouraged?
How do I feel about the work that other
people do?

What meaning would my part of the task
have had if other people had not done their
jobs?
Who was best at what task?

How were most differences or arguments
settled?
What seen:s to be the most effective way of
resolving differences?

With guidance, students can discover their own involve-
ment in conflict situations and alternate ways of respond-
ing. These new ways of responding will be of value in
improving the classroom atmosphere, as well as in build-
ing future interpersonal skills.



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Why do you think that Vince acted the way he did?
Why do you think that Mattie acted the way she did?
What would you have done if you had been Mattie?
Vince? Suppose their boss had walked in right then. What
do you think they would have done? What would have
been the result? What were the effects of Mattie and
Vince's problem on:

the rest of the crew?
the two girls?
on themselves and the way they felt about their jobs?
the production schedule?
the quality of the acting?
the technical quality of the film?

Do you think that Brian will ever want to work
with Mattie and Vince again? Do you think that the two
girls will say "yes" if they are asked to do another movie?
Do you think that Mattie will ask for Vince on her next
film crew? Why? What do they mean when they say that
work for them isn't much fun? How do those feelings
compare with feelings that sometimes arise in the class-
room, or at home? How do you feel when that happens?

In the program Brian helped the girls to see that the
argument was not their fault. He showed them that there
is more than one "right" way to do a job. Having differ-
ences doesn't mean you have to "give in." Can you iden-
tify differences that you have experienced at home, with a
friend, or at school? How did you resolve your differences?
Did you give in? Did the other person give in? What
would you do the next time?

Mattie said. "I'm the director; I call the shots, you
shoot them." How would you have reacted to her state-
ment? What would you have done differently? What did
Mattie try when she wanted Vince to come back? Why did
it fail the next day? Is there ever a time when the boss
must make some quick and important decisions? When?
How can you get the job done and still listen to the
opinions and ideas of others?
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Who are some people in your community whose job
it is to try to change the behavior of others through
interpersonal skills? (Minister, teacher. therapist, counse-
lor, corrections officer, policeman.) How do they do that?
Are they successful at it? What kind of people are the
most successful at this type of work? How do they interact
with others? How could some of them be useful to you as
you try to develop interpersonal skills? How could you use
the same techniques that they use?

Sometimes we can get things done by changing our
own behavior. What do you do when you want something
from one of your parents? A friend? In school? Are there
times when you could do something different to make a
situation more pleasant? Think about the person you go to
when you need advice or help. What is it about that
person that makes you go to him or her for advice? What
are some interpersonal skills that you could practice so
that you could have someone feel that way about you?
(Understanding, encouragement, sharing, honest friend-
ship, respect, etc. )

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

This activity is designed to help students become
aware of the variety of interpersonal skills available for
use. in order to learn to get along better in their personal
day-to-day lives.

Invite to the classroom fl resource person who deals
with behavior changes through use of interpersonal skills.
(Child psychologist, parole officer, rehabilitation officer.
school counselor, marriage counselor, social worker.) Ask
him or her to discus, the problems people have in ender-
standing one another, the kinds of interpersonal skills
that can be used to effect change, and ways of developing
more appropriate interpersonal skills. After the talk,
encourage students to try out a new way of dealing with
someone at home (friend. parent, sibling) the next time a
conflict occurs. Have students report back to the class.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

PURPOSES:

to make sty dents aware of the variety of
interpersonal skills available;

to help students assess their own typical
behavioral responses to conflict:

to help students make more effective use of
interpersonal skills in resolving conflict
situations.

ROLE-PLAY CONFLICT SITUATIONS

Each of us can control, to some degree, the behavior of
others by the ways that we react. Use role-playing situa-
tions like those suggested below to help students become
aware of the skills they can use to resolve a conflict.
Encourage students to demonstrate different ideas about
how to solve the problems. Have the CIPT49 discuss the
effectiveness of each suggested behavior.

CASE t. Grandmother has settled down in front of the
family's only television set to watch The Lawrence Welk
Show.- You tell her that your favorite show is appearing
at the same time on another channel. She responds that
she's older and shouil have her way. When you angrily
protest. she says that you're disrespectful. In this situa-
tions, what might you do to:

make Grandmother so angry that she will report the
argsr writ to Mother and Dad?

make Grandmother change her mind and not report
the argument to your parents?

get along well with Grandmother for the rest of the
evening?
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CASE 2. You are babysitting with your eight-year-old
brother until your mother comes home from work. He has
just come indoors, soaked and enraged, because the teen-
aged boy next door hit him with a water balloon. He
intends to get his baseball bat and go out and fight. In
this situation. what might you do to:

make your little brother even angier?

make your little brother forget about continuing the
fight?

make your little brother stay happily indoors until
your mother gets home?

CASE 3. You are babysitting with the neighbor's two
pre-schoolers for the afternoon. They have been playing
cooperatively for some time, but now they both decide
they want to use a certain yellow dump truck, and a fight
begins. in this situation, what might you do to:

make the children even angrier at each other?

make the children stop their fussing?

reestablish harmony between the children?

CASE 4. Grandfather is visiting. and has decided to sur-
prise your parents by pruning the bushes in front of the
house. You know that your parents will not he happy to
have the bushes pruned. In this situation. whit might
you do to:

make Grandfather angry?

keep Grandfather away from the bushes without
hurting his feelings?

make Grandfather happily decide to do something
else instead?



SUBJECT ACTTVMES

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

MEASUREMENT. Divide half of the class into teams of
three to engage in various measurement activities and
report findings to the class. (Students might be asked to
measure: the room's height. length and width; length of a
chalkboard or bulletin board; diameter of a round table:
length and width of a storage cabinet; height of the class-
room door: length of the playground; or length of one
exterior wall of the building.) While teams are measuring,
have the remaining half of the class observe the interper-
sonal relationships involved in deciding upon procedures,
the division of labor. and communications problems in
reporting results. Discuss conflicts which arise and ways
in which they are solved. as well as evidences of good
interpersonal relations. (Cooperation, listening to ideas of
others. etc. )

LANGUAGE ARTS

GROUP DISCUSSION PROCEDURES. Students might
want to develop a set of "rules" to facilitate group discus-
sion. Try these out in class by discussing a controversial
topic such as "All Recess Playground Games Should Be
Open to Members of Both Sexes." Encourage students to
talk about dissatisfactions with the group discussion (com-
ments may be directed at the teacher as well as at class-
mates . but do not allow use of individual students'
names.

ART

COLLAGES ABOUT
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS. Divide the class into small
groups and assign each group one characteristic of good
interpersonal relations. (Cooperation, understanding,
respect. encouragement. etc.) Give the groups two or more
class periods to find pictures expressing the assigned
theme. Old magazines are good sources. (This activity also
should generate discussions related to word meanings, as
students attempt to define their themes in concrete terms.)
Next, have each group make a collage, using only those
pictures accepted by all students in the group. The groups
might mount pictures on three triangles of colored poster
board. taped at the edges to form a spinning mobile for
hanging from the classroom ceiling. Suspend a card from
each mobile, indicating the theme and names of group
members. When the projects are completed. discuss the
interpersonal relations involved in this activity. Focus
especially on conflicts and compromises experienced by
each group.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

IMPROVING
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS. Many companies have
programs that are designed especially to improve interper-
sonal relations. Invite a resource person who works with
such a program to the classroom. Ask the guest to explain
specific things that are done to improve interpersonal rela-
tions. Allow time for a question and answer period. After
the talk, encourage students to identify ways that they
can apply these techniques to improve their own interper-
sonal relations at school and at home.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

A GAME
WITHOUT RULES. Interpersonal skills are involved in
virtually aii team sports. Have the class try to play a
game (basketball, baseball, etc.) with no officials, no
respect for rules, no cooperation or team effort. After 10
minutes, return to the conventional system. Which do the
students prefer? Why?

RESPECT
by

John Adams
Jay Jones, etc.



LESSON THEME:

WHAT IS SUCCESS?

LESSON GOAL:

To help students explore both internal and external dimensions
of success, to define success for themselves, and to project the
possible implications their definitions of success might have for
their several life roles.
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PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of the lesson, students should:

recognize that a parson can be euccessfiti
without being rich and famous;

recognise that success means din:went things
to &Sweat people;

recognise that bw people experience success
constantly;

recognise that people can achieve somas in
many difbrent ways;

recognise how trying new things can help in
discovering how a person can be stuwassfol;

understand what success means to them and
why.

Level Two

As a result of the lesson, students scud
understand how much their own views of
success depend on what others expect of
them;

be able to express how their own views of
success are different from the views of *them

see how they can influence their own
achievement of emcees

KEY QUESTIONS
Level One
1. How did Dave's btbw view success? Bow were his ideas

diffirrent from Dave's? Whose definition of ameess did
Dave finaltr adopt? What do you falai; bewould say if
you asked him to define moms? What 1 your definition
of soceese?

2. Dave said that when he got out elate ar he began
think*/ about hinnelfi what he was goad et, and what
lup liked to do. Whet do you think these kinds
cprestions have to do with *lollop ofsuccess?

3. Why did Dave change his mind about the things be
thought he could dot What does Dve's Amy tell you
about trying new things that you'd like to do?

4. Is it possible to be Woman' in sad good at a variety of
Wags? Whet are some examples boas pour own
experiences? What does this tell you about your capacity
tor sumo? (See page 69)

Level Two
1. Mare did Dave get his first Memabout what it mews

to be aaacemAd? lbw did Davee ideas about amen
change? Are most peoples attitedes about moose a
nditure of tbok own kbaa and those ofothers?

2. Dave odd that when he got oat ofthe army be began
thinking about hinnelC what he was good at, and what
he liked to do. Bow could similar gladdens lead you to
dimmer your own holiege about suonentrow and in the
Maus? Ate you responsible fly your own success?

3. Can you rem a time wheal= wereproud of
something you had dme? Have you everbeen phrased
with yourself even though others didn't notice that you
had dons well? How can moome nenetbses be very
personal and sometintes *peed on whatother people
think?

4. How can you help others Owl sueeesoild when they have
done somothing well? Is it pounds that is creating
names fie yourself you ndght hurt the holing; of Ohm?
How would you avoid that problem?

6. How dome your life as school Abet your beiAlle of
success? If you could ran year own WNW, what would
you do to hfdp the studentsbel etameefort Mee page 70)
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Was Dave successful? Why? What do you think Dave
would say if you asked him to define success? When did
Dave first feel successful? How did he achieve that feel-
ing?

Why was Dave afraid to volunteer for the airborne
division? How did he overcome his fear? What made him
change his mind about the things he thought he could do?
What does Dave's story tell you about trying new things
that you'd like to do?

Dave said that when he got out of the army he
began thinking about himself, what he as good at, and
what he liked to do. What do you think those kinds of
questions had to do with his feelings of success in the
leather shop? Compare his feelings of success with his
feelings about his first job. What do you think made the
di fference?

How did Dave's father view success? How were his
ideas different from Dave's? What did success mean to the
boys in the apartment complex? How did Dave's friends at
his first job define success? Whose definition of success did
Dave finally adopt?

What things helped Dave feel successful? Would
these be the same kinds of things that would make you
feel successful?

Was Dave successful in more than one way? Is it
possible to be interested in and good at a variety of
things? Can you cite some examples from your own experi-
ences or the experiences of people you know? What does
this tell you about your own capacity for success?

SHORT-TERM AC flITMES

ACTIVITY I. Divide students into small groups and ask
them to list the steps Dave took to reach his goalthe
teat hercraft shop.

Suggestions from the script:

He considered his own interests and talents.
He set a goal.

He developed a plan for reaching his goal
(attending school, borrowing and saving money,
etc. ).

He tried out his plan to see if it made him feel
successful.
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Next have the groups list three things Dave had to give
up in order to carry out his plan. What kind of decisions
did he have to make? Now ask students to apply what
they learned about Dave to Nancy:

Nancy Is thirteen. Ethe worries bathes' she
feel that she Is ratify fteed at setithing.. Sheltie
Mona who Molls ash het to iSt Leong when
something. She usually goes and has it' sped
seldom is the activity het idea. Nevem* to
she never meets anybody saw. She- used to
Piano haws but she quit babes the realtat°
they took time away tremble free afkirnoona, Sys
a new hike but her Oars** *het the foie
for it herself, and she matt teems to hove'
money left over from her 100wence. She thinkelhet
nothing matins ever .happene to her. She !eel 111,(11"
success at wiything. .

Have the groups write responses to the following:

I. Name one thing that interests Nancy.
2. List one goal that Nancy could strive for that

is related to that interest.
3. List some ways Nancy could achieve that

goal.

4. Name one thing Nancy would have to give up
to reach that goal.

5. Name one way Nancy could test her ideas
about success.

Compare the responses. Discuss the students' sugges-
tions for ways that Nancy could experience success. Who
is really responsible for Nancy's feelings about her own
success?

ACTIVITY 2. Review the list of occupations written on
the board before the program. Which people did the stu-
dents rate as highly successful? For each person men-
tioned. ask the students to tell about an event in his or
her life that the students would interpret as successful.
Discuss the possibility that even successful people some-
times experience failure. Ask students to writs a para-
graph about an incident in their own lives that they
consider to be a successful event. The reports might be in
diary form: "Dear Diary, Today was the best day of my
I i fo because



LONG-TERM ACTIVMES

The long-term activity is designed to:
broaden students' ideas about success and
what constitutes success;
help students compare single successful
experiences with the general feeling of
satisfaction and success.

CASE STV1MES OF SUCCESS

Students might select a cross-section of workers in the
community and find out what success means to them. The
matrix in the Level One, Subject Activities section of
Treasure Hunt is a representative sample. Following the
interview procedures outlined in Treasure Hunt, students
might base their interviews on two questions:

1. What do you like best about your work?

2. What was the best day you ever had on the
job?

While interview conversations will go beyond these two
questions, they will provide a base for students to compare
general feelings of satisfaction and success with specific
experiences of success. These events could then be a;igned
with the occupational fields discussed earlier in this lesson
to discover what success means to people who enjoy many
different kinds of work.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

SOCIAL STUDIES AND LANGUAGE ARTS

SUCCESSFUL POLITICAL AND
SOCIAL LEADERS. Discuss the ways that successful po-
litical and social leaders are or were successful and how
they attained success. The students' responses should help
illustrate:

how people become successful by meeting the
needs of others;

how people become successful by providing goods
awl service, by transmitting ideas and culture,
or by managing;
how people become successful by cooperating with
others.

Then ask students to assume the roles of different
well-known personalities in mock interviews. The two
questions used in the worker interviews could serve as
opening questions. Biographies, films, and television
might be used as resources to help students develop
insight into the various phases of the person's life, and
help them understand the degree of success that the
person might have felt at different stages in his or her
life. By including in the mock interviews the question,
"What do you consider to be your biggest disappoint-
ment?" students could dramatize the concept that no one
is successful all the time.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

INCREASING CONSUMER
AWARENESS. Select advertising from billboards, maga-
zines, newspapers, and television that appeals to the con-
sumer's desire to be successful. Have students develop a
bulletin board of advertising that appeals to this desire
and label each item according to the kind of success it
portrays (money, glamour, fame, status, etc.). Ask stu-
dents whether or not buying a particular product could
really make one successitil. Discuss how informed consum-
ers should react to advertising that appeals to the desire
for success.

FINE ARTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

YOUNG PEOPLE WHO HAVE
ACHIEVED PROMINENCE. Develop bulletin boards,
mobiles, or collages about young people who have achieved
prominence in sports or in the fine arts. Have students
find out how they did it--the self-discipline, the hours of
practice, the personal sacrifices, and their reasons for
doing it. Magazine articles, biographies, films, and televi-
sion programs might provide some information, but a per-
sonal letter to the individual could be very interesting.
(Don't forget such resources for "stars" as the local high
school athletic department, band or orchestra, art or
drama club, etc. )

SCIENCE

SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE IN
THE SCIENCES. Discuss the contributions of several
people in the sciences and the rewards they have experi-
enced--frorn a rural doctor's personal feelings of satisfac-
tion, to a Nobel Prize winner's feelings of pride. Compare
the internal feelings of satisfaction experienced by these
people with the external recognition they have received
from society. Consider the ways that successful work by
individuals in science have contributed to more successful
lives for others. (Salk's vaccine, Carver's work in agricul-
ture, etc.) You might also discuss how the use of scientific
discoveries and inventions depends on value judgments
(e.g., controlling atomic power, insecticides, and herbi-
cides). This could easily lead to a discussion about why
success should be used for the general good of society.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. In a class meeting discuss:

the different ways the people who were
interviewed and studied attained success;
the goals and sacrifices necessary to attain success;

the feelings of success and the rewards gained by
people at work in the community;

the difference between success you recognize within
yourself and the status of success conferred on you
by others;
the ways that the students are or might become
successful;
the different definitions of successuncovered in the
project.



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What did Dave's father want for his son? What did
Dave's friends at the post office expect of him? Where did
Dave get his first ideas about what it means to he success-
ful? How did joining the airborne division change Dave's
thinking about success?

Do you think Dave's father was proud of his success
at the leather shop? Why? Which of Dave's ideas about
success were his own? Which grew out of his D3ther's
hopes for him? How are most people's attitudes about
success a mixture of their own ideas and those of others?
What can happen if your ideas about success are very
different from everyone else's?

Dave said that when he got out of the army he
began thinking about himself, what he was good at, and
what he liked to do. What do these questions have to do
with his feelings of success in the leather shop? Compare
those feelings with his feelings about his first job. What
do you think made the difference? How could such ques-
tions lead you to discover your own feelings about success?
What else would you need to know to be successful? Are
yolt responsible for your own success?

Dave feels successful because he achieved a goal that
he set for himself How successful do you think he would
feel if rai one bought his leatherwork? How much do
Dave's feelings of success depend on what others think of
his work? Would you consider Dave to be successful?
Why? How do your feelings about success differ from
Dave's?

Can you remember a time when you were proud of
something you had done? Have you ever felt successful
because others liked your work: Have you ever been
pleased with yourself even though others didn't notice
that you had done well? How can success sometimes be a
very personal thing and at other times depend on what
other people think?

How do we know that Dave was pleased with his
own accomplishments as a parachutist and as a crafts-
man? Do you congraiiii:o.- yourself when you achieve a
goal? How can giving yourself credit for the things you do
well help you feel successful? How can you help others feel
successful when they have done something well? Is it
possible that in creating success for yourself you could
hurt the feelings of others? Think of some examples it
which your success could also help bring success to others.
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In what ways does your school affect how successful
you feel? If you could run your own school, what would
you do to help the studentb feel sumessftd? Name one
thing that your school could do to increase your feelings of
success as a student Discuss how some of these sugges-
tions could actually be tested.

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1. SUCCESS AT HOME. Ask students to write
down one example of something they did during the last
week or month that they feel was a success. Then ask
them to write an "L" if the event was connected with a
play or leisure activity, a "W" if the event was connected
with work at home, or an "8" if the event was part of
their lives as students.

Have a show of hands to see how many students listed
successful events in connection with each of these three
categories.

Is success something that is related to family, friends,
and leisure activities as well as being related to
making a li...L.415?
Does success in one of these areas carry over into the
other areas?

ACTIVITY 2. SUCCESS AT SCHOOL AND AT WORK.
1. Ask students to write down the characteristics of a

successful student. Survey the class and make a list on
the board of the characteristics mentioned most often. Also
list some of the unusual characteristics mentioned.

2. Ask each student to take home several 3" x 5" cards
Each student should request that parents or neighbors
(people who work) list on the cards some of the character-
istics they feel describe a "successful" worker.

3. Do a second survey of the class based on the 3" x 5"
curds, covering both the most frequently listed and most
unusual characteristics suggested.

4. Compare the characteristics listed by the people who
work and those listed by the students. Why do some
characteristics appear on both lists? What might account
for the differences? Do characteristics fall into categories
work habits, attitudes, ability to get along with others,
knowledge of the task? How could the school be changed
to help students develop these successful characteristics?
How could these characteristics be recognized and
rewarded within the classroom?



LANG-TERM AND
SUBJECT ACTWITIES

PURPOSES:

Students should have the opportunity to

experience success through individual
achievement:

see why success for the individual should be
expressed in relation to the good of the total
society:

see how feelings of success can be gained from
meeting the needs of others.

PROJECT: EXPERIENCING SUCCESS

Help students select from among a variety of projects
that would give them an opportunity to experience feelings
of success. The projects might be similar to those in the
Long-Term Activities section, Level One of Decisions, Deci-
sions; that is, individual home projects such as a vegeta-
ble garden, conducting a fix-it campaign to repair dam-
aged articles, or correcting a health or safety problem. See
Decisions, Decisi4,o0, Long-Term Activities, Level One for
complete information about dais type of project.
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Suggest to students that they select a project that
would give them the greatest feelings of success. Help
them set realistic goals that they can achieve, and as their
projects progress, ask them to think about:

their feelings of accomplishment;

the effects of their efforts on others;

the factors that influenced their success;
how they knew they had been successful.

Another type of project might demonstrate why success
for the individual should be expressed in relation to the
good of the total society. The Long-Term Activity, Level
Two in the lesson People Need People would be very
useful. The project in that lesson is constructed to give
students experience in meeting the psychological or
physical needs of the elderly, the handicapped, the
disadvantaged, etc. For example, student projects might be
shopping trips, food baskets, entertainment, or flower
arrangements. For a complete outline of this type of
project, see the Long-Term Activity, Level Two, of People
Need People.

The summary discussion suggested in the Long-Term
Activity, Level Two of People Need People could be
expanded to consider how students experience success by
helping others, how the people they worked with could be
helped to experience success, and how dependent persons
can be influenced by others' attempts to achieve success.
Students might also discuss the following statement:

As environmental MOWN* blooms emote, sums,
may be measured mote and more In Weber. to WW1 of
can do to Improve the quality of tile tor Ober*.



LESSON THEME:

LIFE STYLES
LESSON GOAL:

Ne"5.

c C

To help students explore the range of alternative life styles and
to help them discover whether various career choices, and their
associated non-work aspects, are in harmony with the life styles
they might consider for the future.

BEFORE TIM PROGRAM

Ask sound studnets to describe whet the numbers of their bessilles might do on a typical
Batunby. List on the bead same of the Midden that indicate &Sweat lib nylon
between finailies. lime students decide why the activ'dy, was being dine. (It was a
responsibility, it was a bloom then activity, it was a bob*, etc.)

Ask andante to mums the working hours of a .member of their tinnily. Are the hours
reguber or variable? Dees this person have to do work related to his job after winking
beant lbw don the Job that the things the badly doe ler leisure activities? Doss the
worker often have to be anew Eno bone after sonned working home?

The adage that people do often indicate what is important to them. List acme things that
you have awn other, people do Guth at IRA and play) that indicate whit they thel
I wettest. taro ezetemdes of three Map that you do bemuse you feel they are begirt,*
tops.

THE PROGRAM

Them are almost as slew diiihrent lib sutra as there are kinds of work. In this
decumentiuy, the ineerbers of a West %girds tall us abet the way thety live.
their attitudes toward work and home, their leisure activities, and the values that shape
their didly

Joilsnle ether ben been a seedier at a large chemical pkwit ihr most of his db. likm
his work, land especialb, nobles his bee time after the work der is ducal* "Night hewn a
dear is beg enough to work," he ddoka JAM, madam is satisfied with her career as I
ruining instanter in a vocatimml school as well as her responsibilides to her Emily mid
buns Nhe eel met want to trembles, Nell bye thea diiihrentHite

Even though their IOU &dm adore the time be has with his parents to work as
projects or to hunt and fish, he is anions about what U would be like with other
hem. Wank* he prefer to live on a Num like the neighboxe down the road? Or maybe it
weskit be fin to be en entertainer, liar one of the Cadmus Smily of smakians. But Jan
dxld that, after all, be likel theme? be lives best.



PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of the lesson, Sudan; should:

be able to describe several &Armee in
the way** live;
be able to ideodity areas of similaritzY and
tae between several =resting lifb

identity some aspects of lfb styles that
they find appealins;

understand that people sometimes have to
eampromiatto achieve dab. desired Bib
.tuna.

Level Two

As a result of the lesson, students should:

be Ale to ideal* several pommel
duancteristics, locations, and activitke
that can be used to describe IA styles;

be able to describe their own lit. styles;

be able to Mint 10320 weds of
diffbrent life styles that they find

aPPeeling;
be able to identity wooded' &ars* lit,
Myles that do not appeal to them.

KEY QUESTIONEI

Level One
1. How would you &men* the life styleGNAW& fissily?

What axe of lifb styles does John mks that are
difilvent *am his own? Mow le your inally% IWO*
similar to thaw you saw in the prows?

2. Why does John's Water pad* the jite that he does new to
beiges business ibr Massif? What le hislib like when
he isn't miring? How does his Job *Oct his doily% leo
1410,

a Which tithe three lab styles (theGinn Sunny, the
Columns, and Jahn's Smite) allow* the mostfree time?
Why'? Haw do wawa sham toning bow much toetints
people have?

4. Suppe& you had all day listarday to you:wolf with
nothing you lad to do. Flaw yodel,* spend yourbee
time? Compare your answers with thaw of other class
number& Moe page 74)

Level Two
1. What are the personal, 'odd, and economic soots that

mike up the life *le of John's thnsibt? How do yen
'oppose Mr. Cochran's lifb ie differs* from the lib sight
ofJohn's father? Do you think they would be willing to
change places?
11, what extent did John's tunny thoseas* liet style?
11) what =tent are dew free to thane it? Do you think
tbey will?

3. How would you eampare your own lib style to that ofJohs's
Wally? If you could create your ideal allure life style,
what wcsold it be like?

4. How old you learn more about Sib *kw that are
&fibre* item your own? Why is it bsportant to kern
about them? Which is more important, to be happy with
the way yea live or to he ',ivy with thewtwk you do?

(Seepage 77)
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What kinds of life styles does John think about that
are different from his own? How are they different? How
are those differences related to the family's kind of work?
How is your family's life style similar to those you saw in
the program? How is it different? John's father said that
eight hours a day is enough to work. What does he mean?
Why does he prefer the job that he does now to being in
business for himself? What is his life like when he isn't
working? Do you suppose that the Cochrane or the farm
family use their leisure time the same way that John's
family does? Why? How does the kind of job that John's
father holds affect his family? Suppose he did decide to
become a farmer. How would John's life change? Suppose
your family decided to make a major move. (City to coun-
try. military to civilian, etc.) Would your life style
change? How? Hew much does your life style (your rela-
tionship with yovr parents and friends, your free time
activities, your family customs) depend on the work roles
in your family?

What kind of work does John's mother do? Do you
think she enjoys her job outside her home? How does her
career affect her own personal life style? What did John's
father like about his work? What satisfactions did he get
from his job? What do you think the farmer would have
said if you asked him what he liked most about farming?
What do you think the Cochrans would say? How do
people's feelings about their work influence how they feel
about themselves when the work day is over?

Which of the three life styles (the farm family, the
Cochrane, and John's family) allows the most free time?
Why? Why do you suppose the farm family was willing to
work longer hours? How do career choices control how
much free time people have? Do you know someone who
has a lot of free time? What kind of work does that person
do? What does that person do with his or her free time?
How much free time do you have now as a student? How
do you use your free time? Is free time important to you?

Which of the three families do you think needed the
most money to maintain their life style? What do you
think they spend their money on? Do you think any of the
three families needed more money? Why? What life styles
do you know about that require more income than that of
John's family? Less income? How does the life style people
choose relate to the amount of money they need to earn?
How can earning more money change your life style? Why
do some people think they need more money than others to
be happy?
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How would you describe the life style of John's
family? How is it different from the life style of a newspa-
per reporter in a big city? An airplane pilot? A kink
truck driver? A forest ranger? A teacher? A banker
small town? A mayor? A doctor? A policeman? Think
about someone you know who works and make a list of
the characteristics of that person's life style. Which items
on your list are controlled by career choice and which
stem from the personal prefirrences of that person? Do you
suppose that all welders like to hunt? How can people who
hold the same job in the same town have very different
life styles?

Suppose you had all day Saturday to yourself with
no tasks or responsibilities; with nothing you had to do.
How would you spend your free time? Would you still
spend your time that way if:

someone offered to pay you $15.00 to dean a vacant lot?

an elderly neighbor needed someone to grocery shop for
him or her?

an adult in the neighborhood offered to take you along to
watch an interesting kind of work?

someone gave you 40 tomato plants to put out in the
garden?

one of your parents suggested that someday soon you'd
need to clean out the attic?

your mother (although she didn't actually ask you)
needed someone to babysit for your two-year-old brother
so she could go to a friend's house?

If you would give up your free day for any of these
reasons, why would you do that? Compare your answes
with those of other class members. Is free time MOM
valuable to some people than to others? How can knowing
your feelings about free time help you when you make
school and career choices?



SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY I. List on the board several aspects that influ-
ence a person's life style. Sample items might include:

freedom to make decisions;

large income;

regular working hours;
opportunity to influence the thinking of others;

recognition;

use of special skills and abilities;

free time for hobbies or recreation;
opportunity to help other people;

new and varied experiences;

clean and pleasant place to work;
involvement of family in work;

personal pride in product.

Ask students to rate John's father, John's mother, and the
Cochrans on the importance of each of these items in their
lives. Discuss student responses.

ACTIVITY 2. Make a list of items like those above and
give each student a copy. Have each student rank the
items in terms of personal importance at this time. Ask
each student to write a paragraph about the item that he
or she put in first place. Paragraphs might be shared with
the entire class to illustrate the different feelings people
have about what is important. Discuss the factors that
might cause a person to change priorities in the future.

ACTIVITY 3. Write to a classroom in a community very
different from yours. Trade names, ages, and addresses, so
that each student can pick a pen pal. Students might
exchange letters, pictures, newspapers, and other items of
interest. Share the communications with the class in order
to compare and contrast life styles.
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LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to help students begin
to consider their life style preferences, and to help them
express their feelings about what aspects of a life style are
important to them.

PERSONAL PREFERENCES

One indication of value and priorities that helps deter-
mine a life style is a person's preferences in leisure activi-
ties.

To help students think about their personal prefer-
ences, ask them to take a few minutes of class time daily
to record the three most enjoyable activities that they
participated in during out-otschool time on the previosis
day. (Recording could last for 4 to 5 days. Be sure to
include Monday to cover weekend activities.) Ask students
to indicate the one activity on each day's list they found
most enjoyable.

At the end of the recording period have students sum-
marize their preferences. Were these activities:

Physical or sedentary?

Indoor or outdoor?
Alone or with friends, family, or other adults?

Work or play oriented?
Institutional (related to school, church, social or
civic organization) or independent?

Can a pattern of preferences be detected? Students might
form small groups to compare summaries with classmates
and talk over their differing preferences. Discuss any
insights students might have gained concerning personal
priorities and preferences.



SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

MATHEMATICS

GRAPH
TECHNIQUES. Working alone or in groups. students
might use a variety of graphing techniques (simple fre-
quency tally. bar graph. line graph, pictograph ) to summa-
rize the classroom differences in personal priorities identi-
fied in ShortTerm Activities, Activity 2. The percentage of
the class ranking each priority in first place also could be
calculated for a pie graph. Discuss tie advantages and
disadvantages of each type of graph. The discussion might
include ways in which graphs sometimes are used to mis-
represent data. (By changing the scale to make differences
appear larger or smaller. i Some students may wish to
experiment with making two or more graphs, using the
same data but different scales.

SOCIAL STUDIES

EFFECTS OF
SOCIAL CHANGE. List on the board some examples of
social change in contemporary America. (The move from
an agrarian to an industrialized society, the shift from the
extended to the nuclear family, family mobility. urbaniza-
tion. changing role of women, rising divorce rate. declin-
ing birth rate. etc. Discuss the ways that such social
changes affect and change life styles.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT PREFERENCES
TELL OTHERS. Ask students to list and describe their
five favorite out-of-school activities. Have students
exchange these activity lists. (Names should be withheld. )
Ask each student to write a description of the person from
the information on the list that he or she receives. These
descriptions might be returned later to the original
authors to show how the signals we send are interpreted
by others.

LIFE STYLFS
IN LITERATURE. Read to the class the Newbery Award-
winning novel, Shadow of a Bull by Maia Wojcieehowska.
Discuss the book's theme (the necessity, when choosing a
life's work, of being true to oneself). Other discussion
topics might include the external factors influencing Man-
olo's choice, and the values and priorities that are
expressed in his ultimate decision.

MUSIC

RELATING MUSIC
TO LIFE STYLE. Play several contrasting kinds of music
(classical, hard rock, bluegrass, country and western,
bluest and have the students discuss their impressions of
the life style of the people who come to mind. Discuss the
possibility of inaccurate stereotypes. Related discussion
might deal with questions like the ones that follow. Why
do you think music may be related to or be a part of one's
life style? Why does a society attempt to maintain concert
halls? How does your own preference in music seem
related to your personal life style? Are your musical pref-
erences like those of your parzots? Why or why not?



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

How would you describe the life style of John's
family? What are the personal, social, and economic
aspects that make up their life style? How do you suppose
Mrs. Cochran's life is different from the life style of
John's mother? What are some of the ways that you might
expect Mr. Cochran to be different from John's father?
Would they have sonic differences about what they con-
sider to be important? Do you think they would be willing
to change places? Why? Are their careers consistent with
the things they think are important?

To what extent did John's family choose their life
style? To what extent are they free to change it? Do you
think they will? Why? Do you think that John's family is
pleased with the way they live? What makes you think
so? Would you trade places with John? Why? Why not?
Would you like to be one of the Cochran family? What
appealed most to you about the different life styles you
saw in the program?

How would you compare your own life style to those
of John's family, the farm family, and the Cochrans? If
you were an adult, how much would your life style be
affected by:

where you lived?
how much money you earned?
the kind of work you did?
the mental and physical demands of your job?

what others thought about your work?
changes in the economy which might change the
demand for your job?
what was important to you as a person?

If you could create your ideal fliture life style, what
would it be like? Write a brief description and, if you care
to, share it with the class. How would you go about
achieving that life style? What would you have to do?
What would you be giving up if you changed from your
family's life style to your own ideal life style? What
sacrifices would you have to make to have that kind of life
as an adult? What jobs would allow you to enjoy that
kind of life? What abilities would you need? What skills
and abilities could you be practicing now?

Name three occupations that you might be interested
in if you were an adult. How would you describe the life
style associated with each? In what ways would your life
be affected if you chose any one of those three occupa-
tions? In what ways would your life style be independent
of your work role? How do these work-related life styles
compare with the ideal life style you just described? What
are the differences? Could you resolve the differences
between these life styles and your ideal life style?

How could you learn more about life styles that are
different from your own? Why is it important to learn
about them? Which is more important, to be happy with
the way you live or to be happy with the work you do?
Why? Hoe are these two things dependent on each other?
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SHORT-TERM AC1TVITIES

Help students share ideas for a constructive and pur-
poseful use of leisure time through planning a school
hobby fair. Ask each student to set up a display based on
his or her special collection or interest. (Books, camping,
athletic activities, sewing, etc. The display might include
a short written report on sources of information about the
hobby, the satisfactions that can be derived from the activ-
ity, and cost and sources of materials needed for the
activity.

As a follow-up to the hobby fair, plan a quarterly or
monthly hobby newspaper. This publication could contain:
detailed accounts by students of hobby activities; informa-
tion on places to go and things to see; sources of materi-
als; movies and TV programs of interest to certain kinds
of enthusiasts; and interviews with adults who have inter-
esting hobbies. Focus especially on adults who have
turned hobbies into profit, by combining vocation and
avocation.

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

PURPOSES:
to involve students in a detailed examination
of one or more occupations in terms of career
and life style interrelationships;
to help students identify human needs and
external factors that may affect lifestyles;

to help students identify occupations related
to their personal abilities and values.

WORK AND LIFE STYLE INTERVIEWS

Each student should interview one or more working
adults, using a check list similar to the sample suggested
(p. 78). Ideally, people chosen for interviewing should rep-
resent several different fields and several different levels.
(Unskilled, skilled, technical, professional.

After the information has been gathered, students
should discuss and analyze any relationships that become
apparent. Specific questions might include:

How does a person's work influence his or her family
life?
How does work determine leisure time activities?

Why does work sometimes take precedence over
non-work activities?

What kinds of conflicts between personal preferences
and external factors lead to job dissatisfaction?

How is your family's life style different from the one you
studied?
Is it possible for people to change their life styles? What
would they have to give up to do so?

Do any of the occupations studied seem especially
suited to your own abilities and values?
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fflialavittnaAcitiviitio0

Occupation
Circle the number of hours worked per week:

15-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 More than 55 per week

ABOUT YOUR JOB
CIRCLE ONE OF EACH PAIR OF STATEMENTS;

Hours are regular Hours are irregular
Hours are determined by me Hours are determined by others

Day Night
Steady and dependable Sometimes out of work
Work in one place Work in different places
Work inside Work outside
Work is clean Work is dirty
Work is quiet Work is noisy
Work mostly with people Work mostly with things or numbers
Work by myself most of time Work in a group most of time
Responsible only for myself Responsible for what others do
Work at my own speed Work under pressure
Work is vaned Do the Same thing most of the time
Can choose activities Am told what to do

ABOUT YOUR LEISURE
CIRCLE ONE OF EACH PAIR OF STATEMENTS:

Have a hobby: (Name it),

Most of my leisure time
spent with family and
neighbors

Most of my time away from
lob is free to do what I want

Travel with family to see
other parts of the country or
world

Don't have a hobby

Much of my leisure time
spent with people I work
with

A lot of my time away from
job has to be spent on
activities related to lob

Usually don't take long trips
during vacation

CIRCLE THOSE THINGS YOU PREFER TO DO WITH YOUR LEISURE TIME:

Entertainment

Art Shows

Cancer

Movit.

Entertaining Friends

Sporting Events Auto Races

Card Games Parties

Other:

PLACE OF RESIDENCE
CIRCLE ONE ON EACH LINE:

City Suburb Country

Apartment Small House

Have not had to move around much

Pretty far from work

City

Large House

Have moved several times

Close to work

MUCK ION AND TRAINING
CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY OR CATEGORIES:

Less Than High School

College Degree
(Bachelor's)

OnThe-Job Training

Special ShortTerm
Training

High School

Graduate
Degree
(Master's or
Doctorate)

Military
Training

2 Years Beyond
High School

Apprenticeship

Correspond ance
ScOoot

THING LIKED BEST ABOUT JOB AND REASON:

THING LIKED LEAST ABOUT JOB AND REASON-
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SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

PUNCH CARD
CLASSIFICATION. Students might use a punch card
system to classify and tabulate the interview data, in
order to answer questions of interest to them. This activ-
ity demonstrates the nature of an automated system of
coding a classification scheme, and the ease of recovering
such stored information.

PROCEDUR'
Give each student a 5"x7" index card with holes

punched at equal intervals along one or both edges and
numbered. (See illustration. Each student also should
have one completed interview check list form.

Sample index Card

0 0 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5

0 0 0 0 0
8 9 10

Working as a class, assign each numbered punch a classi-
fication category. Categories might include: professional or
nonprofessional; skilled worker or not a skilled worker;
have a hobby or do not have a hobby; responsible for
others or not responsible for others; work in a group or
work alone: take long trips or don't take long trips; live in
a house or don't live in a house.

Have students make a notch in each punched hole (see
illustration below) that represents one aspect of the
assigned classification category. For instance, if punch "I"
has been given "professional or nonprofessional" as a
category. have class members notch the punch if their
interview check list shows that the worker is a profes-
sional. The punch should be left unnotched if the worker
is a nonprofessional. Continue in this way with the rest of
the categories. (Record the classification code on the
board.}

Example of Index Card Notched 0
2

Next, a nail or knitting needle can be inserted through
any given punch in the entire pack of cards, and gentle
shaking will sort cards into two categories. For instance,
in the example above "professionals" will fall off and
"nonprofessionals" will remain on the spindle. Using *his
technique. students can answer a variety of questions
about the data:

How many unskilled workers live in houses?

How many professionals have hobbies?
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Are most skilled workers responsible for others or
responsible only for themselves?
Do most professionals work in a group or work
alone?
Do most skilled workers take long trips?

(In answering such questions, be careful to avoid value
judgments.)

LANGUAGE ARTS

HOW WE SEE OTHERS. Students could write a descrip-
tion of a parent or an adult friend in terms of the kinds of
personal priorities and values that seem to go along with
that person's occupation and life style. (Students might
choose to write only about the person's occupation and life
style rather than concsntrating on priorities and values )
Read the compositions to the class and discuss the stu-
dents' personal priorities and values ii plied by the
descriptions.

ART

A SELF-AWARENESS
COLLAGE. Discussion of the different feelings people
have about what is important might lead to collage inter-
pretations of "The Real Me," with each student depicting
artistically his current life style and priorities. Old maga-
zines and newspapers are good sources of material for this

Project

SOCIAL STUMM

FACTORS INFLUENCING
OUR LIFE STYLES. To increase self-awareness, each stu-
dent might fill out a "work and life style" check list
similar to the one suggested for the Long-Term Activities,
Levet Two. Analysis of how the resulting profile is influ-
enced by home, school, friends, and community will help
to illustrate some of the factors that determine or correlate
with an individual's life style. Students may be interested
in comparing responses on certain items such as "pres-
sure," "people-things," etc.

HEALTH EDUCATION

IMPORTANCE OF
GOOD HEALTH HARMS. Although not included as an
area on the sample interview check list, varying types and
amounts of physical activity are required by different
occupations. The physical activities engaged in as leisure
pursuits also vary widely. Indicators of both degree and
kind of physical activity could be added to the interview
schedule. The resulting data would illustrate the impor-
tance of good hen ith ss well as good health habits. Stu-
dents might create a bulletin board or other visual display
of their findings.
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LESSON THEME:

SHAPING ONE'S DESTINY

LESSON GOAL:

To help students increase the ability to establish, test, and
modify short-term and long-term goals, and to help them
understand how goal setting and planning increases the control
they have over their own lives.

BEFORE 'ME PROGRAM

Review the section *Decisions, ikekieno abaft sok efookiral and dab. Than dhows theimportance of pkuming when trying to achieve goals. Talk about what ndght happen at
yore school if one day everybody who worked there tried to work without any plans. Then
draw the lallowieg continuumon the beard to illustrate the various &grecs &planning:

ling In my I lot others Some Mingo I t mate
life le make plans Omother nterw
planned. forme thing* lag

haPPedt"
with
efts
nate of
others.

Ask students to decide where they are en the continuum. name the eflieto of the WO
carom and predict where most people who have an minuets &wee of seltotedrol might
place thenrselves. Explain that after the prow" the dais edll talk about woo to have
control over par own life by eettisqr goals and maldngplans.

THE PROGRAM

Dreams can often became reality, but it takes careild planning and a lot of bard
work.

Johnny Imes cars, and often spends time at his Uncle KM garage wathing the
mechanics work. One day Johnny finds a beat-up old wagon and deekke to use tho wheels
to make a soap-boa racer. He omega to get the racer together, but hie drease ire
quickly rune into trouble, because it was done without knowledge, planning, or c

After a discouraging crash on the test run, Johnny is ready to abandon the prctject.
When he talk* to his Whir about it, his hike says that the ildhare was predictable
because Johnny hadn't planned properly. SaigaMing that Johnny look ibr help in plan-
ning, his dad comments that Uncle Bill had once undertaken a *hailer project. blaybe
Johnny should talk to him... .

With his uncle's help, Johnny makes cared plans, earns money to pay fly parte,
learns to use the proper equipment, and finally achieves bit goal. "The Racer" le a
enocave. Johnny has learned how much planning and work it takes to stake one's dreams
crane true.
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What was Johnny's goal? What did he have to do
before he could achieve his goal? How do you suppose
Johnny felt about his accomplishment? Why? When have
you accomplished some dream of your own? How did you
do it? How did you feel about your success?

Why did Johnny's first attempt at building a racer
fail? What did he do differently the second time? List on
the board the steps he took to plan his project the second
time. How much could Johnny do on his own? What did
he need help with? How did he get that help? In what
ways did planning pay off for him? Have you ever set a
goal? What help would you need to achieve your goal?
How could you get that help?

Name a career goal that you think might be excit-
ing. How is building a racer like achieving a career goal?
How is building a racer like becoming an airline pilot?
What would you have to do to become an airline pilot?
What type of education would you need? What special
abilities must you develop? How long would it take? If
you wanted to have the career that you mentioned just
now, could you do it? How? How is reaching career goals
like following the steps listed on the board for building a
racer?

What materials did Johnny need to build his racer?
How did he get those materials? Name the things Johnny
had to do to get what he needed. Why do you think
Johnny was willing to give up his free time? Could he
have built the racer without giving up anything? How
does your willingness to make choices and give up things
influence your chances of reaching your goal?

What long-term career goal did Johnny have for
himself? What was his short-term goal? If you had been
able to watch Johnny and his friend Frank for a few days,
would you have been able to tell which boy had set goals
for himself? How would you tell? How can setting short-
term goals for yourself be helpful, even if you know you
might change your long-term goals as you go along?

How much control did Johnny have over building
himself a racer? How much control do you have over what
you do or what you might become? Who in in charge of
your plans? How is your freedom to plan for yourself like
Johnny's freedom to build a :acer?
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SHORT- 'PERM ACTIVITIES

Many people have goals they'd like to achieve, but
either they don't act on their goals or they don't know
what action to take. They follow their habits rather than
make plans, and tend to see themselves as .being unlucky
or as leading uninteresting lives. Discuss this problem
with the students, emphasizing the rewards that can be
realized by setting goals, making personal commitments,
planning, and achieving success. Write examples on the
board of specific goals appropriate for the students, and
ask them to expand the list. (To make the little league
team, to do something special for my parents each week,
to save money to buy a bike, to improve my school grades
in math.) Have students think of all the ways they can to
achieve the goals listed on the board. Then have students
form small groups to combine and expand their ideas,
rank the top three goals, and rank the choices under each
of the three selected goals.

Students could rank their choices by writing "yes"
by those plans they'd be willing to try, "maybe" by those
they'd consider trying, and "no" by those they'd reject.
Have the class discuss the results and think about:

the variety of ways goals can be achieved;

the usefulness of specific plans for goals;

the advantage of having goals to accomplish
things they would like to do,

(Some students at the fourth grade level will hesitate to
establish goals because they don't think they can achieve
them. The teacher should help them establish a goal that
they can almost certainly achieve within one hour. For
some students this will be essential.)



LONG-TERM ACITVMES

The purpose of this activity is to give students the oppor-
tunity to discover:

how planning is used to accomplish tasks;

how the goals of the school depend on the
planning of individuals;

°
how people use goal setting and planning to
help control their work roles and their
personal lives.

PLANNING IN THE SCHOOL

Assign groups of two or three students to different
work areas in the school to interview school employees to
find out their job goals, and the role of planning in their
daily work. One group might talk with teachers. Others
could meet with the principal, the lunchroom manager,
the custodian, the media specialist, a person from the
central office staff. a secretary, a teacher aide, and a
volunteer worker in the school. Have students compile a
list of questions similar to those that follow to structure
the interviews.

DAILY PLANNING

1. What are your goals for the day?

2. What do you do to meet those goals?

3. What do you need in order to carry out your
plans for the day?

4. How do you determine whether or not those
goals have been met?

5. What do you do if you have not met your
daily goals?

PERSONAL PLANNING

1. When did you first decide you might be
interested in a job like this?

2. What did you do to get the job?

3. What are your long-range plans for yourself?
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PLANNING WITH OTHERS

1. How do your plans fit into the overall school
plan?

2. How do you coordinate your plans with
others?

3. What would happen to our school if you
didn't follow through with your plans?

4. How do you depend on others to help you
meet your goals?

If possible, arrange for the students who interviewed
school employees to sit in on planning sessions. (Faculty
meetings, lunchroom and custodial meetings, conferences
with food suppliers, conferences between central office con-
sultants and teachers, briefings by the media specialist on
plans for acquiring new materials, etc.) Students might
want to find out how one particular school event is
planned and carried out. (The preparations for a field day,
the installation of new equipment, the implementation of a

new curriculum, the Parents' Day luncheon, etc.)

As a follow-up activity, students might want to develop
plans for home study, periodically assessing and adjusting
their plans, and finally arriving at a formula that works
for them. A good procedure to follow would be:

1. Determine the task to be done;

2. Determine deadlines:

3. Decide when it will be done;

4. Allow for extra time that might be needed;

5. Decide where it will be done with least interrup-
tion and distraction;

6. Decide what materials and assistance will be
needed;

7. Gather all the necessary resources before begin-
ning work:

8. Assess goal achievement and revise the process as
necessary.



SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

MATH, LANGUAGE ARTS, AND SCIENCE

OPERATING A SCHOOL. Have students observe how
mathematics, language arts, and science are used to plan
the daily operation of the school. If possible. students
(mid obtain examples of calculations and budgets used in
planning. as welt as examples of plans written out on
calendars, memorandums, lesson plans, curriculum
lines. instruction forms. etc. Mathematics problems could
emphasize how goals and plans are restricted by budget
limitations. (For example, why can't we have banana
splits in the lunchroom? Students interviewing people
with budget responsibilities might want to find out how
that school employee makes the necessary budget deci-
sions. They might ask about the sources of funds as well
as the records that are kept to account for expenditures.

SOCIAL STUDIES

OBSERVE PLANNING. While attending the meetings,
the students can observe how decisions are made, the
formal and informal power structure, and how people
work together when planning. This might be compared
with the functioning of the various levels of government,
both national and local. Teachers might consider letting
students set up a planning system within the class that
would allow them to establish their own learning goals
and make plans for achieving them.

ART

PLANNING IN ART PROJECTS. Art instructors should
emphasize the need for planning by assisting students to:

define art projects clearly with rough sketches;

follow step-bystep plans for creating the project:
decide on the materials needed;

gather all materials before beginning;

assess progress and make necessary adjustments;
arrange for proper care and storage of tools,
materials, and the unfinished project for the next
work session.
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When students are made aware of these processes and
urged to make decisions for themselves, they learn plan-
ning skills as well as artistic skills.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. Class discussions might include:

what different types of planning strategies have
been observed (referring to past experience,
having conferences, planning based on needs,
planning based on goals);

what different planning strategies have in
common (assessing needs, gathering materials,
allocating time, working with ethers, checking
progress, evaluating achievement);

how individual planning relates to group goals;

how planning strategies could be used to achieve
student goals (getting homework and classwork
in on time, learning a new skill, etc.);

how different people have different personal goals
and different plans to achieve them;

what they think are the characteristics of
successful planning;

how many people seem unable to successfitlly set
goals and plan ways to achieve them, and how
that affects their feelings about themselves and
their work;

how planning offers security and feelings of
accomplishment.



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What goal did Johnny set for himself? Why? What
did he have to give up to achieve that goal? How did
setting a goal help Johnny decide how to use hit. time and
resources? How did planning make it possible for Johnny
to reach his goal? List the steps he followed when he built
the successful racer. Which steps did he miss on the first
try? How did skipping those steps affect his progress?

When do you think Johnny realized that something
was wrong with his first racer? What should he have done
then? What changes could he have matte? Suppose you
were having trouble with your school work. How would
you find out what changes were needed? Who could help
you? How can you look at your' plans and find out if they
are working? Why is it important to check your plans
frequently? Once Johnny had started following his plans,
how many things would he have been able to change?
How did his options decrease as he got farther along? Did
he still have choices, even after the race? How does the
racer project compare with planning toward a career? Why

would it be important to know what your other choices
were? Why would it be important to be able to change
your plans?

How do you know that Johnny had le, eific goals for
himself? Why do you think he selected those goals? What
did he have to do to build his racer successfully? What
choices did he have to make? What things did he have to
do that he might not have done otherwise? If you could
flak Johnny if it was worth it. what do you think he
would say? Do you think he would have worked as hard
to buy new clothes? How would you go about selecting
goals for yourself? How would you decide if a goal was
worth the effort? If you decided that you didn't want to do
the work necessary to achieve the goal, what would that
tell you about your goal?

"You can be anything you want to be." In what way
is this statement true? In what way does it depend on
other factors? What do you have to do to become what you
want to be? What characteristics did Johnny have that
made you think he would succeed? Even if you had the
best of plans. what personal characteristics would you
need to make the plans work? How can you practice those
personal skills?

Johnny said that he would like to be a mechanic
when he gro"'s ur What is he doing now that will help
him achieve that goal? What future commitments will he
have to make to become a good mechanic? Think of a
career goal you've considered for yourself. What will you
have to do in order to achieve it? What would you have to
sacrifice to achieve your goal? What could you do now to
help you find out more about your goals? How do setting
goals and making plans give you more control over what
happens to you?

S5

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

List on the board one long-term and one short-term
goal that Johnny had set for himself. Do the students
think hat Johnny's goals were clear and easy to plan for?
Do they think that Johnny knew:

How he would know when he'd reached
his goal?
When he wanted to reach it?

What he would have gained once his goal
had been achieved?

Using these questions as guidelines, have students list
on a sheet of paper three short-term goals and one tenta-
tive long-term career goal. Beside each, they should list, a
step-by-step plan for achieving that goal. In a column next
to the step-by-step plan, have them list the resources they
would need to carry out the plan. (Time, people, materials.
educational resources.) Have students share their id as
with the class and ask for suggestions.

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to:
involve students in a planning process to
achieve a goal;
enable students to see how planning is used
by people in career ivies.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT
A SCALE MODEL BUILDING

Design and build a scale model of a resort cottage, a
home, or an apartment complex. Either as a class, in
small groups, or individually, students should:

1. Decide on the occupants' needs in the kind of
building they choose to build;

2. Determine locale;
3. Set cost ceiling;

4. Draw rough plans for the layout of the
dwelling;

5. Determine physical dimensionsof the
dwelling in relation to property dimensions;

6. Draw up blueprints;
7, List in sequential order the tasks to be

performed;

S. Determine specifications;
9. Build scale model of dwelling;

10. Let bids for construction.



Resource people from all phases of the real estate and
construction industries could be helpful throughout this
project. (One creative class ended the project by having an
exterminator come to class to spray the scale-model house
for pests, and to talk about his work.« Suggested resource
people are architects 'design, layout. physical dimensions.
specifications e real estate salespeople 'locale, cost 1: drafts-
men and industrial arts teachers (blueprints 0: subcontrac-
tors (plumbing. heating, and air-conditioning contractors.
as well as painters. interior decorators, electricians: and
general contractors 'overall costs, procedures. specifica-
tions, building requirements«. In addition to factual infor-
mation regarding the project, students might also want to
find out:

how that person uses planning in everyday
work activities:

what happens when the plan- are inaccurate:
how that person became interested in his or
her present work:

how that person became qualified to do the
work:

what plans young people would need to make
to enter that career field.

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES HELPFUL FOR THE
PROJECT

1.

M.

List of resource people in construction and
real estate. including high schetrl students
studying the subject:

Topogrt,pnical map of the area:
3. City map;
4. Real estate want ads;
5. T eoarating maga/ e nes;

6. Trade journals:
7. Catalogs listing subcontractors and building

materials;
8. Grid paper-114 *:

9. Cardboard or balsa wood for scale model:
10. Rulers. paint. ordinary classroom art

supplies:
11. Blueprints or floor plans from newspapers or

magazines:

12. Home improvement or building section from a
large Sunday newspaper.
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SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

SOCIAL MIMES

LIVING SPACE,
COMMUNITY RESOURCES, GEOGRAPHY. Students
should decide how much living space is required for each
individual and the special needs that must be considered
when designing a place where people live together. (Recre-
ation. privacy, food preparation areas. utility areas.« They
should decide the amount of space required for the group,
based on group ages and interests, particularly for small
children, the elderly, or the handicapped in multi-unit
dwellings. Students might discuss the effects of population
density on the life styles and choices of individuals. (The
need for privacy in high density areas. the need for com-
munity centers and other gathering places in rural areas,
the need for compact living quarters in apartment areas.
the use of space in low density areas.« They might want to
consider using such recent innovations as schools, living
quarters. and shopping areas all within the same high-rise
complex.

When considering where to build. students should look
at area maps to determine access to schools, shopping
areas. transportation. and other community resources
needed by the occupants. (Real estate representatives or
want ads can provide information on availability of sites
and costs.« They will need to decide which community
resources are essential and which are desirable but not
essential. They will have to look at topographical maps or
pictures of the area to determine how topography will
influence the design of the structure or if the land will
support a structure at all.

In considering the layout of the dwelling. students
should look at not only the requirements of future occu-
pants, but also it traffic and activity patterns with.r, the
dwelling to determine the most convenient floor plan.
«Living and recreation areas. sleeping areas, work and
study areas. children's play areas. food preparation areas,
food serving areas.«

MATHEMATICS

SPECIFICATIONS AND BLUEPRINTS. Figure the area
of the building site selected. Then determine tht physical
dimensions of the dwelling to fit the size of the property.
Decide whether the spatial requirements can be met by a
single leel dwelling. If' not. determine the number of
floors necessary. Finally. in order to prepare specifications.
figure the total number of square feet of for space.

Estimate how much money would represent a reasona-
ble investment for renting or purchasing a home. Figure
the estimates based on several different salary ranges.
Students could contact a hank loan officer to find out the
answer to this question as well as find out how home
loans are arranged and financed. Students might ask what
type of financial planning the hank foiggests for people
interested in acquir.ng property. From this information
students should determine the maximum cost allowed for
their structure.



Determining specifications also includes listing the
materials to be used and specifying how and where they'll
be used. From this list of specifications, subcontractors
will submit estimates to contractors who will in turn
submit their bid for the total job. General specifications
are those relating to the building structure itself, while
systems to be installed (plumbing, heating and cooling,
electrical, painting, interior decorating) are treated as sub-
titles within the specifications. Individual student assign-
ments might be to obtain information about each of the
subtitles, including the type and amount of materials
available, the variety of materials available, and the range
in cost. Students could then figure their material needs
based on the physical dimensions and requirements of
their structure.

Using the information obtained from catalogs, subcon-
tractors, and general contractors, bids could be developed
to determine the costs of the structure. Students should be
aware that contractors get most of their work by bidding
against one another in sealed written bids. Discuss how
important it is for a contractor to estimate costs and
profits carefully and accurately.

Blueprints and scale-models are short cuts. Since it is
impractical to draw on 48 feet of paper to show a 48-fbot.-
wide structure, explain to students that in order to
develor a model, I14 inch will represent 12 inches. Using
1/4 inch grid paper, each square will represent one foot,
Then the floor plans can be drawn to scale. Students from
a high school drafting class could be a big help. Discuss-
with studerts the concepts of ratio and proportion, using
the 1:48 ratio that students have already used in their
drawings. Bring blueprints to class to show how drafts-
men and architects use ratio and proportion. Show how
the blueprint can be enlarged by changing the ratio to
1:24 or 1/2 inch for every foot.

Using the floor plan as the base and the 1/4 inch grid
paper as a guide, students can measure and cut out walls
to scale. Cardboard or balsa wood could be used to build
their scale model of the structure.

ART

VISUAL ELEMENTS IN BUILDING. Art plays an impor-
tant part in this project. and there are a number of
alternatives for students to choose from:

sketches of how the front of the structure should
look according to blueprints;

designs of the exterior decorations, using
examples from public buildings, private homes,
and student observation of exterior decorations in
the community:
blueprints of the building using drafting skills;
discussions about the characteristics ofbuildings
that make them visually pleasing, exciting,
restful, powerful, inviting, etc.;

designs of interior decorations;

designs of landscaping and gardening.
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SCIENCE

THE BUILDING'S ENVIRONMENT. Consider the impact
of the structure upon the environment and discuss ways to
ensure minimal disruption. Discuss a builder's responsi-
bilities to the environment. Talk with city inspectors to
find out how improper planning affects the environment,
especially disposal of sewage and other household wastes.
Ask what ordinances control building in your area. Con-
sider the effect of a river on a property site. (Flood plain,
water table, runoff and drainage, etc.) Find out how the
soil type, the bedrock, and the water table affect construc-
tion in your area and how builders plan accordingly.
Students who are particularly interested might want to
look at the problems of landscaping property in your area.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

RECREATIONAL NEEDS. While determining the require-
ments for the dwelling (particularly if it is to be a multi-
unit structure in a high-density area), students should
plan for the recreational needs of the occupants. Help
them find out what types of playgrounds are the most
beneficial for children of various ages. Discuss recreation
and exercise facilities for adults in terms of coat, space,
and benefits. Also discuss ways to meet the exercise and
recreational needs of the elderly.

LANGUAGE ARTS

DESCRIPTIVE REPORTING
USING ABBREVIATIONS. Following the style of decorat-
ing magazines and the home improvement sections of
large newspapers, students might want to write a descrip-
tion of their structure as it might be done in a magazine
or advertisement. Have students look at real estate want
ads. First, students might have fun reading them phoneti-
cally (2 bdrms., w/w carp., w/fpl., elec. incl.) and guessing
the abbreviations. Then they could describe their own
structures in abbreviated want ad form and swap the
results with classmates for deciphering.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. In group sessions or as a class, have students
discuss:

how they determined their goals;
how they used a planning process;
how the adults they talked with WK, "! planning in
their work;

how building something requires individual
planning as well as group coordination of the
total plan;
how the same planning process that gets a house
built can help them achieve other things they'd
Eke to do.



LESSON THEME:

PEOPLE AT WORK

LESSON GOAL:
OIA t°1'

To help students explore the world of work, to broaden their
understanding of how they relate to work, and to discover the
similarities and differences among work roles.

6i

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

This program is about some of the amp that workers and their socupttions diffilr and
some ways they are similar. In addition to the basic difbrenose in tasks and Ivo*
settings, Things, ideas, Pe** looks at interests, *bifida, and values.

Make a list of school workers mi the board. What con you learn abaci what times People
do by the kind of "'sunhat" they wear? By when (the hours) they work? What are some
differences in the tasks these workers perm? Are they all caned i8 st service role?
Which of the workers produces a tangible product? Do they work mostly alone or with
other people? Do they work inside or outside? Da they seem to week very rapidly or at a
slower pace? Ask students to keep these questimm in mind while they watch Ithinge, Moss
1V0Pk.

THE PROGRAM

Margo, 'fish, and Mike 011alkean think that their hear, an airline pilot, he lost his
job. What can they do to help? They (Udder to make a list of ail the jobs that are available
to him. As their list rapidly becomes unwieldy, they discover a way of elessifYing their
findingsjobs working with things, jobs working with people, and jobs working with
idess.

In the privacy of their own rooms, Margo, Tisk, and Mike each tag to expand one of the
categories. They imagine their either in some rather ezianordinary careers, *am a hero=
dirt track motorcycle driver to a chemist who awes the common cold. When they take the
job alternatives to their father, the children &mow thin, after all, it is not their dither
who is out of a job but a Wow pilot, Tom Martin. The work was not in vain though
Iton Martin can make good use of the lista. The program potato out that sorting and
classifying fn ibrmation is particularly medal when applied tojobs cad work.



Level One

As a result of the lawn, students should:

be able to describe severed of their own
*Wilke and interests and name
occupations where these intereets and
scan be AM ass*
be Ale to thearibe the general
characteristics of several occupations;
some of the tub performed by workers
in those occupations, and some of the
worker requirements of those tasks.

ALT
As a result of the lesson, students should:

be able to name several ways to classier
occupathms and workers in those
occupations;

be able to group a number of occupations
and workers according to similarities in
duties, worker characteristics and work
requirements, level and type of training
required, and nature of the work setting:

be able to relate their present abilities,
interests, and value, to those workers in
several career areas.

KEY QUINTIONS
Level One
1. What °work" did you see the three O'Halloranchildren

doh*? How did their Wu for their fether reflect their
own interests and abilities? Mud '4wevis" do you do that
reacts your interests and &Miss?

2. What Woe ad the program give you &bag teaching
youroelfa akill? Of the three0110110ren children, whose
work weld you most aejeyrighy?

3. Why did Margo, Tish, and /dikeorganize their bins into
Aim:eking with *bap, ideas, or people? Why is it
uessid to be able to think about things in catriFirke flow
can that skill be belplid to you in making decisions, in
studying, end lupine's*?

4. Row successfitl were the children at picking a *
*sir *sibs? Why would it be &Sault to phrk*Job ibr
wanemwe elee? Career cashesism** more than just
knowing you like to work with people, or ideas, or thing
What other things do you need to know about ',magi?
Caw Psile BO)

Level T wo
I. Why did the children think about jobs in categories?

What are the difftenote between their satrgeriseiabe
working with thin" Ickes, or people? What special
abilities and interests do you have? Which category do
your interests and abilitiesbelong in?

2. In what ways, other than Wilt* and interests,could
workers be &threat? How could these differences lead to
more ways to class* jobs? Bow does the way you chewier
jobs depend on what intonation you need to know?

3. What interests did the three young people have? How do
you think they discovered those interests? What ached or
leisure activities interest you? How could those interests
help you make decisions about school and careers?

4. Why do you think that =MO people (like Mr.
O'Halloran's friend) don't know where to start looking
for another job? How could they organize their thinking?
Why is it belpild to be able to organize your thoughts
about work into categorise? (See page 03)
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER
What work did you see the three O'Halloran chil-

dren doing? ('Fish, motorcycle repair; Margo, teaching;
Mike, campaigning for office.) How did their ideas for
their father reflect their own interests and abilities? What
career roles did they suggest that used abilities like
theirs? Write down three things that you can do now or
that you especially would like to be able to do. Beside
each, write one career role in which that ability or inter-
est could be important to you.

What ideas did the program give you about teaching
yourself public speaking? About helping others to under-
stand something difficult? About developing mechanical
skills? How did the three tasks differ? Whose work would
you most enjoy? Why? What other jobs are similar enough
to that job to be satisfying to you? In what ways are they
alike?

From the hundreds of careers they could have sug-
gested to their father, how did Margo, Tish, and Mike
organize their ideas? (Things. ideas, people.) Why did they
work with categories? Could these categories be used as
one way of looking at work in your community? Name
some careers that you know about that deal with things,
some that deal with people, and some that overlap catego-
ries. Why is it difficult occasionally to decide which cate-
gory a career belongs in? Why is it useful to be able to
think about ideas in categories? How can that skill be
helpful to you in making decisions, in studying, and in
planning?

Margo, Tish, and Mike seemed to be very different
people with different interests. Would you expect them all
to choose the same career when they grow up? Based on
what you know about them now, what kind of work would
you expect each of them to do? Why? What job characteris-
tics would you expect 'Fish to look for? Margo? Mike?
What tasks would be involved? What skills would they
need? TY), completing a chart like this:

Possible
Desirable Careers Mirk
Job With Those Isola Skills
Characteristics Characteristics Involved Needed

Tien

Margo

Mike

You

What was Mr. O'Halloran's reaction to Tish's
suggestion about working with motorcycles? He said he
would like to work with things. Why do you suppose he
didn't want to work with motorcycles? Have students
think about their responses, pointing out that career
choice involves more than just knowing you like to work
with people. ideas. or things. What else should you con-
sider when thinking about work? How successful were the
children at choosing a job for their father? Why? Why
would it be difficult to pick a job for someone else?
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SHORTTERM ACTIVITIES
This activity should help students understand that

occupations can be classified by the worker's relative
degree of involvement with things, ideas, or people, as
well as by what is produced (goods or services).

Invite to class a panel of three workers: one who is
engaged daily in the manufacture or building of a product
(carpenter, machine operator, etc.); one who provides a
social service (social worker, minister, public official, etc. );
and one who is engaged primarily in repair or mainte-
nance (TV repairman, auto mechanic, gardener, etc). Ask
each panel member to describe: (1) physical and social
characteristics of the place where he or she works; (2)
when he or she works; (3) the type of general or special
education and training he or she has had; and (4) a
typical work day.

During and after the presentation, encourage students
to ask questions. Does the panelist produce goods or serv-
ices? Does he or she deal primarily with things, ideas, or
people? What abilities are required to do the work? A
simple form like the one below may help focus students'
attention on the methods of classification.

Discuss the classifications after the presentation.
Encourage students to apply the same classification
system to parental or other adult careers, including those
observable at school.

Name of Worker
What does this worker produce?

f-wee* soiroottoolstothVeithetproeuthoolo
web ate,

11111 MO MU
111111111111111111111111

Mg MU NMI MN
What ehtfte*:enlia,n,ncittive io.da this loaf

Ho* do Moo obdWos end sOls relate to thew, ithths,
and 00010



LONG-TERIVI ACTIVITIES

PURPOSES:
to help the students appraise their aptitudes
and abilities;
to provide a basic method for examining
occupations in terms of ability requirements;

to enable students to classify information
according to any criterion that they think has
meaning for them.

APTITUDE ESTIMATIONS

Discuss the meaning ofaptitude (potential ability . Have
students think about each of the statements in the table
below. (The aptitudes listed in the table are those meas-
ured by the General Aptitude Teat Battery, Employment
Security Division. Estimated amounts of the specific apti-
tudes necessary for almost every occupation are given in
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 1965. If your school
does not have this standard reference volume, check with
your public library or your local high school counselor. )

Ask each student to:

1. Estimate his or her own aptitude in each of
the areas listed in the table. For estimation
purposes. an appropriate scale might be: none;
low; average; above average; high.)

2. List school subjects or activities that develop
these abilities.

3. Have a parent or other adult estimate the
required amount of each of the aptitudes
necessary in his or her job.

4. Look up the estimated requirements for one or
more specific occupations in which the student
is interested. (The teacher, school counselor.
or librarian should introduce the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles, and explain its
organization and use.

Students should be aware that aptitudes or abilities
are only one dimension of this process. Discuss other
dimensions, which include vs lues, personality factors.
interests, working conditions, economic factors, and train-
ing requirements. Encourage discussion of the similarities
and differences that students discover among the occupa-
tions they investigate.
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TABLE OF APTITUDES

Description

Solves problems using words.
numbers, and drawings

Aptitude

General Learning

Understands written words and
ideas, and the meanings of
words

Verbal Aptitude

Solves problems requiring
adding, subtracting,
multiplying, and dividing
quickly and accurately

Numerical Aptitude

Knows hir/an object would
look from a drawing of it, and is
able to see how the parts fit
together

Spatial Reasoning

Ability to see how objects that
look alike are different in
shape, shading. color, etc.

Form Perception

Can pick out errors in written
material and find small
differences between printed
words quickly

Clerical Perception

Uses eyes and hands togeher
and makes quick. correct
moves with the hands and
fingers

Motor Coordination

Uses the fingers quickly and
accurately to handle small
tools or to put tog,ther or take
apart small objects

Finger Dexterity

Uses both hands and arms to
handle objects quickly and
correctly: can pick up objects
and put them in a definite place
quickly

Manual Dexterity



SUBJECT AC TTVMES

Use the classification of abilities as a way of analyzing
the skills developed in the various subject areas. Using
the Dictionary of Occupational TitLs, relate these skills to
career fields, showing how the classification of curriculum
areas and school activities leads to ways of classifying
occupations on the basis of ability. Discuss how success in
certain school activities and lessons might serve as clues
to an individual's abilities in certain career areas.

SOCIAL STUDIES

ORGANIZING WORK
IN THE COMMUNITY. Look at the different ways work
is organized in your community to make it easier for
people to find information, goods. and services that they
need. City directories, telephone books, want ads, employ,
ment service records, and business and employee organiza-
tions all have different ways of classifying. Have students
look at various examples and locate specific kinds of infor-
mation. Then have them develop their own directory for
students. ("A Directory of Goods and Services for Fifth
Graders." After listing all the goods and services that
are important to pm-teens, students could develop their
own classification system. (Ability of workers, services to
youth, proximity, value or cost to the consumer, people-
ideas-things continuum, etc.) Encourage students to
develop their own classifications, based on what is impor-
tant to them.

LANGUAGE ARTS

ABILITIES OF
FAMOUS PEOPLE. Have students read biographies of
famous people. focusing attention on the special abilities
that influenced the life of each subject. Short oral reports
are a good way to compare findings. (This activity is an
appropriate place to introduce criteria for evaluating bio-
graphies. Topics might include: the difference between
factual and fictional biography; the author's qualifications
and sources of information; whether or not the book depicts a
well-rounded human being with both strengths and weak-
nesses; and the book's theme as it emerges from the
author's selection and organization of facts.

This activity could also serve as the basis for a field
trip to the school library to see how the librarian uses a
classification system to organize the library. Discuss how
confusing the library would be if no classification system
existed.
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SCIENCE

SCIENTIFIC CLASSIFICATION. Give groups of students
a list of twenty animals, and ask them to arrange the
animals into four or five categories. Ask them to group the
animals according to any criteria that they might want to
establish. Groups might then compare the results to see
the different ways that the lists of animals can be classi-
fied. Next, look at the scientific classifications that already
exist (animal taxonomy), and compare to the students'
lists. Discuss how the ability to classify serves as a tool
for scientists, how work in the scientific fields is organized
and classified, and how classification can be used as a tool
for looking at the world of work.

ART

ARTISTIC CLASSIFICATIONS. Have students discuss
how art works are classified. (Renaissance, impressionist,
modern, realistic, abstract, etc.) Students may want to
visit an art exhibit, a local art museum, or review slides,
films, and pictures of paintings, to look at the similarities
and differences of artistic styles. They might also discuss
how the various art media are grouped. (Oil painting,
sculpture, pottery, etc.) Give students an opportunity to
use different media. (Macrame; weaving; pottery; mosa-
ics from macaroni, beans, or seeds; painting; wire sculp-
ture; linoleum block prints.) Students may wish to organ-
ize their products (as well as those they could bring from
home) into an art exhibit for younger students, using
their own system of classification to arrange the exhibit.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. Discuss with students:

how a variety of criteria can be used for
classifying any body of information;

haw classifying things helps students organize
their thinking about them;

hew determining the similarities and
differences of work roles can help students
clarify their own abilities and interests;
how the abilities required for jobs can be one
way of organizing and classifying careers.



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Why did the children think about jobs in the catego-
ries of things, people, or ideas? What are the differences
between these categories? What were some of the indica-
tions that Margo. Mike, and 'Fish had different interests
and were good at different things? What are some differ-
ences in the things that people do at their jobs? How do

their abilities differ? What special abilities do you have?
What work roles require abilities similar to yours?

What special interests do workers in the different
categories have? How do their interests differ? In what
ways are they alike? What are you most interested in?
What occupations would let you pursue those interests? in
what ways, other than abilities and interests, could work-
ers be different? How could these differences lead to more
ways to classify jobs? What are some of these other ways
to classify jobs? (Location, level of responsibility, educa-
tion or skill required, personality of worker, etc.) How
does the way you classify jobs depend on what information
you need to know?

What interests did the three young people have?
How do you think they discovered those interests? When
did you see them using school activities and leisure time
activities to further develop their interests? What school
or leisure activities interest you? How could those inter-
ests help you make decisions about school and careers?

Suppose you were Mr. O'Halloran. List on the board
all the things you like about being an airline pilot. Next
to each item write at least one other job that would give a
similar satisfaction or use a similar ability. What jobs
could you suggest to Mr. O'Halloran that allowed him a
lot of free time with his family? Permitted him to travel,
move around outdoors, and not be confined to an office?
Paid well? Required skill in operating complex machinery,
equipment, etc.? Suppose you were a teacher anti ;:our
school closed. What other jobs could you think of that
would use the same values, interests, and abilities as
teaching? (Assist the students by talking about the rea-
sons you enjoy your work as a teacher.) How can looking

at work in the categories of interests, values, and abilities
help you make choices?
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Why do you think that some people who are out of
work don't know where to start looking for another job?
What would you suggest? How could they organists their
thinking? Have each student make a list of occupations
and then classify them in four categories, based on a
system of his or her choice. Have students explain their
systems. Point out that people can look at occupations in
many different ways, and that those differences have an
impact on career choice. Such a list should be varied. For
example:

cook

counselor

school patrol woman

bus driver

salesperson

lawyer

tree surgeon

carpenter

welder

housekeeper

Superintendent

fire fighter

social worker

hot dog vendor

rock 'n' roll singer

mechanic

postmistress/postmaster

executive

baseball player

fashion designer

preacher

wai terfwai tress

hair stylist

secretary

What were some of the considerations when the
O'Hallorar3' selected jobs for their father? Divide the
class into teams of two students each. Have each student
rank five jobs in the order he or she thinks would suit the
partner and expi, in why. Have the partner take the list
and rank the jobs for himself or herself without seeing the
first ranking. Have the class discuss the differences. Why
did you choose jobs for your friend that he or she didn't
like? Why did he or she choose jobs for you that you
didn't like? Why do you think it would be difficult for you
to classify someone as "the kind of person who could do x,
y, or z"? Why would it be very hard to choose an occupa-
tion for someone else? For someone ease to choose an
occupation for you? Why is it helpful to be able to organ-
ize your thoughts about work into categories?



SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Discuss the idea that occupations can be classified by
the worker's degree of involvement with things, ideas, or
people. Divide the class into three groups. according to
which of the following workers from the program the
students would most like to discuss: chemist; professor; or
motorcycle driver. The groups should appoint one member
to take notes. Ask each group to list as many occupations
as possible that are similar to the one they chose.

Next, hand out discussion guides similar to the one
suggested below, and ask the groups to think about each
occupation on the list in the same way. After a reasonable
length of time, each group should report its observations
to the entire class. Discuss similarities and differences.

DISCUSSION GUIDE

WHAT does the
worker produce?

a. Goods

b. Services

WHERE does the
worker usually
produce the goods or
services?

a. InsideOutside

b.

c.

HomeProfit-making
companyNonprofit
company

In one locationTraveling

WHEN does the
worker produce these
goods or services?

a.

b.

C.

d.

During certain hours, then
has no further obligation

Generally during certain
hours but often works
beyond this in order to
accomplish tasks

Working hours vary
according to time of year

Often works on weekends.
holidays, etc.

WHAT special Midis
does the worker use
it his or her lob?

a. Does special physical
things (drive, run, build,
play an instrument, lift, sort.
etc.)

b. Applies or develops special
knowledge, mathematics.
reading and writing skills,
etc.

c. Applies both of the above
kinds of skills

HOW did the worker
acquire these skids?

a. Home

b. Elementary school

c. High school

d. Education beyond high
school

e. On the job

t. Apprenticeship

g. Study on his own
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LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

PURPOSES:

to demonstrate that there are many ways of
looking at potential careers;

to help students explore occupations by
classifying them in terms of personality
factors, people-things-ideas, and educational
or training requirements.

WAYS OF LOOKING AT OCCUPATIONS

Invite workers from four or more of the following
occupational groups to visit the classroom on several con-
secutive days: skilled trades (carpenter, plumber, etc. );
scientific or technical; artistic, musical or literary; educa-
tional or social services; managerial or sales; office or
clerical; aria careers in the out-of-doors. Before the first
person arrives, discuss with the class four ways of looking
at occupations. (In terms of personal preference for various
kinds of work; people, things, ideas involvement; educa-
tional or training requirements; and values. 1 These classi-
fication schemes are illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3. and 4.

Ask each visiting worker to describe briefly the job,
and his or her co-workers. Then have each rate his or her
job according to the four classifications. (Using the board
or a transparency, reproduce Figures 1, 2, 3. and 4.

After all the workers have made their presentations,
have students discuss individual preferences for specific
types of work, based on their own assessments of the
personality factors, values, desire for working with things,
people, or ideas, and interest in the necessary education or
training.
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Working with other people or working alone

Job Security

Pay
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SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

SCIENCE

USING SCIENTIFIC
TECHNIQUES. Have students, working individually or in
groups, plan and execute simple ex',eriments using scien-
tific techniques. (Hypothesize, observe, classify, quantif,
control variables, and interpret data.) The experimental
question, the materials used, the procedure, the results,
and the conclusion can be lettered neatly and mounted on
poster boards for display at a "Science Fair." Emphasize
the parallels between this kind of activity and the work
performed in "investigative" occupations. (Chemist, medi-
cal technologist, electrical engineer or technician, experi-
mental psychologist, etc. )

LANGUAGE ARTS

USING WORDS
TO PERSUADE. Verbal skills are necessary in occupa-
tions involving persuasion, leadership, and selling. (Real
estate salesperson, lawyer, labor negotiator, insurance
investigator, car salesman, gas station manager, politi-
cian, etc.) Have students demonstrate such skills through
short persuasive speeches on controversial topics. Sample
topics might include:

Girls should (should not) be allowed to play little
league baseball;

Mothers should (should not) work outside the borne;

Good spelling is is not ) important for success in life;

Teachers should (should not send misbehaving stu-
dents to the principal;

Basketball is (is not ) a better sport than baseball;

All students should (should not ) be required to take
home economics.
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SOCIAL swum
FINDING AND
ORGANIZING FACTS. Have each student choose a peo-
ple-oriented (service-oriented) occupation for study. This
category would include such work roles as restaurant host
or hostess, health or social worker, teacher, counselor,
coach, physical therapist, minister, etc. Using library
resources and personal interviews, have each student pre-
pare a research report on his or her chosen occupation.
These reports should emphasize the abilities, interests,
training, personality factors and values that lead to suc-
cess in that particular occupation.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

WORK REQUIRING
PHYSICAL SKILLS. Many occupations require physical
activity of various kinds and/or work in the out-of-doors.
Have the students research such an occupation to deter-
mine physical skills, training, working conditions, etc.
Have students role-play their occupations to illustrate the
physical skills involved in each. Students could discuss
how they might develop or perfect the necessary skills for
such work through a program of physical fitness. Have
students consider health and physical benefits of careers
requiring physical exertion.

ART AND MUSIC

ARTISTIC AND
MUSICAL CAREERS. Invite to class guest speakers from
the community who make their living through music or
art. (Professional musicians, music teachers, commercial
artists, cartoonists, clothing designers, decorators, archi-
tects, etc.) Have the speakers bring examples of the work
they do. Discuss the skills and training necessary for each
career, and the personality factors involved.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. Discuss with students:

the different ways tSa4 the world of work can
be classified;

how people and work roles rarely fit in a
single category. and usually there are several
categories involved;

how classifying can be used to relate
individuals to their environment as well as to
organize information;

how workers relate to their careers through
several types of classifications.



LESSON OA COO
01140.1.

INTERDEPENDENCY OF WORKERS

LESSON GOAL:

To help students understand how workers depend on each other
to meet their physical, social, and psychological needs, and to
help them increase the effectiveness of their interdependent
relationships.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

First, ask students to list several things they con do that do not require _any help or
cooperation ikon others. Next, oak them to list several thinp they can do only with help
at cooperation. Third, ask students to list some things that can only be acoonwlialmd by
two or m students Within each other.

Then consider the *Bowing questions:

What is diikneft abaft the three kinds of activities listed above?
Can you remember a time when you could have done sow all by
yourself but instead chose to work with others? Why did you choose to work
with others?
Are there things that the members of your ihmily depend on you to do? What
are they?
What are some ways you depend on matchers of your 6mily?
What are some ways menthes of your badly cooperate to get something done?
I* you have a pet who depends on you? In what wow?

THE PROGRAM

People need peopleibom the split-second teamwork of trapeze artists, to the care and
support of one friend for sumther. This documentary ohms examples of positive dependent
and interdependent relationships in work and leisure activities.

Opening on the outatretched hands of trapeze artiste, the program surveys a variety of
situations where people need other people. A high schocd fixothall team provides a familiar
example of the need to work together to amomplish a gold. The same taunwcrk appliee to
the lineeworker segment, where workers are interdependent not only to get the job done,
but also for each other's safety.

To demonstrate how people depend on other people for emotional and social reason%
the final scenes show how a blind five - year old depends on an older friend for guide=
and support. But even this is an example of interdependency because the sighted child
gains confidence through her role as a teacher, a helper, and a Mend.
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LEM, ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What are some examples of dependence and inde-
pendence that you saw in the section about the football
player? How would you feel in the same situation? What
examples of independence and dependence did you see in
the linesworker scene? In what ways are some of the
needs the same in both instances? In addition to the social
and emotional needs satisfied by team play, what other
needs can such leisure activities satisfy? What needs can
work activities satisfy?

How was the blind boy dependent on the older girl?
Do you think their relationship was entirely a dependent
one? What possible benefits could the girl have received?
Can you think of a time when someone has needed you
and depended on you? How did that make you feel? Why
is it important to be able to trust those you work with?
List on the board things you do to let other people know
that they can trust you.

How did the three main charactersthe quarterback,
the linesperson, and the young girlwork with others to
accomplish their goals? How did working with others
enable them to do what they liked? What groups do you
belong to that give you a personal feeling of success? How
can participating in groups and working with others make
you feel important?

What kinds of jobs do people do that give them
opportunities to help others? How do people who have jobs
like postmen, mechanics, highway workers, and policemen
help others? What organizations exist in your community
that help meet the needs of others (work, civic, educa-
tional. religious, political, social ? How can workers'
organizations like unions help meet their members' eco-
nomic and personal needs? How does belonging to a group
affect a person's independence, dependence. and interde-
pendence?

Did you see examples in the program of people
receiving instructions? What does being able to take
instructions have to do with working with others? How
can not being able to take instructions affect your worth
as a team member? What do you think would have hap-
pened to the people in the program if they had been
unwilling or unable to follow instructions from ethers?

Who in the program was the most dependent on
others? Why? In what ways was that person trying to
increase his or her independence? How could you find
ways of becoming more independent? Imagine yourself to
be twenty-one years old. In what ways will you be inde-
pendent? In what ways will you still be dependent on
others?
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SHORT -TERM ACTIVITIES

Have students bring a product to school that is manu-
factured locally. Trace the product from the raw materials
through the manufacturer or processor to the retail clerk.
Draw a chart on the board to show all the people who
have handled either the raw materials or the product
itself in order to make it available to customers. (Don't
forget the container.) Decide which of these people are
independent, dependent, and interdependent in relation to
the others in the diagram. Contrast this with how the
same product might have been produced, distributed, and
sold a number of years ago. Point out that the number of
interdependent relationships has increased because of
technology. (Milk would be a good example. t

Students might also want to walk through the school
asking school workers the questions, "Do you depend on
other people so that you can do a good job? How ?" Stu-
dents could report to the class by drawing on the board a
diagram with arrows showing the interdependent relation-
ships.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to demonstrate the interde-
pendency of workers.

ASSEMBLY LINE PRODUCTION (three sessions)

Have the students:

1. (FIRST SESSION Determine what product the
class could manufacture that they might use themselves
or that could be used by others. (For example, bean bag
games, primary grade furniture, aprons, floor pillows, post-
ers. bags of candy. cookies. bird feeders, etc.

2. Have students list and assemble the materials.

3. List on the board the jobs available in the produc-
tion process. Divide students into small groups of three or
four and have each group select its task on the production
line. Ask each group to name a leader.

4. With 3- x 5" cards at each work station describing
the task, place groups according to their job selections.
Begin production with the raw materials station and con-
tinue until several products are off the assembly line.

5. Deliver the finished products to the designated user
and set the production quota for the following day.

6. 1St:C.0ND SESSION M Repeat the production steps
and encourage the students to discuss their feelings about
working together and their pride in the finished product.
If possible. provide reinforcement from the user to stimu-
late enthusiasm for the third and last day of production.
Set the quota for the final day and notify the consumer of
the quantity planned.

7, (THIRD SESSION Without telling the entire pro-
duct ion company. reassign one group of workers (either an
entire work station or a few work leaders from different
work stations to the library or to another task outside
the classroom. Announce to the class that some workers
are absent. However. because the production quota has
been set and promised to the consumer, the work must go
on in spite of worker absenteeism. Continue production
until the quota is met.
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8. Bring absent workers back to class and call a class
meeting to discuss the effect of absence on the assembly
line. Discussion might center on such points as:

how the absence of workers affected the
production schedule;

how the absence of workers affected group
structure r. d dynamics;
how the group felt toward the absentees;

how the experience demonstrated
interdependency of workers;

how the interdependency of the classroom
manufacturing situation is like other
tasks within and without the school:
how working with others meets social and
emotional needs.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

Use subject activities as they relate to the various
phases of production. For example: the projct will use
math for measuring, cost accounting, and estimating
material needs: language arts for writing job descriptions;
social studies for the organization and management of
production; and science for the use of tools.. technology,
and mixture of materials.

In addition the SuVect Activities, Level Two, of
Treasure Hunt offer further suggestions that
might be adapted to assembly line problems.



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Which person in the program was the most depend-
ent on others? The most independent? What was the dif-
ference? How was the blind boy becoming more independ-
ent? Will he' ever be totally independent? In what ways
are you becoming more independent us you get older?
What could you do to increase your independence? Have

ever wished you were an adult so that no One could
tell you what to do? How realistic is that wish? Will
you ever be' completely free to do just as you like.? Why?

In what ways did the people in the program give up
some of their freedom? Why do you suppose they chose to
do that? What did they need that they could get by
working with others? In what ways do you need other
people? In what ways will you need to work with people
even more as you get older?

Name a person in the program who had a leadership
role. What makes that person a good leader? Would you
want to have a job like that'? Why? Why not? How are
good leaders or teachers dependent on the people they
work with? Why are good leaders just as important as
good team members? What chances do you have to practice
being a good leader? How did the quarterback's behavior
affect his team? Would you say that the team needed him?
Why were they willing to depend on him? Why was the
blind boy willing to trust his friend? What is it about a
person that makes you think you can depend on him or
her? List the characteristics you think you have that
might encourage your friends to count on you.

What if the older girl had led the blind boy into a
mud puddle? What if the quarterback had skipped prae-
t ice a lot? How can a person's actions influence how others
feel about working with him or her? Who in the program
had the most responsibility? Why? What responsibilities
did the quarterback have to the team? What responsibility
did the older girl have to the' blind boy? How does having
others depend on you increase your responsibilities? What
responsibilities have you bad lately because somebody
counted on you for something? Think of the last time you
were part of a group in school. at home. or in your
community. How did you contribute to the group? How
did you depend on others in the group? How do you feel
when others need you?
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY I. Ask the students to list the people in the
program who are dependent on others. Write some of their
reasons on the board. Indicate which reasons for depend-
ency are caused by a lack of skills. Which reasons are
related to circumstances beyond the individual's control?
Which reasons have to do with values (things that are
important to people) that they would not want to change?
How do skills. values, and circumstances influence inde-
pendence and self-control? Which factors are easiest to
change? Which are the most difficult? Why?

ACTIVITY 2. Invite z-ymeone from your community who is
relatively independent to visit your class. How did he or
she gain that degree of itgdependence? What decisions had
to be made? What circumstances had to be overcome?
What skills had to he learned?

ACTIVITY 3. Invite a representative from a vocational
rehabilitation agency to visit the class. Ask your guest to
discuss why some dependent people. like the blind boy in
the program. gain greater independence and pursue suc-
cessful careers while others remain relatively dependent
all their lives.

ACTIVITY 4. Divide the class into groups of five to play
the evopera0on game described below. or have one or two
groups of five play with the rest of the class acting as
observers. After the game ask the students to describe
their experiences. Such questions as these may serve as
starters:

How did it feel to depend on others for the
solution to your puzzle?

What is it like to have to give away your puzzle
parts to help someone else?

Did you feel ignored when no one noticed youi.
problem?

What action or. your part produced the best
results? The worst results?
How is this game like solving a math problem in
a small group or working with a crew on a
construction site?



THE COOPERATION GAME

Materials

Set of squares and instruction sheet for each
five participants

Table for each five participants

Stiff' paper

Envelopes

Procedure

I. Before L'ass, prepare a puzzle .t for
ever:. five students who will want io par-
ticipace. (See directions below.)

2. Begin by asking what cooperation
means.

List on the board some of the require-
ments for cooperation with a group.

Examples: Everyone has to understand the
situation.
Everyone needs to believe
that he can help.
Instructions need to be clear.
Everyone must consider the
other people involved as well
as himself.

Describe the activity as a puzzle that can
only be solved by using cooperation.

3. Divide the class into groups of five, and
seat each group at a table equipped with
a set of envelopes. Tell the players they
may choose an envelope but may not
open it until given a signal.

4. Explain the following instructions, and
then read aloud the rules.

INSTRUCTIONS
Each player has an envelope containing
pieces for forming squares. At a signal.
everyone opens his envelope. The five
people at each table begin trying to
make five squares of equal size. The
game is not complete until everyoru, has
before him a perfect square and all the
squares are the same size.

RULES
No player may speak.
No player may ask for a card or in any
way signal that he wants one.
Players may give clrds to other players.
Monitors may not speak to or signal
players.

5. Give the signal to open the envelopes.

6. When all or most of the groups have
finished, call time and discuss the expe-
rience.
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DIRECTIONS FOR PUZZLE
PREPARATION
A puzzle set consists of five envelopes,
each containing three pieces of stiff
paper cut into distinctive shapes.
When properly arranged, the pieces
will form five 6" x 6" squares. There
are other possible combinations which
will form one or two squares; but only
one arrangement will make five
squares of equal size, as shown in the
diagrams below.

DIRECTIONS
Number the five envelopes from I
through 5. Draw the five 6" squares
and their divisions. Lightly pencil in
the small letters as noted below. Cut
out squares. Cut the fifteen pieces and
separate into five groups, each to be
placed in an envelope, as follows:

1. e,h,i
2. a,a,a
3. c,d,f
4. b,gj
5. a,c,f

Erase penciled letters and replace with
inked numbers showing in which enve-
lope the pieces belong. Place puzzle
pieces in envelopes.

3" -4
Source: This game was reprinted cour-
tesy of NTL Institute. Arlington. Vir-
ginia.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to help students experience
meeting the needs of others.

THE PROJECT

In small groups or as a class, students cou:d suggest
and carry out activitios designed to meet the psychological
or physical needs of the elderly. the handicapped, or other
relatively dependent people. Shopping trips, food baskets,
entertainment, flower arrangements, or other gift ideas are
all good possibilities.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

MATHEMATICS

COMPUTATION. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS,
PROBLEM SOLVING. Through math problems students
can examine the difficulties of meeting physical needs
when one is unable to work or is retired and living on a
fixed income. Compute the cost of food, clothing, and shel-
ter, and consider how these costs affect the standard of
living of the elderly or handicapped.

LANGUAGE ARTS

CREATIVE WRITING. Students might portray the needs
of dependent persons as they perceive them through
poems. first person short stories, newspaper articles, let-
ters to the editor. radio plays and documentaries. Reports
taken from the newspapers and television, as well as
examples from literature, could be used to show how writ-
ers and journalists have tried to make the public aware of
these human needs.

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL AGENCIES. Invite a representative of an agency
that provides public assistance to the unemployed, the
elderly, or the handicapped to speak to the class. Ask the
person to discuss:

what society does to help those who cannot
help themselves;

the extent of the ability of social agencies to
meet all personal needs (food, clothing,
shelter, security, physical care, love.
intellectual stimulation, etc.);
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how young people might help meet social
needs;

the rewards, pressures, and disappointments
of a career in social work;

other kinds of careers that deal with helping
people;

preparation and personal characteristics
necessary for careers in the helping
professions.

SCIENCE

ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY. Consider how discoveries in
medicine and technology have lengthened life expectancy,
decreased the number of unskilled jobs, and in other ways
contributed to dependency. Then have students consider
how technology has contributed to independency in certain
work rolesfor example, housekeeperby developing
machines to replace manual labor and increasing the
mobility of the handicapped. A "pro and con" chart might
he drawn up in response to the question, "Has technology
increased the independence of people?" with pictorial
examples representing both the positive and negative
influences of technology.

ART AND MUSIC

ENTERTAIN SHUT-INS. Crafts, flower decorations, andmusical performances could serve as entertainment proj-
ects for shut-ins. Students might learn rug-making,
macrame, or other crafts that they could teach.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. In a class meeting students might share
their experiences in working with people who needed
them. Specifically, they should consider:

what needs they fulfilled for others;

how they satisfied some of their own needs;

how the needs they were meeting for others
are like their own needs;

what they learned about themselves from
their experiences.



LESSON THEME:

HUMAN DIGNITY

LESSON GOAL:

To help students discover that dignity is found in the individual,
not the job, and that any honest worker, regardless of the job he
does, contributes to society in a way that benefits us all.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

Help students to understand the concept of dignity by having them contrast experiences
which made then feel proud of themselves with those in which they kilt a loss of dignity.
After several responses, help studtnts begin to define dignity by exploring their own
illustrations Ask them to try to and new meanings kr dignity and pride as they watch
Our Own Two Hands.

If the class feels that they airier!. r snow what the words pride and dignity mean, ask
them to make a list of the work in their anninunity they consider to be dignified.
Beside each, ask them to list eac.a worker's source of pride and dignity. Ask them to
watch Our than Two Hands to look far new ideas about what gives people a sense of pride
and dignity.

THE PROGRAM

Pigs get dirty, and mini:* a pig farm can be hard, dirty work. The animals must be
fed and washed, the pens cleaned, and the fields krtilized and cultivated. In Our Own Two
Hands the Holland family, who raise pigs in Chesapeake, Virginia, illustrate that a
family working together can derive a great deal of pride and satisfaction from their work
dignified work.

The program begins with children on a school bus making faces at the smell of
fertilizer being sprayed at the Hollands' farm. In mite of their classmates' derision, Patty
and Jimmy begin immediately to do their share of the work. The two children are very
much a part of the farm routine. In fact, the farm's success depends heavily on Patty and
Jimmy. "I don't think we could make it without the kids doing their part," Mrs.
Holland explains. "Doing their part" becomes a life and death matter .1 o the final scene,
when Jimmy and Patty help a sow deliver fourteen piglets.

Throughout the film, the family talks about their pride in the Arm they've built, the
quality of the pigs they raise, the achievements of the children, and the closeness the
family feels because they work together. Raising pigs may be hard, dirty work, but it is
also very dignified work. The Hollands prove that.



PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of this lesson, students should:

recognize that dignity can come from a
variety of sources;

understand how their respect tin. others
relates to their own sense of dignity and
worth;

recognize that dignity results more from
bow an individual feels inside than from
what others think;

understand how work can give dignity to
an individual;

understand that pride can come from
being able to recognise your own
achievements.

Level Two

As a result of this lesson, students should:

understand how their feelings of dignity
can come from work;

understand how they can contribute
toward another's feeling of dignity;

realize that their respect for others
underlies their own feelings of dignity,
and that in turn, dignity commands
respect from others.

KEY QUESTIONS

gone
1. How does the Holland tinnily feel about the work they

do? Is their work dignified? Why? Think of a time when
you felt proud of yourself What were the reasons that
you felt mud of yourself?

2. Suppose no one ever wanted to raise pigs or live on a
farm working with animals. What would happen? How
important is their work to us?

8. How do you suppose the children on the Nu made Patty
and Jimmy feel? Ras anyone ever made ftut of you for
somethiog you did? How did you feel?

4. Think about the last week or sox What single thing did
you do well? How do you know you did it well? How did
others reward you? How ad you reward yourself?
(See page 10$)

Level Two

1. How do the aunily's skills and willingness to work
become a life or death matter in the last scene? How do
you

?
sumps Jimmy felt when the piglets were being

born

2. 'Po some people being dignified means having the respect
of other people, while to other people dignity means being
proud of the work you do. What do you think dignity
means to the Holland fiimily? What does dignity mean to
you?

3. What are the things that make you feel proud? How can
some people be proud of themselves and have dignity in
spite of the Stet that others might not traat them with
respect?

4. What did you think about pig farmers before you saw the
program? What do you think about them now? How can
you look Dar dignity in others, in spite of outward
appearances? (Seepage 110)
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

How does the Holland family feet about the work
they do? How do you know that they think their work is
important? Would you say that the family takes pride in
their work? Why? Is their work dignified? Think of a time
when you felt -..ery proud of yourself for something you'd
done. Write it down on paper. Under it list the reasons
you felt proud of yourself. Put a check by the reasons you
think Jimmy would cheek if he made a list. Share your
list with the class. How many different reasons did stu-
dents give for feeling proud of themselves?

What skills are involved in the work of the Holland
family? What commitments of time and effort do they
have to make to do their work? Suppose no one ever
wanted to raise pigs or live on a farm working with
animals. What would happen? How important ir. their
work to us? What other workers can you think of that we
can't do without? How do you suppose the Holland family
feels. knowing that people need their work in order to
survive and live a good life?

The children on the bus made fun of Patty and
Jimmy because their farm smelled bad. What do you think
of that? Would you consider someone who make's fun of
others to he dignified? Why? How do you suppose the
children made Patty and Jimmy feel? Has anyone ever
made fun of you for something you did? How did you feel?
Why do you suppose Patty and Jimmy maintained their
dignity in spite of their classmates? How do you know
that Patty and Jimmy were proud of their skills and hard
work? Did their sense of pride come from their classmates
or from themselves and their family? What doer how you
feel about yourself and your work as a student have to do
with your own sense of pride and el.g-nity? How does your
own dignity depend on your respect for others?

Think about the last week or so. What single thing
dui you do well? (Make a friend feel better. help a parent
or other adult with chores. accomplish a difficult school
assignment. etc., How did you know that you did it well?
How did others reward you? How did you reward your-sot' What could you say to yourself to -pat yourself on
the hateC? Why is it important to recognize your own
achiovements? tHelp students understand how being
aware of your own successes helps develop pride and dig-
nity: that even small day-to-day achievements can be a
source of pride.
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

Divide students into groups of rive. Present them with
a problem tor have them develop their own+ to illustrate
the contribution of various workers. Fur example:

We are faced with the task of building and operating
en elementary school on a piece of land that has been
donated to the town. We can use workers from just live
different occupations for both the building and the
operation of the school. What five occupations would be
needed most? After ten minutes have the groups report
to the class and defend their choices. As a class list
over school workers who were not considered essential.
What contribution do they make to the school? Plow does
their being at the school add to its successful operat.on?

Similar problems for the groups include: a wagon train of
twenty pioneers deciding what workers are' needed in their
new town; a meeting to decide which twelve workers
should receive priority when titling a bomb shelter with
people who will rebuild alto( a nuclear war: or a selection
committee to present awards on Labor Day to the ten
workers who hest represent the town.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

Ask studentr to think of someone they like and
respect. Why do they feel that way? How do they treat
that person? Now, ask them to think of someone they don't
like. How do they treat that person? What does their
treatment of other people have to do with dignity?

INS AND OUTS

(This activity should take three days.)

DAY 1: One half of the class will be "In" tod' y. The other
half will be "Out." The "In" group is treated by the
teacher and other students with respect. They get individ-
ual help and attention, receive priority treatment in the
lunch line, and get other special attention. They are not
lavished with ridiculous praise, but are treated with defer-
ence. Students should recommend special favors based on
their answers to the questions above about how they show
respect for others.

The "Outs" are not treated rudely. They are simply
ignored, disregarded, and unattended. Their needs, wants.
and problems are not of any concern to the teacher and

other students. (Tags marked "IN" and "OUT" help
differentiate the groups.
DAY 2: The "Ins" are out, and the "Outs" are in.
DAY 3: The class should discuss as a group:

how it feels to be treated with respect:

how it feels to be disregarded;

how they wanted to respond when they were
treated each way:
whether the rest of the clars was really
successful in robbing them of their dignity. or
if they still felt dignified inside;

how their treatment of each other as "Ins" is
similar to the way they treat their friends:

how they felt about their own dignity and
respect for themselves when they were
denying respect to the "Outs":
how simply ignoring others without
displaying any not iceahls disrespect can he
degrading.

As an overnight assignment, students might find out
one good thing about someone they usually ignore; one
interest, one talent, one feeling that causes them to have a
greater respect for the dignity of that individual. They
might share their experiences on the following day.
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SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

SOCIAL STUDIES

DEFINING DIGNITY: How do the following three docu-
ments define dignityU.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights.
Declaration of Indepeneence? What was written into the
Constitution to protect the dignity of' our citizens? In
what extent have those efforts been successful? How are
these documents still being used today to guarantee the
dignity of the individual?

LANGUAGE ARTS

DIGNITY
IN LITERATURE: How do authors express the concept of
human dignity in literature? There are many examples to
choose from: the Louisa May Ale.at series (Little Women,
etc.); The Five Little Peppers and How They Grew, by
Margaret Sidney; Heidi, by Johat Spyri; Kidnapped, by
Robert Louis Stevenson; Chart, e= s Web, by E. B. White;
The Cat Who Went to Heaven. by Elizabeth Coatsworth;
and sections of Twain's Tom Sawyer and The Adventures
of Huckleberry F-lo. Charles Dickens' books also demon-
strate human dignity in adverse circumstances. Sections
of one of his books might be appropriate for your class.

SCIENCE

HOW SCIENCE AFFECTS
HUMAN DIGNITY. Students might NISh to discuss how
science has affected the dignity of man, both favorably
and unfavorably. What obligation does science have to
consider the dignity and worth of human life? Should
scientists be able to say how their inventions are used?
A particularly interesting topic might he the current ques-
tions facing the medical commurity. How does medicine
regard human life? What are the effects of the many new
discoveries in medicine on human dignity? (Artificial
limbs. heart transplants, hair transplants, face lifts, etc. 1

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. The summary class discussion should empha-
size:

the worth and dignity of each individual:

way.; that they personally can enhance their
own feelings of pride and dignity:

ways that they can make others feel
important.



LEVEL TWO 10\5'..
THINGS TO CONSIDER ;ft

How do the family's skills and willingness to work
become a life or death matter in the last scene? Hew do
you suppose Jimmy felt when the piglets were being born?
How could saving the new piglets make Jimmy feel proud
and dignified? Have you ever had to care for an animal, a
younger child. or an elderly relative? How does it feel to
have that kind of responsibility? How does it feel to know
that others can count on you when it's really important?

To some people being dignified means having the
respect of other people, while to others it's being proud of
the work you do if you do it well. If you asked Jimmy if
his parents took pride in their work and in their family.
what do you think he would say? What do you think
dignity means to the Holland family? List on the board
all the different reasons the Hoilands would give for
feeling their work was dignified. (Being proud of their
product, providing food for others, using thei- knowledge
and ability. working on their own, being able to work as a
family, etc.;

What are the things that make you feel proud? That
give you a sense of dignity? A feeling that you are some-
body? For example. would you be proud of yourself if:

You hit a grand slam homer? %Excellence of
performance. success
You learned to play a very difficult piece of
music? %Intrinsic reward. feeling of
accomplishment ;
You were elected president ofyour class or club?
(Status, peer approval, sociability;
You could make or produce something that other
people needed? (Social contribution. identification
with a product ;
You got a very high grade on a difficult
homework assignment? ;Intrinsic reward. feeling
of accomplishment. extrinsic recognition
Someone you worked with said they liked you
very much? ;Sociability ;
An adult in a work setting you visited called
your parents to compliment tit( oi on your
behavior? ;Excellence of perfotmance;

IIMIN1Mil"..1=1110. 4.77.11=

You learned a new skill? tAccomplishment.
productivity t
You earned $20.00? tincome, productivity
Everyone knew you could be trusted to v
alone without superviaicn? Autonomy ;
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(These questions would become more personal if they weretranslated onto a chart like the one below with individualcopies for each stedent.)

Which of these sources of pride are internal {inside feel-
ings you have about yourself)? Which ones Tome fromwhat others say or think about you? How can giving
yourself a pat on the back when you've done well help you
feel less dependent on the praise or recognition of others?
How can some people be proud of themselves and have
dignity in spite of the fact that others might not treat
them with respect? Is it possible to have the respect of
others and t.. t be proud of yourself? Why? Who is really
in charge of your feelings of pride and dignity?

How do you suppose Jimmy and Patty felt when the
children on the school bus made fun of the way their farm
smelled? Has anyone ever made you feel embarrassed or
feel that you weren't very important? What did you do?
What could you have done to feel more important at that
moment? What can people do who lack the respect or
others because of prejudice and stereotyped thinking?
How can they take charge of what others think about
them?

How can you look for dignity in others, in spite of
outward appearances? What did you think about pig farm-
ers before you saw the program? What do you think about
them now? Why? How do you think your feelings about
other kinds of jobs would change if you knew more about
the people and their work? How did you react during the
film to the scenes of manure, mud, and birth? Suppose
Patty and Jimmy were in your class watching Our Own
Two Hands with you? What would your reaction have
conveyed to them? How would you have made them feel?
How does your reaction to others influence the way they
feel about themselves? How could you treat others to make
them feel good about themselves? How could you treat
others with dignity and respect? Can you have respect for
yourself if you do not respect others?
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WOUI a you feel proud of yourself 11_
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You were able to make
a sad friend twine?

You received the Good
Citizen award for
your school?

You taught your younger
brother to read new
words?

Etc.
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY I. Have students write down the name of a
person, real or fictional, that they admire. Then in small
groups students could share their reasons for their selec-
tions and develop a combined list of reasons for respecting
someone. Next to each reason, students might list ways
that they themselves could merit that kind of respect from
others.

ACTIVITY 2. Students could play a "What's My Line?"
quiz game where panelists guess the occupation of the
"guest" by asking three "yes or no" questions each. The
"guest" could select an occupation that he or she might
consider suitable for someone with his or her talents,
interests, and values. After the occupation has been dis-
covered. the "guest" could be interviewed by the panelists
regarding the dignity and satisfaction he or she derives
from the job. Students wishing to compete for the top spot
as "guest" on the show might be given a day to research
their secret occupations. Students submitting the best one-
page summary of how people do the particular job and
why they like it wok: win a "guest" spot. Some students
might wish to gather their information from the commu-
nity and submit an oral report to the teacher or audition
panel.

LONG-TERM ACnvrnEs
PURPOSES:

to help students become aware of their
community and its problems and to
understand how workers contribute toward
solving these problems;

to see how working toward solving the needs
of others is a source of dignity to the worker.

COMMUNITY PROBLEMS

Ask students to analyze their community and to iden-
tify social and environmental problems. Have them select
one area that especially concerns them. Through photogra-
phy, graphic arts, short stories. poetry, junk sculpture,
scale models of community areas, etc., students could share
their findings and their feelings about the problem with
the rest of the class. A display could be set up around the
loom or in the library so that other classes could see their
work. Awards might be given in each of the categories for
excellence, thoroughness of research, creativity of expres-
sion, and sensitivity and understanding orate problem.

Each display entry should demonstrate that the stu-
dent looked not only at the problem. but also at how it is
being handled by the community. They should also contact
workers whose careers deal with the problem. Students
might consider inviting some of these people to class to
form a panel and discuss community needs. Panelists
could also include representatives of local community
groups. City council. Urban League. AIM. hurian rein-
Lions groups. environmental action groups. etc. Through
talking with the panel and with people working with
community problems. students should seek answers to
questions like:

How did the problem of come
about in our community?

What more needs to be done?

How can students like our class do something
about the problem?
What could we study in school now to help us
cope with the problem later on?

How does the problem contribute to or detract
from the dignity of those it affects?

How do those affected by the problem cope with
their situation?
What is it about working with a problem like
this that gives people a sense of purpose and
pride?

How do workers in this field contribute to
the dignity of others?

In addition, teachers might arrange for students to
attend a community function where social change is being
discussed (council meeting, school board meeting, environ-
mental action meeting, rallies, marches, etc.), and report
their experience to the class. The class could then brain-
storm their own ideas for solutions to the problems of the
community.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

In addition to the art and social studies skills used in
the Long-Term Activities. other subject areas could be
used to solve problems as they arise. Science and mathe-
matics would apply to such problems as environmental
and traffic control, rising cost of living, inadequate food
production, fnel shortages, etc. Language arts could deal
with the problems of the illiterate, and the communica-
tions and persuasion skills needed by those working
toward social change. (To increase undtn-standing of the
problem of illiteracy, students could spend an afternoon
and evening at home pretending that they could not speak
or read English, and report to the class how this was a
handicap. Also have them consider the problems of the
non-reader when seeking jobs. Research could be done to
determine the extent of illiteracy in this country and the
number of students who are leaving school with poor or
non-existent reading skins. Students also could study how
groups seeking to cause social change present their point
of view to the public. To what extent does their ability to
use the media influence their chances for success?

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. In class discussion, students should consider:

the different ways people can derive dignity
from their work:

the extent that working toward meeting
community needs offers a person a sense of
dignity;
the breadth and scope of problems facing their
community:

the extent that they can or will be able to
solve some of those problems;

the ways that they personally experienced
pride and dignity during the project;
the meaning they give to the word "dignity."



LESSON THEME:

POWER AND INFLUENCE

LESSON ce`

To help students develop a concept of power and an awareness
of their capabilities and potentials so that they can influence
others and their world through their career&

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

This program is about mar and infieence; bow Poo* get Power and bow their use ft.Aet StUdelit0 to name people they know who are in charge of ours. How did they gettheir power? Write on the board as many ways as the students can think of to gain
iniliumee or power. Have than give examples they have seen of how power is esprereed. Asthey watch the pogrom ask then to look ibr the difihrent woe that power is drown, the
goad things power can IL, and the ways power can be handled.

THE PROGRAM

TWA An unlikely day in the future.
HAM A school free of door a day.

CAM A normal group of kids.
PLOT: SYSTEM D DRILL! Students in charge I Rad a way to run the 'reboot!

In this fantasy, the school's adult power structure has gone, and order must be
reestablished. Someone needs the power to get things done. The students consult a slidebank kw hair:nation on how to get kigitinsste power through elections. The (Wafting
oracher's appointee loom in the open elections that but even so, a rebel gang refeetethe results of the voting and walks out.

The students remember that adults work for rewards and decide that they will also.The elected leader consults the slide bank for adult rekrencee plans the rewards based onwork performed, marshal's the fumes to back her up, and proceeds with bar incentive plan
as a way to establish power.

All goes well until the rebel gang decides to take their share of the rewards (treats) byfirm. The decision to punish the rebels by locking them out of the sleeping quarters
results in drastic action --the gang takes over the school's energy source for all the
machines. How can the elected leaders maintain their power? How can the rebels be
controlled? How can order be restored? The slide bank doesn't have an answer; neither dothe students. But just as things 'seem hopeless, the SYSTEM D DRILL ends. The studentshave learned a lot during their unlikely day at school.



PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of the lesson, students &haulm

be able to describe the different kinds of
power;

be able to describe their own reactions to
different kinds of power;

see how power can be abused, or used in
ways that are beneficial to others;

be able to describe bow =MOW in their
lives uses power to influence others;

state ways that they have used power.

Lora Two

As a result of the lesson, students should:

be able to describe how they use power in
social or work situations;

compare the power structure in their own
social or work situation with the power
structure in the adult world;

recognise their own flaelirepi in coping
with power as it influences their lives;

see how they can exert power to achieve
something they want to do;

see how their influence affects others.

0.51 tOr(

Ian QUESTIONS

L One
I. What are awns of the ways you saw power being used in

the drill? (Election, appointment, reward, Pullfsbusut,
lonammus.) Compare Hate. Ware any kinds ofpower left
out of the program that you would want to add?

2. How do you think the hard-working class members Mt
when the gang took over? Have you ever felt that way? If
you had been the elected leader, how would you have
dealt with the gang?

3. How did the leader get her power? Why do you think her
classmates voted br her? How is being popular one kind
of power? How can people use the power of voting to get
what they want?

4. How did the elected leader keep her power? How did the
gang leader keep his power? What were the difliareseee? If
the drill have gone on ibr two years, who would have
been more suomesfttl? How well do you think your class
would have done in a STSTPI D DRILL? (See page 114)

Level Two
1. Which way of getting power seemed to work bast in the

jeogreen? Why? Which type of power was the moot
eve? If you bad been alerted leader, what would you
have done to keep your power?

2. What would you tell the, in the prosram to help
them keep their power? Suppose the elected leader had
left and given the power to the rebels. What do you think
would have haffened? How could the gang have gained
leadmvhip legitimately?

3. How do you think the group members hit when the gang
took over the main rower source? Would you have Adt
helpless? Why? What would you have done in that
situation?

4. What did the elected leader mean when she saki, "I don't
want to tell people what to do"? What are the qua** of
a good leader? Have you ever felt good about something
you were in charge of? How did you use your power? (See
page 116)
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LEVEL ONE

THINGS TO CONSIDER

What are some of the ways you saw power being
used in the drill? (Election. appointment, reward, punish-
ment, consensus.) Compare lists. How many different
kinds of power did the class observe? Were any kinds of
power left out of the program that you would want to add?
Put a plus ( next to the ways power was used for the
good of the total group. Which kind of power could you
have been happiest working under? How have you used
that kind of power to influence others? What other kinds
of' power have you used? What has been the result?
Describe a person you know who influences others to
accomplish good things. How does he or she get power?
Put a minus ( by the ways power was abused. What
makes the difference between good and bad uses of power?

How do you think the hard-working class members
felt when the gang took over? Have you ever felt that
way? Why do you think the gang acted as they did? How
long do you think they could have held power? Why?
What would they have accomplished with their power?
What if you had been the elected leader? How would you
have dealt with the gang? What did the slide bank do for
the elected group? How did it increase their power? How
can knowing something important help increase power?
Can you think of a group leader who would have to know
certain things?

How did the leader get her power? Why do you
think her classmates voted for her? How is being popular
one kind of power? How is having the right to vote for
your leader a source of power? How can people use the
power of voting to get what they want? What did the
leader do that would influence their vote if they had held
another election? Do you think she would win again?
Why? Why didn't the kitchen committee want to eletn, a
leader? What does it take to work together as a group
without leadership? How can working together (consen-
sus) give a group power?

Do you think the elected leader liked being leader?
Why? Why did the gang leader like being boss? Can
different people enjoy having power for different reasons?
How did the elected leader keep her power? How did the
gang leader keep his? What were the differences? If the
SYSTEM D DRILL had gone on for two years, who do you
think would have been more successful? Why? What hap-
pened to the student the teacher appointed leader before
she left? Why? What makes it difficult to hold appointed
power? How well do you think your class would have done
in a SYSTEM D DRILL? What are some occasions when
you have power over others? What kinds of power do you
exercise? How do you feel when you have power?
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SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

In small groups have students look at a list of persons
who have different kinds of power and influence. For
several tasks like those below, have the groups rank their
first three choices for leader. When all the groups are
finished, ask them to report to the class and share the
reasons for their responses. Discuss how their responses
show that different kinds of power can give a person
influence in different situations. The class may want to
add their own examples to those listed below.

(Rank in order the person from List A-H that your group
would choose as leader, ifyou were. . . .

1. Planning a class field trip
to a nation& forest area.

1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice,

2. Asked to write and present
a play.

1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice.

3. Given charge of the school
tor two days.

1st choice

2nd choice.

3rd choice

4. Trying to win a student
council election.

1st choice

2nd choice.

3rd choice

5. Entering the school volley-
ball tournament.

1st choice,

2nd choice

3rd choice

A. Someone who get'. along
well with everybody.

B. The class clown.

C. A very smart but
bossy student.

D. Someone who is bigger
and stronger than
most of the kids. at
most a bully.

E. The best reader in
the class.

F. Someone who likes
camping and hes
been on a lot of Scout
trips

G. Someone who is known
and liked by all the
teachers.

H. A very smart but shy student.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

A STUDY OF POWER IN THE COMMUNITY
Have students explore the way power is expressed in

their home. at school, and in the community. The study
could be a separate and complete unit, or done in conjunc-
tion with the related Subject Activities.

SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

SCIENCE

BALANCE OF NATURE. Have students explore the pre-
datoriprey relationship in nature. Compare it with man's
predator/prey relationship with animals and with other
people. Sketch or take pictures of animal predators in the
neighborhood and examine their sources of power. Find
examples of prey (both other animals and humans) and
discuss the reasons for their relative luck of power. What
defenses do they have? How do they use them?

SOCIAL STUDIES

INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE. List on the board the names of
people who are or were powerful and influential in differ-
ent ways (e.g.. the President. a national news commenta-
tor. a gangster, a social reformer. a scientist, a religious
leader, an entertainer, a general. and a corporation execu-
tive Have students expand the list with their own
suggestions and then discuss:

How did they get power?

How did/do they keep power?

How did/do they use power?

Next. have each student select one person us a subject.
Suggest that each student find examples in the community
of people who have gained power, kept it. and used it in
the same way as his or her subject. Ask students to
answer the same three questions about both the national
personality and the local figure, and then compare the
responses.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

POWER OF LANGUAGE
IN ADVERTISING. Have students keep a log for two days
of all the advertising they see or hear. Which ads are
trying to sell something? Which are trying to improve the
image of the company? Which are trying to sell something
to students their age? Looking at the last category. stu-
dents might select five items they'd be most likely to buy
because of the ads. Have them discuss the ads they have
seen for the five items. What language, music, style
(humor, information, status) did the ads use? Why? How
did the ads persuade students to want to buy the product?
How do local businesses use the power of advertising?
Look at other ways people in the community use language
skills to influence others (ministers, politicians. salesmen,
lawyers, counselors, teachers, parents. etc.). What other
kinds of power do they use along with language? What
makes them effective or ineffective?

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. Looking at all the different kinds of power
that they have observed in the community, ask students to
consider:

What is power?

Who has power?

How many different kinds of power are there?

How is power relative?



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONE.DER

What were the different ways you saw power being
used in the program? Make a chart like the one following
that shows all the aspects of how power was used in the
program.

A
I

B C D E
,

Who Had
Power?

p
Now Did
They
Get It?

Hew Did
They Try To
Keep II?

Now Did
They Lose
It?

Now Did
They Use It?

Teacher's
pet. elected
leader. etc

By
appoint-
ment by
election.
etc

Support of a
friend.
rewards.
punish-
ment, force.
etc

Lack of
respect from
the group.
inability to
cope with
rebel group.
etc

To try to get
things done,
to establish
order and
accomplish
group taskS.
etc

1

Look at Column B. What ways of getting power seemed
to work best in the program? Why? Think about the
adults and students in your school. How do they get
power? What influence do you have in your school or
community? How did you gain that influence? Look at
Column C. Which method do you think was most effec-
tive? Suppose you had been elected leader. What would
you have done to keep your power? As a group member,
how would you suggest that the power of your leader be
maintained? How many different ways do people at home,
at school. and in the community influence you? How do
you influence others?

What would you tell the students in the program to
help them keep their power? What could each have done to
avoid their problems? What might have happened that
would have gotten the gang to join the group in the first
place? Suppose that the elected leader had left and given
the power to the rebels. What do you think would have
happened then? If you don't like the way someone is
running things, what is a good way to make changes?
Why is it important to have good suggestions in mind if
you're going to push fir changes? How could the gang
have gained leadership legitimately? Why do you Oink
they chose force instead? What legitimate means do you
have to influence those who have power over you? Can you
share with the class an example of how you have used
legitimate means to influence those in charge? How well
did it work? How did you feel about it?

In the last scene how did the elected leaders choose
to use their power to stop the rebels? If you had been in
the conference room, what would you have said? Why?
How do you think the group members felt when the gang
took over the main power source? Would you have felt
helpless? Why? How would you have reacted? Could you
have exerted some influence in that situation? Why do you
think the power struggle occurred in the SYSTEM D
DRILL? Why do you think they occur in real life? What is
the best way to handle power struggles?
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Think about the members of the hard-working
group. How did the gang affect their lives? How did the
decisions of the elected leaders affect them? Think of a
time when you were in charge of someone or something.
What responsibilities go along with being in charge? How
well did the elected leaders fulfill their responsibilities?
Why didn't the gang consider their own responsibilities to
the total group?

How did the elected leader achieve her goals? Where
did she get the help she needed? How do you think she
felt when the reward system was working? How did she
see her job? Did she want to control or to organize? What
did she mean when she said, "I don't want to tell people
what to do"? What are the qualities of a good leader?
Have you ever felt good about something you were in
charge of? How did you use your power? Think of some-
thing you would like to do for yourself or for others. How
could you gain the influence or power to try out your idea?
What help would you need? Where could you get that
help?

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1. In groups of six, have students pretend that
they are the leaders during a SYSTEM D DRILL at your
school. As far as they know, the drill could last up to one
week. How would they organize? How would they deter-
mine roles and power? How would they maintain power?
Share group plans with the wholeclass and discuss.
ACTIVITY 2. Ask the principal to visit the class to help
develop and explain an organizational chart for the school
system. Ask him or her to explain the authority of teach-
ers, principals, and the central administration. Also ask
the principal to discuss the need for good communications
and to comment on the nature of power within a working
organization. Have students take the chart home and ask
an adult relative, neighbor, or friend to compare it with
the power structure of his or her place of employment.
Students may wish to share their findings the next day.

LONG- TERM ACTIVITIES
The purpose of this activity is to demonstrate how subject
knowledge and skills can be used to gain power and
influence career roles.

USING POWER AND INFLUENCE

Invite to class people from the communityeither
individually or as a panelto discuss how knowledge and
skills in various subjects give them power and influence
over their own lives and their environment. Then, using
the Subject Activities as a guide, have students compare
and contrast the various uses of power and influence in
their community.



SUBJECT ACTW!TIES
SOCIAL STUDIES

STRUCTURE OF
MUNICIPAL. GOVERNMENT, Invite someone from your
to government. perferably an elected official, to discuss
how power is obtained and used in governing others.
Discuss:

the power of public office, both tOrmal and informal:

how knowledge of public opinion and public
relations can be translated into power:
what other knowledge and skills it takes to gain
public office';

the difference between power in public careers
and in private enterprise:

restraints on the power of public officials:

responsibilities of persons holding public office;

legitimate ways for citizens to express grievance's.

ESE

Then divide students into small groups to select a nomi-
nee to represent their community in a mock election for
public office (mayor. councilman. school official. etc.). Have
each group work out a platform that they think would
appeal to the voters in their neighborhood. The platform
should attempt to answer two questions. First. what does
the group think needs changing? Second. how does the
group propose to change things? Each candidate might
then present the group's platform in mock elections. The
voters could discuss the results according to how well the
platforms reflected an understanding of community needs
and what additional knowledge. skills. and resources real
candidate's would need to know.

SCIENCE

HOW KNOWLEDGE HAS GIVEN MAN
POWER OVER THE ENVIRONMENT. Someone from an
environmental protection agency. land use planning com-
mission. or concerned environmental action group could
discuss with the class:

the power of science and technology:

the benefits of env i ronmenta I control:

restraints on persons planning environmental change:

responsibilities of individuals dealing in
env i ronment a I change:

what students need to know to influence
env i ronment a I cha nge.

After the session the class could be divided into small
work groups to investigate various local construction sites.
agricultural sites. or recreational sites to determine how
much the protection of the environment was considered
when the site was planned. One group may wish to under-
take an enviromnental project of their own. (Clean up an
abandoned junkyard, stop an erosion problem. plan a
home clean-up campaign. etc.

LANGUAGE ARTS
PERSUASION AND THE
POWER OF THE PRESS. Invite a local journalist or
broadcaster to class to talk about the role of' the media in
the community. Discuss:
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how information can influence people:

the difference betw'ee'n opinion and news:

restraints on the power of the press;

responsibilities of someone who holds that kind of
power.

After the interview divide the class into four groups. Give
them a brief news story. ask each group to treat it differ-
ently. and compare the results. For example: An elected
official held a news conference. Here's what he said :

"As reelection time approaches. I want you to look at
what I've done Nothing Nothing but what I thought was
good for this community t voted for the health bar
because we have a lot of penpll here who are unable to
care for themselves. The youcation bill was defeated.
and t m glad, because I vote d for the other education bill
that gave school and comriunay officials more control
over what happens to the chitdren I voted for the
rehabilitation programs because I think prisoners need
to be taught a thing or two abn.it how to earn an honest
living on the outside before they're released Since I've
been in office, prices have risen, unemployment has
risen. and wages have dropped But I want you to know
that m one man who's doing something about it.

(Example's of different treatments'

1. Tape a thirty-second news spot for a radio news
broadcast to make the official sound stupid.

2. Write' a two - paragraph newspaper story with the
headline: REPRESENTATIVE FOGHEAD
CLAIMS TO HAVE DONE NOTHING IN OFFICE.

3. Tape a thirty-second news spot for television that
leaves the impression that he's against the
major go've'rnment programs.

4. Write a three-paragraph newspaper editorial
endorsing his candidacy for reelection. giving
reasons for your support.

MATHEMATICS
CONTROLLING MONEY. Invite to class a loan officer,
credit manager. representative of a consumer protection
agency. or tinan,,ial counselor to discuss how sound money
management and investment allow greater control over
money. Discuss:

how a good credit rating can be influential:
how lack of money management can place
individuals under the control of ot her people:
how the loan and credit industry has restraints
and responsibi lit it's:
how to spot pitfalls in spending.

Based on this discussion. have the class develop math
problems to show how unplanned deficit spending can be'
costly. Compute interest rates on various types of loans,
investments. and installment plans. and determine which
gives the consumer the greatest control. These problems
could then become part of the "math book" developed by
students in Level 71, of Treasure Hunt.

ALL SUBJECT AREAS

SUMMARY. Group discussion might center on a compari-
son of the power and influence of the visitors. examining
the different kinds of power discussed. Then students
might discuss their own power to cause change. as weal as
their potential for influencing others.



LESSON THEME:

FREEDOM TO HOPE, TO
AND TO CHANGE
LESSON GOAL:

CHOOSE,
GQ

4v
To help students understand that they have the right and
opportunity to choose, test. and through experience modify theirviews of themselves in relation to work; and to increase
awareness of the ability to act on these experiences by making
hypotheses about themselves and the future.

BEFORE THE PROGRAM

Ask students to finish these two sentences:

If I could be anything in the world when I grow up, I'd most like to be

What I think I probably will be when I grow up is a
How many different answers did students have kr the two questions? Ask students whythere is a diffirence between what they would most like to be and what they probably willbe. List on the board the barriers they think would keep them from achieving their "nmatlike to be" goals. Explain that Choosing Charges is about a girl who did become what shemoat wanted to be --stn spite of the barriers. Ask students to watch ke the problemsBarbara three and the ways that she overcomes them.

THE PROGRAM

Barbara chose to be a chemimel engineer, even though she knew she would be one ofthe few women in the field. Living according to her own goals and choices meant personalchallenges ibr Barbara, especially wheel she went to work in a lab as a project engineer inoceanography. But Barbara, recognizing her own potential for change and success, waswilling to accept the challengesand take the necessary risks.

Barbara believed that the new equipment she had derigned could only be given a truetest in the actual intended environment-on the ocean floor. Her supervisor was cloubtilel.The Idea was very expensive and very risky; besides, Barbara did not even know how todeom-esa dive.

After a long summer of exhausting training, Barbara finally got her chance andemerged triumphant from the underwater hydrolab. She had successfully completed theexperiments fifty feet beneath the ocean's surface. 813e felt good about it "The hydrolabTroves," she said, "that I can handle a lot more than I thought I couldeven things thatscare me." Choosing Changes is a true story about Barbara's freed= to choose and, tochange.



PURPOSES

Level One

As a result of the lesson, students should:

understand that they (b) 7, ave choices in
careers and personal goals;

be able to differentiate between iluitasy and
possible work images of themselves;

identief barriers to freedom of career choice
and state possible ways of overcoming
harriers;

recognize that career and personal goals
continue to change;

relate their experiences to adult workers in
the community.

Level Two

As a result of the lesson, students should:

be able to compare their own career
aspirations with the career expectations that
others hold for them;

identie internal and external constraints on
freedom of choice and ways in which those
constraints can be overcome;

be able to list at least five tentative career
chokes that they think are attainable;

describe the elements of risk involved in
career choice;

describe the need for having choices in career
goals.

KEY QUESTIONS

Level One
1. What character istics did Barbara have that enabled

her to become a succeedd engineer? Which
characteristics are essential far people who want to
be in charge of their own lives?

2. What did Barbara learn about herself during her
experiences in the bydrolab? How did she feel about
Imr success? What do you think Barbara would say
about exploring new ideas and imagining what you
want to be when you grow up?

& What if you had been the person interviewing
Barbara foot a job? How would you have acted? Are
thou any jabs that can only Ir done by people of a
particular race, sex, Scotus level, or belief?

4. What might have been some of the factors that
influenced Barbara's decision about what she would
be when she grew up? What &Mrs might influence
your career goals? (Bee page la))

Level Two
1. What risks were involved when Barbara decided to

do the hydrolab project? What kinds of risks are
always involved in making a career chigoe?

2. Why did Barbara find her work satisfying? What
personal skills did she need to do the job well?
(Leadership ability, ability to get along with alms,
slaty to learn new things quickly, ability to
handle new problems and situatiems.)

3. What are some things that would make work
satiating for you? What personal skills would you
like to develop and use in your career? Name some
jobs that would combine these skills and at the
same time be satiating to you.

4. Do you think Barbara will ever change jobs? Why?
What might happen that would force her to charge
jobs? Do you know anyone who has had to chaos*
jobs even though that paten didn't want to? (See page 123)
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LEVEL ONE
THINGS TO CONSIDER

How would you describe Barbara as a person? List
the characteristics that enabled Barbara to become a suc-
ces.sful chemical engineer. (Being aware of carts'r choices.
having a strong sense of pride it achievement. being
willing to take risks. recognizing her own potential for
change and success, being willing to take constructive
action to prove her ability rather than complaining about
injustices. having specific goals and plans. etc., Do you
know anyone who has succeeded at something in spite of
the fact that others had predicted failure? of Bar-
bards characteristics does that person have. Which char-
acteristics are essential for people who want to be in
charge of their own lives? How do people develop such
traits?

What did Barbara learn about herself during her
experiences in the hydrolah? How did she feel about her
success? If you could invite Barbara to your class, what
would you want to ask her? What do you think she would
say about exploring new ideas and imagining what you
want to be when you grow up? What do you think she
would say if you asked her if she'd want to be a housewife
with children? A housewife with a career outside the
home? A housewife with no career outside the home?
Suppose a boy from a minority group said. "There's no use
in trying. I would never be able to do that anyway." What
do you think Barbara's answer would be?

What might have been some of the factors that
influenced Barbara's decision about what she would be
when she grew up? (Interests, challenge. talent. determi-
nation. adult friends, school experiences, etc. z What factors
might influence your career goals? What experiences have
you had that would help you think about possiblc careers
for yourself? What do you know about yourself that would
influence your choices? Based on your own ing'res's and
talents, list as many possible careers for yourself as you

(At this point. it might be interesting to include a
discussion of stereotyping in career choices. For example,
why do boys say they want to be doctors instead of nurses,
and girls say they want to be secretaries instead of execu-
tives?'

What did Barbara mean when she said that when
she was growing up, buys were allowed to do more than
girls? What difference would it have made if she had been
a boy? Why are choices sometimes easier for some people
than others? 'Members of minority groups, people from
poor families, girls. etc.( What are some of the ways that
these problems can he overcome? What if you had been the
person interviewing Barbara for a job? How would you
have acted? Why? Are there any jobs that can only be
danc by people of a particular race. sex, income level, or
belief? Why do you think so? What could make you
change your answer?

Make a list of the barriers that Barbara might have
faced when she decided to become a chemical engineer.
(Not a woman's job, contrary to expected role, required
special study, involved unusual work tasks, etc.! Which of
these barriers could have existed because other people's
attitudes and ideas were different from Barbara's? What
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do you think Barbara ,could have done about that kind of
barrier? Now go back to the list of barriers you wrote
down before the program. Which of your barriers exist
because other people's attitudes and ideas are different
from yours? What could you do about each?

SHORT-TERM ACTIVITIES

"I am like that"
does not help
anything.

"I can be different"
does.

ACTIVITY I. The quote is from I'm OK . . . You're OK,
by Thomas Harris, and might be used for the theme of a
poster which students could make to begin this activity.
Then discuss the quote by asking questions like:

How do people use the phrase "I am like
that" as an excuse for their behavior or
lack of achievement?

What are some other things people say
that mean the same thing? ("I can't help
it; I'm just not lucky." "I have a bad
temper." "I am not popular." "It's not my
fault; things just happen that way."

What happens to people who think of themselves as
being a certain way? What does the second half of thequote mean?

Invite a case worker or counselor from a rehabilitation
service (juvenile court, alcohol and drugs. mental health.
corrections and parolee to speak to the class. Ask the
representative to discuss:

why people who need their services have
problems;

why their clients want to change;
the extent that their clients are free to change;
the characteristics of those who make
successful transitions back into society:
the typical traits of those who cannot
escape their problems;

how Harris' quote relates to the problems
of their clients;

the rewards, satisfactions, and
disappointments involved in careers that
deal with people who are trying to change.

ACTIVITY 2. Have students investigate changes in career
opportunities that have taken place in their families over
tile last two or three generations. Students could talk to
their parerts, grandparents, and other relatives to com-
pare the present generation with previous generations.
and find out how much change has occurred. especially the
tendency toward greater freedom of choice. Help students
make a list of things to consider during their investiga-
tions. such as the family's educational levels. occupations,
how career roles were chosen. where they lived, how far
they traveled in their lifetimes. Using this information,
students can examine their own feelings and choices, and
discuss how much they are influenced by family back-
,:round.



LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES

The purpose of this activity is to illustrate how the range
of career choices and the freedom to choose among them
is dramatically increasing.

A CAREER PLAY

Write a play and present it to other classes or to a
parent group. A workable plot is to contrast pioneer life
with modern life. The play might use the device of trans-
porting a pioneer family rapidly through time to the pre-
sent, in order to contrast the personal and career choices
possible then with those possible now. Students' ideas for
castirg, plot, and time will be best, but here are some
suggestions for starters:

1. CAST:

narrator
mother
father
grandmother
grandfather
daughter, age 17
daughter, age 10
son, age 15
son, age 12
school official

2. TIME: An early time in the history o your local
community or any point in the past tf it students
might be interested in researching.

3. PLACE: Inside the family living quarters.

4. STORY:

SCENE ONE. The play could open at mealtime
with the father assigning chores. talking about
family plans for the next few years, and discuss-
ing general community news. Questions from the
family members regarding their futures could
reflect the attitudes and choices available at the
time. After the meal, the family returns to their
chores.

SCENE TWO. By some magical device (a Wizard
of Oz tornado. a Rip Van Winkle sleep, a time
machine, etc.). the time changes to the present. A
school official visits the family to explain the com-
pulsory attendance law. The three youngest chil-
dren go off to school. The seventeen-year-old girl
goes along to take care of them and enrolls in
school while she is there. The rest of the play
could portray what the children learn about the
career choices available to them.
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Students may prefer to work in small groups with each
group devising its own version of the story, combining the
versions into the final draft. Once the story has been
established, the class should decide what jobs will need to
be done and who will do them. They will need:

researchers and historians for the story.

scriptwriters;

a director:

the cast;

set designers and builders;

costume designers and costume productiok;

prop designers and prop production;

publicity people to handle the program, program
notes, and other publicity;

a producer to see that all necessary materials are
available, that all production arrangements are
made, and that all segments are working together
properly and on schedule.

(Refer to Decisions, Decisions; Planning Ahead: The
Racer; and People Need People for additional suggestions
on organization. )

The work groups might invite resource people from the
community or from the high school to assist them. (Art,
home economics, or industrial arts teachers. ) Teachers
might also emphasize the fact that students will be work-
ing at jobs actually being performed by people working in
the entertainment field, as well as construction, clothing
design, and public relations. In keeping with the lesson
theme, students should be able to choose tasks and work
roles on the basis of interests and abilities. Teachers
might encourage students to use this opportunity to try
non-traditional roles. (Boys in costume design, girls in
set production.



SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

SOCIAL STUDIES
HISTORICAL. RESEARCH. Work with the group
researching the factual information to help make the story
as accurate as possible. Discuss how families had freedom
of choice during the pioneering days because they were
independent from outside contacts, but had a limited
choice of life-style and occupation. The script could show
that in the pioneering days providing, the essentials
for survival limited free time (and therefore leisure time
choices) and dictated work roles. Also help students locate
infc rmation regarding roles of family members, career
choices open to each member of the family, career choices
if the family moved to town, topics which might have been
discussed at mealtime, etc. Researchers should not forget
to look at changes in the roles of youth and the elderly.
(Their greater usefulness and their contributions to the
pioneer family unit. contrasted with the increased choices
in the modern world.) The research team could also pro-
vide information to the set, prop. and costume designers.
SCIENCE
SCIENCE THEN AND NOW. Work with the prop team to
help determine what tools would have been in the home,
what foods would have been served at mealtime, and *hat
crops would have been raised by pioneer families, Discuss
how science today has increased one's freedom to choose
how work around the home will be accomplished, what
foods will be served for dinner, and how leisure time will
be spent. Suggestions in all three areas could be given to
the scriptwriters. Some students may even want to explore
how advanced technology has begun to restrict choices
with the advent of such modern phenomena as the energy
crisis, youth unemployment because of fewer jobs for
unskilled labor, pollution, etc.

Another interesting idea for scriptwriters to develop
would be the way that young people, in the past, learned
their work roles at home. The home was the link between
young people and work. With advanced technology
demanding more complex skills and more highly trained
people. the home can no longer serve that function. School
training has become the link between young people and
work, and the choice of carver training plays a more
important role. Characters in the play could discuss future
plans related to training to compare educational alterna-
tives of the past and of the present.
MATHEMATICS
ESTIMATE MATERIALS NEEDED. Work with set and
costume production to estimate the materials needed and
measure materials accurately for the most economical way
to use them. Contrast past and present needs for skill in
mathematics.
LANGUAGE ARTS
SCRIPTWRITING AND SPEECH. Work with the script-
writers and the public relations committee. Furnish
examples of similar efforts (other scripts and public rela-
tions materials) and help them incorporate suggestions and
information from the research team into their work. (A
lesson on how to use reference and resource materials
could help students in their efforts for accuracy of script.)
Contrast style and sentence structure in stories, scripts,
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and press releases. Have students look at examples of a
short story that has been written in script form, press
releases, reviews by theater critics, and theater programs.
Discuss the different skills and techniques used in each
format.

Work with the cast on inflection, delivery, phrasing,
and pronunciation. Discuss the effect these techniques can
have on the feelings conveyed to listeners. Students might
also consider how these same speaking skills are used by
teachers, lawyers, salespeople, candidates for public office,
and others.
MUSIC
MUSIC, PAST & PRESENT. Find a type of instrument, a
song, or a dance communicative of the life style of the
pioneer era and use it in the play. Contrast it with the
music that can be heard on a transistor radio. Did any of
today's music have roots in the past? How do people
communicate thoughts and ideas about life through their
music? Some students may wish to write a song for the
play. This could lead to an investigation of music as a
possible career.
ART
COSTUME & SET DESIGN. Work with the set and cos-
tume designers and the production team to create a
modern and a pioneer set. Compare modern interior deco.
rating and fashion magazines with pictures from the past
and note differences in tastes and functions. Emphasize
the difference in an individual's choice of dress and home

!tirr.tion in the past and the present.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EXERCISE AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES. Incorporate
comparisons of physical exercise and leisure time activities
into the play. What choices existed then? What choices
exist now? What effects have these changes had on the
health and physical fitness of people? Teachers may also
wish to have students look at the many occupations that
exist today relating to physical education, pointing out
that today's life style has increased the antouat of leisure
time available.
ALL SUBJECT AREAS
SUMMARY: In a class meeting have students summarize
the project by discussing:

how the number of choices available to people
has increased;

what new things they learned about
themselves during the project;
adults who have characteristics they would
like to acquire;

the tendency to stereotype tasks on the basis of
sex both in the play and in the work involved in
producing the play;
how education is the primary link to a career;
their feelings about the kind ofjob they chose
in the production;

how their various work roles in the production
related to a variety of skills and interests, and
how all were important to the success of the
project;
the extent to which their planning was adequate
and accurate and the importance of
cooperation;

how they feel about the ability to choose and
change.



LEVEL TWO

THINGS TO CONSIDER
What risks were involved when Barba) a decided to

do the hydrolab project? Why do you think she was will-
ing to take the risks involved? What did sh, learn about
herself as a result? What failures or disappointments
could have happened to her? What kinds of risks are
alwas involved in making a career choice? What are
some 4 tithy possible rewards?

Describe why Barbara fieund her work satisfying.
espectally during the hydrolab project What personal
skills did she need to do the job? 'Leadership ability.
ability to get along with others. ability to learn new
things quickly. ability to handle new problems and set Ua-
tains. Name Live- other jobs which might use similar
skills. ITest medical researcher. aerospace engineer.
transportation engineer. archeologist. natural scientist.
mechanical engineer. etc

What problems do you think Barbara might have
faced when she decided to become an engineer? Do you
suppose her relatives and friends might have suggested
other careers? What? Do relatives or friends ever suggest
careers fir you? How do their ideas tit with your own
ideas about yourself.' How can the opinions of others he
helpful? How much should you let other people's ideas
influence your decisions? What would you do if your ideas
about your future were very different frei the ideas of
your tatnily and friends?

On a sheet of paper list three things that would
make work satisfying for you. List three personal skills
you would like to develop and use in your career. Think-
ing Aeon the first two lists. name three' careers which you
might choose. How many more can you list? Share your
list with the class tee see if they have any suggestions.
How would you find cut .i1 cut tether careers which would
be peissible fi,r you?

Do you think Barbara will ever change jobs? Why?
What might happen that would force her to change jobs?
Knowing Barbara's ability to change. what do you think
she would do if:

the federal projects slit' worked on lost their
funding and her job disappeared?
she had flunked out &engine'e'ring school?
a new career opportunity opened up in marine
engineer) th t paid more and provided a
greater ten . .,,,ety for scientific leadership, but
required :.ddit ionic! training in (peva nography?
she no longer found her work i nterest mg or
enjoyable?
she were teffered as pit) in a remote area ef the
world testing equipment for a ining company?
she had tailed to find out what she needed to
know ;New the equipment she tested in the
hydrolab?
her skills he -came' outdated because of new
developments in her field. and :he might hi'
replaced by at younger engineer with up-to-date
training?
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BIS1 COM
WakBt..t

everyone lost interest in the ocean and all the
people in ocean exploration lost their jobs?

Which of these items are a real possibility for Bar-
bara? Which have really happened to people in other areas
of work? DO you know anyone whose job has been affected
by changes in the economy or by sc.ientitic advancement?
Why is it so important to have the ability to choose and
change?

SHORT-'TERM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY I. Give each student a copy of the following
statements characteristic of people who have demonstrated
an ability to choose and change. Ask students to circle one
number t3. 2. or 1 f next to each statement indicf. tg how
they think Barbara would have answered each item.

2

3

I feet proud of myself. I am
Someone good to know

I don t mind being different
from others.

1 have my own 'deaf. and
beliefs about what is good
for me

I din t get homesick easily
When t move or am away
from home, t don t really
want to go back

usually know how to ,.xtefit
from the lucky things that
happen to me

t I think a lot about who I am and
where i m going

t know that there are several
ways to live. my lite which
would make me happy

8 I can name a number of differ .
cot careers for someone like
me

9 I think tha' studying and work
mg haw: Ail pay off for me

10 I Lim (iang( and be different
can become pretty much
what r want to become

11 I lik(b to try new things even if 1
know I might not succeed

12 I spend more energy It ying hi
make things better for inyseit
than i do being angry about
the things I don t like

E

0)x (D 0 1 0543
3 2 1

3 2 1

1 2 1

3 1

3 2 1

1 2 1

3 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 1

3 2
1

3

Nide: Sortie ideas for this activity were found in GlaYer.
E. M.. and Boss. 11, A ~teals Success/ill Per.quris
From Seh,usly Dmulcutaged Backgrounds. Mice of Spe
0:11 Ma npower Programs. Depart them of Labor. Washington.

Nlach. 170



After students complete their responses, ask each stu-
dent to total up the numbers circled. Have the class com-
pare their scores for Barbara. Does the class see Barbara
as a strong candidate for change (30-36 points!, an aver-
age candidate for change (24-30 points), or someone who is
not likely to change (12-24 points)? Now without sharing
answers, have the students respond to each item as they
would answer for themselves. Each student should com-
pare responses to see if he or she ranked higher or lower
than Barbara.

Suppose someone scored "l's" (never like me) on each
item. As a class, consider each statement separately and
list as many ways as possible that a person might change.

Would you say that these characteristics of a person'sability to change are internal (inside the person andunder his or her control) or external (caused by things
outside the person over which he or she has little or no
control )?

Tr low would Barbara have answered on the following
external characteristics of people who have changed their
lives?

I have gotten help from a few
special people who
believe in me

I have had a chance to make
some decisions for myself

I have had a chance to know
people who symbolize
what I would want to be
(rote models).

I have received support and
acceptance from those
around me. once I got a
chance to prove what I

could do.

3

3

3

2

2

2

3 2

How can these outside factors make a difference to
someone like Barbara?

Do these factors suggest things you could do to help
someone who is trying something new or is in a new
situation? What influence do you have over someone else's
ability and freedom to choose and change?
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How would you describe the difference between inter-
nal end external constraints on freedom of choice? If some-
one scored "3's" on the first list and "I's" on the second
list, what would be his or her chance of choosing and
changing successfully? What if that person's scores werethe other way around? Which do you think are the
stronger of the two sets of factors? Why?

ACTIVITY 2. Help students to identify people in the com-munity who are successful in non-traditional career roles.
(Individuals from college-oriented communities who are
successful in non-college work roles, ghetto escapees.
women in managerial, professional, and technical roles.
men in traditionally female roles. etc.) Invite several of
the people to class to discuss how they were able to
overcome the barriers to success. If possible, have each
student visit a successful worker from an environment
and background similar to his or her own to allow stu-
dents a chance to identify with someone who has suc-
ceeded in overcoming barriers to freedom of choice.

LONG-TERM ACTIVITIES
The purpose of this activity is to help students under-

stand the ways that society's expectations influence indi-vidual choice, and how society's values are changing
toward greater freedom ofchoice.

A MOCK NEWS PROGRAM

Have students produce a thirty-minute mock television
or radio program reporting the results of an investigation
of how stereotypes influence the images students have of
themselves. The class could be divided into small work
groups to investigate various phases of the problem, with
a representative from each group meeting to combine the
material and write the final report. From this report,
students should write a script, perhaps using mock inter-
views, on-the-scene news casts. flashbacks, or futuristic
news capsules. ("On this date 100 years ago . . .," or "And
now for a look at the news from the year 2000.") Have
students gather material fbr the program (suggestions are
offered in the Subject Activities section) and select their
tasks. If students choose to do a TV program, it will
include design and production of sets. Have students
watch a daytime news program or an evening documen-
tary for ideas about the kinds of jobs involved, paying
particular attention to the list of credits. Emphasize how
work roles in this classroom activity correspond to those
in a "real" working situation.



SUBJECT ACTIVITIES

ART

HOW YOUNGER CHILDREN
SEE THEMSELVES. In addition to the art work needed
on the set, the art group could gather paper, glue, scissors,
crayons, and pictur.b from old magazines, and work with
a class of seven or eight-year-olds to find out how younger
children see themselves. The group could help the young-
sters draw or cut out and paste pictures to show: 1 ) what
they'd like to be when they grow up or 2 what they
would do today if today were a "magic day" and they
could do anything they wanted. Have students bring the
pictures back to class and help them analyze the collection
for examples of stereotypes. Also look at the ways even
small children express their feelings through their choices
of color, figure size, facial expression, etc.

LANGUAGE ARTS

STEREOTYPES IN THE MEDIA. This group could exam-
ine television programs, commercials, magazine and news
reporting, printed advertising, and children's literature to
determine how the media describes a "good" job, a "good"
education, "normal" life style, the "average" male, and
the "average" female. This group might need help develop-
ing guidelines or checklists. For example:

What kind of occupation is shown? Is it office
work or strenuous outdoor work? Does the work
require a college degree? How is the worker
dressed?
What is the "typical" family doing? Where do
they live? What do they buy? How do they dress?

What is the person doing? What skills does the
person display? How would you describe the
person? What does the person seem to enjoy most?

From their observations students can compile their
group report on stereotypes in literature and in the mass
media, and discuss how these stereotypes influence peo-
ples" ideas about work roles and educational aspirations.
They should also discuss how the media has been used to
help break down stereotypes, and find examples of local
efforts cm behalf of women's rights a.td minority groups.

MATHEMATICS
STATISTICS ON STEREOTYPING. The math group could
have several responsibilities:

1. Poll seventh and eighth-grade math students and their
teachers, asking questions like:

Why do girls need math? Why do boys need math?

Who needs math morethe student going to
college or the student going directly to work after
high school? Why?

Should girls specialize in math? Why? Should
boys specialize in math? Why?

Do you expect boys to do better in math than Source of both charts: Fact Sheet on The Earnings Gap,
girls? Women's Bureau, Washington, D.C., Feb., 1970.
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The results could be discussed in terms of the number
of women entering the engineering and mathematical
fields. Interviews with workers in non-traditional roles
could illustrate individual success in areas generally con-
sidered inappropriate for certain types of people.

2. Survey math textbooks to see how stereotypes are used
in word problems, pictures, and narrative examples. Want
ads in newspapers may illustrate how specific qualifica-
tions in math are required in certain occupations and how
some jobs are labeled as only appropriate for certain appli-
cants.

3. Compile statistics for the other groups and make
charts and graphs illustrating the findings.

4. Using U.S. Department of Labor publications, obtain
graphs showing the percentage of women and minorities
in the work force. and graphs comparing the earning
power of women with that of men. For example:

The Earning Power of Women
(Annie Wows tor 1970)

Total
Aft

Women Worker*

Scientists $10,000 $13300
Professional. technical 6,881 10,151

Proprietors, managers 5,835 10340

Clerical workers 4,789 7,351

Satesworkers 3,481 8,549

Craftsmen 4.625 7,978

Factory workers 3,991 8.738
Service workers 3.332 6,058

The gernleg Row of Women Compared
to the Bern Power of non (1919)

tip of All
Women Workers

% of All
Male Workers

People employed as:
Proprietors, managers 4% 14%

Professional, technical 15% 14%

Craftsmen 1% 20%

Factory workers 15% 20%

Clerks. sales workers 42% 13%

Service workers 15% 7%

Household workers 8% Less than 1%



5 Compare the earnings and unemployment rate of
"NS hit collar'' workers and "blue collar'' workers to dem-
onstrate that great thilrences flu longer exist between the
two groups. For example:

tit Nki'

sainsasie'

Span***Average Wee*
ihnott Amiably 114272 (Weriter

Eindsge by Indlettry
wbh three dependents)

Year Total
Private

Nommoirmommi.

Mining

_

Carr ,act
Construction Manufacturing

Transportation-
and public

Wives

wholesale
and retail

trade

Pinance
insurance.
real estate

f
Services

1962 $ 76.99 $ 96.90 $106.78 $ 85.53 $64.37 73,0/1983 78.56 99.69 110.18 87.58 65.67 75.361964 82.57 104.40 116.40 92.18 $104,92 68.93 78.14 $65.361965 86.30 11027 122.83 96.78 111.64 71.12 81.20 68.711986 88.66 113.98 127.38 99.45 112.20 72.70 8329 71.101967 90.86 118.52 134.33 101.26 114.56 74.75 85.79 73.641968 95 28 122.52 140.34 106.75 119.54 78.49 90.88 76.811969 99.99 131.09 152.49 111.44 125.78 81.94 95.50 $1.491970 104.61 140.50 186.47 115.90 13.1.52 85.86 99.76 86.681971 112.12 148.11 181.92 123.93 145.69 91.40 107.74 93.161972 120.79 160.75 191.86 135.24 161.85 97.19 114.93 99.14
Source Manpower Report to The President, U.S. Depart-
ment t f Labor. Washington. D.C., March. 1973.
SOCIAL STUDIES
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS. Have students look at national
and state' legislation dealing with the rights of both indi-viduals and groups. Each student in the work group could
cover a different movement such as women. minorities.
migrants. and pen $e of low income who have beengranted equal protection under the law. Students mightalso look at such documents as the Emancipation Procla-
minion. the 14th Amendment. various Indian treaties.
immigration laws, literature about the emergence of
organized labor. the 20th Amendment. the Civil RightsAct of 1964. and the Equal Rights Amendment. Also ofinterest the government's role in broadening education
to make it available to everyone through federal supportof public education. loans to post-secondary students, con-cern for quality education. etc. The emphasis should be on
social progress and how the legislative and judicial proc-
,.ss has been used to attain equality. Some of the students
might want to discuss the limitations of the legislative
and judicial process,1 State and local laws could be exam-ined fin. examples of discrimination based on stereotypes.
Someone in the group might want to look at how career
choice in the past depended heavily on the father's occupa-
tion. and contrast that with today's wider range of train-
ing and career options.

SCIENCE
SCIENTIFIC CAREERS. Conduct polls similar to those
suggested in the mathematics activities to explore why few
girls want to have scientific careers. Talk with counselors
and science teachers to get their views on the subject. and
look at previous contributions of women and minorities tothe field of science, (For example. Dr. Dan Williams. a
black surgeon. performed the first open heart surgery in
America.) Studente could have an interesting discussion
about the folloaing:

An American youth organization official argued for
separation by sex in youth groups because the boyS
orgarni,ition sas geared toward many activittec
science mathematics and aviation and therefore map
propriate for guts
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DIFFERENCES IN SPORTS. Discuss the difference
between organized competitive sports programs for girls
and those for boys. Compare them with programs in other
countries, and with the physiological and psychological
needs for physical fitness, competition. and team work ofboth tames. Poll te oilers, parents, and students to find outwhat is expected from boys and what is expected fromgirls in these areas. How are these expectations reflectedin the youth programs? Read biographies of women andmembers of minority groups who have becu prominent
sports figures and plan a mock interview foe the broad-
cast. Have them tell about their efforts to succeed insports in spite of the expectations of others. Make sugges-tions about how sports programs might be changed to giveall students a chance to participate in competitive pro-grams.
ALL SUBJECT AREAS
SUMMARY. After the -broadcast." have students discuss:

the extent to which school and society reflect
the total range of choices for everyone;
how limited contact with people of different
backgrounds can increase the tendency to
stereotype:

how individuals can suffer from stereotyping:
why stereotypes eaist;

why the reasons for stereotyping are-
disappeaeing in ot'.r society:
how they can personally help in breaking
down stereotypes;

how stereotypes influence one's self-image and
actions:

how they have a wider range of choices for
the future 'hen their parents;
how legal, judicial, and social processes are
ncreasing the freedom of all people to choose

and change.
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Producer/Writer: Ruth Pollak

Treasure Hunt
Success Story
I Agree, . . . You're Wrong!
Choosing Changes

Producer/Writer: Louise Henry

The Way We Live
About bread & butterflies

Producer/Writer: Jan Skrentny

Things, Ideas, People

Production Staff

Director: Michael Switzer
Directors/Editors: Richard Even, Frank Nesbitt,

Robert Gardner
Associate Editor: Leland Price
Cinematographers: Michael Switzer, Frank Nesbitt.

Murdoch Campbell
Assistant Cinematographers: Scott Gibson,

Murdoch Campbell, Leland Price
Sound Technician: Murdoch Campbell
Production Assistant: Jan Hatcher
Music: Morris Brothers, Back Porch Majority.

Cochran Family

Consultants: Arvonne Fraser, E. James
Lieberman, M.D.. Martha Gross, Herbert Holstein

Documentary Subjects:
David Gilbert. Success Story
Zeddie Gillenwater Family, The Way We Live
Barbara Pijanowski, Choosing Changes

Cooperating Sc'. Georgetown University, Birney
Elementary, I/ ew Elementary. Boston-Hoffman
Junior High School, Middleburg Elementary,
Freedom Hill Elementary. Timberlane Elementary.
Northern Virginia Community College

Acknowledgements: Billy Arnold. Honda Fairfax
Motoreyclete. Joqui Benson. Steve Berryman. Morrie Epps.
Sammie' Campbell. Dr. Marcell° Fernandez. Dr. John
Holland. Dr. Tom Kenney. Ms. M. J. Murray. Dr. Anthony
Llewellyn. Gilbert Jaffe. Dr. James Miller. Dr. John
Sessions. Smokey Roberts. Capital City Jamboree. DuPont
Chemical Company, Fairfax Police Academy. Hart wood
Para Center. Maryland State Fair. J. C Penney. Manned
Underseas Science and Technology Office of he National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Perry
Foundation Hydrolab. United Statek, Army. United States
Post Office. Woodward & Lothrop.
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KETC-TV, St. Louis, Missouri

Writer/Director/Producer: John Allman
Managing Producer: Don Jeffries

Me, Myself& Maybe ,We'
Planning Ahead: The Rarer

AT
N.

PasPoer Play
'et

Director: Don Jeffries
C.)

CiI
Writer: John Allman

,,...is.

Taking Care ofBusiness slY

Production Staff

Assistant Directors: Marcy Tate, Jerry Kritz
Cinematographer: John Huston
Assistant Cinematographers: Jordan Kaiser,

Gordan Rnuss
Editors: David Howard, Peter Bretz
Sound Technicians: Brian Elliott, Jerry Kritz,

Al Bussen, Dan Reid
Optical Effects: Tim Leone
Art Work: Karen Isom, Tim Sappington, John Ryun,

Marilyn Dilly, Dice. irirsner
Production Assistants. John Ryun, Mark Zuke,

Todd Kritz, Tim Sappington, Dick Welsh,
Eric McKeever. Larry Price

Consultants: Moisy Shopper. M.D. (child psychiatrists
Earle Hollis, Image Society. Mexican American

Cultural Commission
Still Photographer: Art Fitzsimmons

Music: Don Ray Sampson, Merrill Clark: Planning
Ahead: The Racer; Arthur Custer: Power Play;
Frank Ray: Taking Care ofBuriness

Cast Members: DeAnne Austin, Cathy Simpson,
Darlene Parks, T. Haynie, John Forrester, Sarah
Lewis and her class, Danny Fitter, Marty Schmelzle,
Jeanne Austin. Don Haskins, Rick McGougan, Sixth
grade class-Brittany Middle School, Helen Schaus,
Matt Siegel. Mark Leavitt, Rebecca Senior, David
Noelle, Mickey Pierce and Evelyn Braden and
their classes, Norm Dorb, Carlos J. Villalobos, Helen
Mora, Carlton Duckworth, Catarina Mora, Marta
Mendoza, David Mendoza. Rosita Guzman, i nastasia
Mora, Yvonne Vicor, Andrew Gladney. Mary Alice
Kearney, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Williams, Ron and
Lynn Cihen. Lawrence Jungman. Billie Jacobs,
Carmen Murack

Cooperating Schools: University City Schools,
Brittany Middle School, Clayton Schools

Acknowledgements: Dave Roach. Sarah Lewis. BillieJacohs,
John Yunker. Mickey Pierce. Evelyn Braden. Bader's Art
Store. Jeanne. Manila. Tony's Parkway Service. Ed Tate.
Myrick family. Mr. and Mrs. 0. L Allman. St. Louis Park
and Recreation District, Mrs. Buckowitz. St. Louis Photo.
Bicycle Center. Cornet & Zeihig. Inc., Famous Barr.
K- Mart, Michelson Realty Company. Mi Puehlito
Restaurant. Spangler Cycle. Mr, and Mrs. Donald C.
Jeffries. Mr. and Mrs. Gordan Reel, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Schweig. Rene Michel Trapapo, Shirley Kurre
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Unit Productions of the Utah State
Board of Education

Producer/Director: Dean Bradshaw
Writer: John Allman

Decisions, Decisions
School & Jobs
Work Means . . .

Production Staff

Cinematographers/Editors: Robert Clayton.
Ronald Hyman

Sound Technicians: Dale Steadman, Derrell Dansier,
Klay Andersen, Kathy Fletcher

Production Assistants: Denece Green. Bob Olson
Music: Don Ray Sampson. Merrill Clark
Consultant: Lynn Jensen
Cast Members: Mark Rowe, Kurt Bagley. Mike

Mason. Leanne Rowe, Marge Crittenden. Chet
Blomquist, Spence Young, Ilona Pierce, Grant Geary,
Ken Sansom, Marci Kirk, Ethel Canis, Ferrin Gregg
Cooperating Schools: Sanpete School District, Murray
School District, Jordan School District, San
Francisco City Schools, Salt Lake City Schools

Acknowledgements. Redman Moving & Storage. LDS
Hospital. Summit Mercantile. Aerotec. Inc.. DeSoto Cab
Company. Utah Stars. Joan Baez. Topaz. Evan's
Advertising Agency. Towle Transcript & Bulleting. Air
National Guard. Northwest Multi Project Center. Kent
Worthington
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WHIM-TV, Norfolk, Virginia

Producer/Editor: Larry Crum
Writer: Ruth Pollak

People Need People
Our Own Two Hands

Production Staff

Cinematographer: Stewart Harris
Sound Technicians: Ron James, Rodney Sharp
Production Assistants: Glen Morgan, Rick Voight,

Shcralyn Lerner, Paul Gaddis
Music: Larry Crum: Our Own Two Hands, People

Need People

Documentary Subjects:
The Holland Family, Our Own Two Hands

Cooperating Schools: Hampton School for the Blind.
Kempsville High School. the Public Schools of
Virginia Beach

Acknowledgements: Richard Brinson and the Florida State
University Flying Circus. Mary Brown. Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone Company. Bill Boyce. Rick Bender. Mr.
Oliver. Bob Cog:0:1a le and the Virginia Tech Agriculture
Extension Service. Wally French
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Georgia Department of Education,
Educational Media Services Division

Producer/Di rector : Ron Nugent

"Using bread & butterflies"

Production Staff

Production Coordinator: Ralph Crandall
Cinematographers: Bruce Grimes, John Huston,

George Macrenaris
Editor: David Howard
Teachers: Willie Foster, Marlys Peters, Debera Sharpe
Consultants: Dr. James E. Bottoms, Debera Sharpe

Cooperating Schools: Atlanta City Schools Dr.
Curtis Herizoll and Willie Foster: Cobb County
SchoolsRobert Cook and Albert Price; DeKaib
County SchoolsJames F. Clark and Geraldine
Tilson
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Initructional Resources

Workshop leaders' materials, including a handbook.
reference items, and a variety of audio-visual materials,
are available for the training of teachers and others
involved in the use of bread & butterflies. Various
modules provide a clear understanding of the
backgro.iad, objectives, and processes of the complete
project. These workshop materials can be obtained from
AIT.

"Using bread & butterflies"

Using bread & butterflies, a twenty-minute ir-service
color program, demonstrates how some teachers have
used the project successfully in their classrooms. The
program emphasizes children's feelings and attitudes
about career development. It shows how teachers and
students use bread & butterflies in a variety of ways as
part of the total curriculum. Using bread &
butterflies is available from AIT.

"About bread & butterflies"

About bread & butterflies is an informational
program designed to acquaint parents, educators. and
general audiences with the project and its objectives.
Included are excerpts from the student programs,
examples of chi Idren and teachers using the project.
and comments from education specialists. The
fifteen-minute color program is available from MT.

"bread & butterflies" films, cassettes
Individual bread & butterflies programs on 16 mm
color film and videocassettes can be purchased from
AIT. Preview prints are offered to prospective
purchasers without chdige except for return postage.
Special prices are available to breed & butterflies
consortium agencies and to those entitled to service
from a consortium agency. (See inside front cover.)

To purchase or obtain additional information about
"bread & butterflies" films, cassettes, or related
materials, write to:
Agency for Instrsictionnl Television
Box A
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
Phone: (SIM 330-2203
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The Agency for Instructional Television is a
nonprotit American-Canadian organization

established to strengthen education through
television and other technologies. Its

primary function is the development of joint
program projects involving state and

provincial agencies. A division of AlT is
National Instructional Television, which

manages the cooperative projects. AlT has
its main offices in Bloomington, Indiana, and

regional offices in the Washington, D.C.,
Atlanta, Milwaukee, and San Francisco arca3.
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